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I:f_' A study performed under Contract NAS2-3705 (NASA, OART-MAD, Ames Research
Center), entitled "Study of Maintainability for Long-Duration Manned Space
_ Flight," evaluates the influence of maintainability in sustaining a high level
"_ of reliability throughout long-term missions. A 99% probability of crew sur-
vival is a basic constraint in the analysis. Spacecraft of four representa-
i _ tive but widely varying missions, one Earth-orbital and one interplanetary
_'_ each in the mid-1970 and the mid-1980 time periods, are examined to the
replaceable component level. Detailed maintenance analyses of s_systems and
components, vehicle configuration optimizations performed with a unique com-
_ _ puter program, and statistical results of several hundred mission simulations
are described and evaluated. The effects of hardware reliability and failure
rates, skills, environmental factors, mission durations and resupply potential,
_ and various resources are considered in many interrelationships. Optimum
{ _ distributions of redundant and spare items to be _ncluded on board each space-
craft configuration for assuring mission success are identified, and their
implications as to operational requirements and design philosophies are dis-
i _ cussed. Tables, charts, and graphs summarizing analytical results and dis-
i _ playing parametric sensitivities are provided. Gross cost estimates also are
included to indicate trends and to place the respective missions in context
i _ relative to eacb other.
; The study indicates that no attempt should be made to apply a single
O maintenance philosophy to all subsystems unilaterally. Rather, specificmaintenance philosophies by subsystem, or by component where necessary, should
be used. This will require strong management control at all levels and very
close design integration throughout program development. If an on-board work-
O shop capability can be justified by maintenance requirements common to severalsubsystems, a substantial reduction in the weight of inflight support elements
could be realized. Maximum commonality among components should be exercised
for the same reason. Items requiring only a single spare to achieve a desiredassurance level should be designed for standby redundancy where possible.
Accurate lalid, and detailed design data on space hardware is lacking in
many important areas; this should be developed and disseminated as soon as
for future Space mission planning can be enhanced by
possible programs.
employing complementary optimization and mission simulation models to evaluate
parameters affecting the maintainability and overall operation of manned
vehicles.
Volume I summarizes results of the study and describes very briefly its
approach and methods. Volume II discusses the study in detail, including
source material and rationale, analytical effort, and explanations of proce-
dures. Volume III is a compilation of the material developed during the
course of the analysis.
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0 MISSIONSELECTIONSAND SPACECRAFTCONFIGURATIONS
This section contains descriptions of several candidate manned space mis-sions, discussions of mission characteristics and operational factors affecting
space hardware design and maintenance, and rationales for the selections of mis-
sions and configurations made in the performance of this study.
A-I.0 SUMMARY ._
O made _f documentation various manned space'mis -
An initial review was on
sions applicable to this study effort. Summary tabulation sheets were prepared
to provide ready reference and to facilitate comparisons when making selection
O decisio.ls. An overall compilation of the missions and associated configurationsis reproduced as item A-I.I. Sbeets A-I.2.1 through A-1.2.8 present tabulations
of the more significant concepts that were reviewed.
O A-I.I MATRIX OF MANNED SPACE MISSION CONCEPTS
See following page.
A-I.2 CONFIGUraTION SUMMARY SHEETS
O See following pages.
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A-2.O MISSION TYPES AND DURATIONS
C>
A variety of mission types appear reasonable for t':emid-1970 time period.
These include various Earth-orbital missions, Mars flyby, Venus flyby, a Mars
_J and Venus flyby, a_d _Jnar base missions. Mission durations for orbital andlunar missions can be tailored as required, and I to 5 year missions with peri-
odic resupply could be considered. Pertinent planetary mission characteristics
_-_ are determined by the target planet, the launch date, the flyby mode, and the
C_ planetary miss distance. Considering a particular time period for a mission to
Mars, the choice of the flyby mode is the most significant parameter in estab-
lishing initial requirements (Ref. 2). For a Mars flyby, the twilight passage
exhibits the lowest but also is than
energy requirements, considerably longer
other candidate modes. A dual-planet flyby can b_ achieved with the assistance
of midcourse maneuvers and propulsion turns, at the expense of additional
O launch weight and system complexity. Typical missions to the nearby planets inthe 1970's can be expected to vary between 359 and approximately 700 days. Mis-
sion times in general can be shortened by the application of a propulsion/grav-
ity turn. For flyby missions, a propulsion/gravity turn at Mars results in ob-taining mission durations of between 360 days and 1.5 years.
In the mid-1980 time period, it is expected that only particular types of
Earth-orbital missions will be of interest (aside from normal growth that canbe expected for the 1975 time period orbital missions). The particular orbital
missions that may be of interest in the 1985 time period are missions to the
Earth's libration centers, and a synchronous orbital station mission. A lunarb se mission may also be a possibility of 1985, presuming that it has not al-
ready been considered for the 1975 time period. Mars landing missions are like-
wise a possibility for the 1985 time period, as are Venus orbital missions withthe capability for manned and unmanned probes into the Venus atmosphere. A
manned Mercury flyby mission may be a remote possibility in the 1985 time
period. ,.
0
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A-3.0 DISCUSSION OF SELECTED MISSIONS
Earth-orbital and interplanetary missions were selected for each of the two
time periods considered. Table A-3-1 provides a matrix of the missions selected
for this study. The following sections describe their principal features.
A-3.1 EARTH-ORBITAL MISSIONS
Two missions were selected that could be classified loosely as orbital. In
the _975 time period, a near-Earth orbital mission was selected. Section A-3.1.1
discusses this mission in detail. For the 1985 time period, an extended mission
at the Earth/Moon L1 Libration Center was planned. This mission is discussed
in Section A-3.1.2.
Table A-3-1: RESUME OF SELECTED MISSIONS
Orbital Configuration Crew Resupply
Period Mission Duration Altitude Basis Size Period
...... J SINear-Earth _ 5 yrs 200 Douglas- 90-180 f
Orbit _ max n.mi. MORL I , days
mid- Mars/Venus 550 - NAA 6 Preinj ection {
1970's _ Flyby days Concept Orbit o.-ly
Earth-Moon 5 yrs 173,000 Douglas- 12 180-360
Libration max n.mi. MORL ! _ days (
Center LI : i
mid-
Mars 460 - NAA 8 IPreinj ection
1980's Landing daysappr0x C°ncept; I I Orbit °nlyIMISCD (
/
A-3.1.1 1975 Near-Earth Orbit Mission _'
The MORL mission described in Reference 1 was used as the baseline orbiting /
system for this study. Of the existing studies reviewed, this had the most com- \
nlete detail and subsystems descriptions, and was best representative of the
Jpacecraft to be postulated for a near-Earth orbit mission, under groundrules of F
the current effort. It also has been used as the basis for the 1985 mission de- _
scribed in Section A-3.1.2, due to similarity of many of the characteristics
involved such as resupply, crew rotation, solar power, communications, etc.
/
Initially, the spacecraft would be launched unmanned from existlng launch _
pads at Cape Kennedy by an uprated Saturn I-B booster. After first-stage burn-
out, the second stage would inject the laboratory into a 28.7-degree elliptical
orbit with a 20C nautical-mile apogee and a 100-nautical-mile perigee. The lab- I,,_
oratory's own propulsion system then would circularize this orbit at the de-
sired 200-nautical-mile altitude. The unmanned spacecraft would be checked out
from the ground control station through several orbital periods. Only those _
systems required for unmanned orbital control would remain active after checkout. \_
18
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Countdown of the first logistics vehicle, which uses an extended Apollo ve-
hicle to transport the eight-man crew, is conducted at the same time as the un-
O_ manned MORL, except that it is held at T-3 days. After the unmanned spacecraftsuccessfully achieves orbit, the countdown on the logistics vehicle is resumed.
On successful launch and orbit of the logistics vehicle, it is rendezvoused
_ with, and docks to, the laboratory spacecraft. The crew then enters the space-craft activati n and checkout of th laboratory systems ar started. The
logistics module and Apollo spacecraft are then stowed on the side of the labo-
O ratory. On the initial manning launch for the spacecraft, sufficient spares andexpendables for 120 days will be provided to afford a reserve capability of 33%
over the regular resupply interval of 90 days. Thereafter, logistics vehicles
will be launched periodically (nominally every 90 days) for regular resupply and
O rotation of half the crew. The laboratory is designed for a minimum missionduration of I year, with a potential for remaining active up to 5 years. The
mission profile for this orbital flight is shown in Figure A-3-3.
C_ A summary of the payload weights for the 1975 near-Earth mission launches
is shown in Table A-3-2. In all cases the payload weight exceeds the Saturn
O I-B capability of about 15,600 kilograms to a 200-nautical-mile circular orbit
(Ref. I); therefore, an improved Saturn I-B will be required, One of the im-
proved versions presented in Reference 87 will have a payload capability of
22,500 kilograms to a 105-nautical-mile circular orbit. Although its capabil-
C_ ity to a 200-nautical-mile circular orbit will be slightly less, it will stillbe able to meet the maximum requirement of 19,800 kilograms shown in the table.
_-_ A-3.1.2 Libration Center LI MissionYJ
The 1985 orbital mission, as recommended by the NASA study manager, was
postulated for L1 Libration Center of the Earth-Moon planetary system. Posi-
O tion L] is on a direct line between the centers of the two bodies, and is ap-proximately 173,000 nautical miles from Earth (semimajor axis of the Moon's
orbit is about 207,600 nautical miles). A body located here has the dual char-
O acteristics of appearing as a submoon from Earth, being centered in front of theMoon at all times, nd of acting as a synchronous satellit with respect t the
Moon itself. Although this is one of the unstable libration centers of the sys-
O tem, station-keeplng propulsive costs are within moderate resupply capabilities.Considerable radiation shielding, however, will be necessary.
The MORL spacecraft concept described in Reference 1 also was used as the
O baseline system for this study. Considerable subsystem information developedfor the 1975 Earth-orbltal mission was directly applicable could b scal
up easily to accommodate the full 12-man crew considered here. Because the
O structure already had been sized for 12 men when designing the 1975 near-Earthconfiguration, no revision was required for this mission. (It was felt that
differences in structural requirements for 8-man and 12-man crews would not
warrant separate design considerations during this study.) Booster payload ca-
O for an Libratlon Center mission is assumed to be about 30% of the
pability L1
near-Earth orbit capability, as given in Reference 21. On that basis, a Saturn
I-B booster capability would be insufficient and it was eliminated from consid-
C_ eration for the mission. Because a Saturn V would have the capability of plac-ing 36,600 kilograms (81,000 pounds) L1 it was designa ed s the booster to
©
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fable A-3-2: 1975 NEAR-EARTH MISSION LAUNCH SUMMARY
Ist Launch---Unmanned Spacecraft
Spacecraft (dry weight) 15,544
Expendables (propellants, 02, N2) 1,615
Total 17,159 kg
2nd Launch ....Initial Manning of Spacecraft
8-Man Stretched Apollo Reentry System 7,904
8-Man Crew (200 ib each) 1,130
Cargo Module 4,030
Expendables (food, clothing, LSS supplies)** 1,084
EVA Powered Locomotion Units 284
Spares Weight (0.99 PMS---120 days)** 1,747
Basic Experiment Requirements* 2,500
Total 17,679 kg
Subsequent Launches---90-Day Resupply
Reentry System 7,904
Crew 1,130
Cargo Module 4,030
Expendables (all requirements incl. experiment supplies) 3,972
Spares Weight (range 5 to 265 kg) 265
Total 17,301 kg (
Basic Experiment Requirements* 2t500
Total 19,801 kg C
* Abou_ i0,000 kg are required for the basic experiment program. It was as-
sumed that 25% of this is carried on each of the second through the fifth
launches
** Initial expendables and spares are provided for 90 days plus 30-day reserve
supply
20
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be used for all launch requirements of this mission. A summary of the payload
weights for the 1985 L1 Libration Center'mission launches is shown in Table
A-3-4. The Saturn V will be sufficient to handle all payloads shown in the
table, as long as the spacecraft radiation shielding requirement does not exceed
about 15,400 kilograms. The preliminary shielding analysis included in the
structure subsystem description (Section B-1.2.16) indicated that 15,400 kilo-
grams will be sufficient except for the concept of shielding an entire lO-meter
diameter 12-man spacecraft, which would require about 16,900 kilograms. Even
this requirement could be met if the 1985 Saturn V ca,ability is greater than
the assumed figures given above, which might very well be achieved by that time.
The complete but unmanned spacecraft initially would be launched, and con-
trolled from the ground as required, to place it at the L1 Libration Center.
After the spacecraft successfully achieves position and has been checked out
from the ground, the first logistics vehicle with six of the ultimate 12-man
crew _ould be launched. On rendezvous of the logistics vehicle with the space-
craft, the crew would transfer themselves and supplies to the spacecraft, and
would then stow the logistics vehicle at one of the six stowage ports. The
spacecraft would be checked out, and its status coordinated with Earth control.
The second logistics vehicle with the remaining six crewmen would then be
launched and the rendezvous, docking, transfer, and stowage operations re-
peated. On the two launches for initial manning of the spacecraft, sufficient
spares and expendables for 240 days would be provided to afford a reserve capa- I
bility of 33% over the regular resupply interval of 180 days. Thereafter, lo-
gistics vehicles would be launched periodically for regular resupply and crew
rotation. _e basic resupply interval for this mission was assumed to be 180 i
days, at which half the crew also would be alternated. The laboratory is as-
sumed to have a total active mission potential of 5 years. Profile for this
mission is shown in Figure A-3-5.
\
A-3.2 INTERPLANETARY MISSIONS
The interplanetary missions selected for study were a Mars/Venus flyby (
mission in the 1975 time period and a Mars landing mission in the 1985 time
period. These are discussed in detail in Sections A-3.2.1 and A-3.2.2.
f
A-3.2.1 1975 Mars/Venus Flyby Mission
The interplanetary mission selected was a 550-day high-energy Mars flyby l
with a Venus swing-by on the return trip. After in_ection into planetary tra-
Jectory there would be no resupply. This mission was selected for the following
reasons:
i) To comply with NASA direction limiting the duration of any study mission
to no more than 550 days.
2) To investigate unsupported missions of long duration, because more opera-
tional and maintenance problems probably will be experienced during such
flights.
3) To keep energy requirements within the realm of practical possibility for
1975. %
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Table A-3-4: 1985 L1 LIBRATION CENTER MISSION LAUNCH SUMMARY
\,/ ist Launch---Unmanned Spacecraft
< ) Spacecraft (dry weight) ].5,676
_ Expendables (propellant,, 02, N2) 4,581
-_) Total - 20,257 kg..- Launch Capability + 3_
Radiation Shielding Allowance + 15,443 kg
C) 2nd and 3rd Launches---Initial Manning of Spacecraft
{--_ Reentry System (8-man Apollo and Service Module) 10,180
_ Crew 848
<i_ Cargo Module 4,030
Expendables (food, clothing, LSS supplies)* 1,76_
C{2 EVA Powered Locomotion Devices _ 142
,; /_ Spares Weight (0.99 PMS---240 days)* 815
Basic Experiment Requirements** 3,750
Total 21,528 kg
Subsequent Launches---180-Day Resup_ly
O Reentry System 10,180
Crew (8 men) 1,130
O Cargo Module 4,030
Expendables (all requirem_ nts incl. experiment :,_Ipplies) 11,148
O Spares Resupply (range I0 to 120 kg) 120
Total 26,608
(-_ Basic Experiment Requirements** 3_750
Total 30,358 kg
* Total quantity required for spacecraft for 240 days (180 days plus 60-dayreserve) is divided between thes two launches
•* About 15,000 kg are required for the basic equipment program. It was as-
O sumed that 25% of this would be carried on each of the second through fifthlaunches
1968006934-028
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4) To provide a mission precursor to a Mars capture and landing mission.
_ 5) To provide a mission framework for analyzing the long-term operation ofelectrical power systems other than solar and nuclear dynamic; i.e., iso-
tope heat-powered systems.
_i 6) To provide a basis from which a Venus flyby mission easily can be scaleddown, while the inverse would be more difficult.
(_ The primary objective of the mission would be to obtain information aboutMars in preparation for a future capture and landing miss_ou. Secondary o jec-
tives would be to obtain similar information about Venus and to perform such
C_ navigational and scientific experiments as cannot be performed in Earth orbit.The 700-day low-energy Mars flyby mission described in the North American Avi-
ation study (Ref. 2) was used as the baseline planetary system for this _tudy,
because its coverage of interplanetary requirements was more comprehensive than
_'_ any other reviewed. Numerous modifications were necessary to adapt this in-
formation to the current study requirements, such as a larger crew size, re-
duced elapsed time, higher electrical power levels, and additional propulsive
O requirements. Due to these changes, mission description and subsystem defini-tions are given here in considerable detail to facilitate fuller understanding
of study criteria and results.
O of the vehicle, consisting of
Mission Profile---Segments interplanetary space-
craft elements, the injection engine, and the propellants, would be lifted in-
to Earth orbit by a series of uprated Saturn V launches and assembled. This
O was programmed for eight launches as illustrated in Figure A-3-6. One addi-tional booster was allocated as a contingency vehicle without a specific pay-
load assignment. Assembly of the interplanetary spacecraft would be a logis-
O tics requirement considered to be beyond the _cope of this study. The missionmodel used in this study commenced with injection of the spacecraft into a
transplanetary trajectory, shown in Figure A-3-7, from low Earth orbit on 24
September 1975 (2442680 Julian). The first leg of the mission would take 200
days, with arrival at Mars on 2442880 Julian. During the first leg, a mid-course correction would be made to compensate for any errors in the trajectory.
_/ Approximately 4 days before Mars passage, a series of unmanned probes areto be deployed. These include orbiting prob s, atmospheric probes, and soft
landing probes. Full-planet photographs would be taken up to 42 hours before
planetary passage, using a 40-centimeter astronomical telescope mounted on thespacecraft. Beginning 24 hours bt_fore passage, hlgh-resolutlon photographs
would be taken with the telescope. The period from 24 hours before passage to
24 hours after passage would be one of maximum activity. During this time the
deployed probes would be monitored and controlled, telemetry data from themwou d be st r d at a high rate, and a maximum amount of direct observal:ion
would be conducted.
Concurrently, the spacecraft must be vectored to the Mars-Venus trajec-
tory during passage. This would require the spacecraft to be readied for ac-
celeration, oriented, and the kick stage ignited. Determination of the exact
window for the vector klck was not determined d_ring this study. It may befound that the vector maneuver could be delayed until immediately after plane-
@
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tary passage, allowing more information to be gathered during the flyby. At
least two crew members should be available to conduct direct observations
throughout the immediate passage period, except during acceleration.
After Mars passage and the vectoring maneuver, the spent kick stage
would be stripped of any parts that the crew felt might be required during the
remainder of the flight. These parts could include wiring, connectors, hard-
ware, plumbing, etc. If any reserve fuel remained, this could be transferred
to the midcourse propellant tanks to top them off. The kick stage could then
be jettisoned anytime before the trans-Venus midcourse correction.
When required by the transmission range, the orbital and soft landing
probes would be commanded to a lower telemetry rate. The lower transmission
rate could then be monitored by both the spacecraft and Earth.
The Mars-to-Venus leg would take approximately 174 days, with arrival at
Venus on or about 2443054 Julian. Approximately the same experimental time
schedule would be followed at Venus. The schedule at Venus, however, would not
be interrupted by a vectoring maneuver. During the Mars-Venus leg, a midcourse
correction would be made to optimize the trajectory and ensure proper planetary
miss distance. The final leg of the mission would take 176 days, arriving at
Earth on 2443230 Julian. A final course correction is to be made in the final
leg. Earth entry velocity for this class of mission is estimated to be about
- 12.3 kilometers per second (40,400 fps), which would be low enough to eliminate
the need for retrobraking, and the landing would be accomplished directly from
the last-leg trajectory. !
Mission Operations---Major mission operations begin with transplanetary injec-
tion and include the establishment of the midcourse spacecraft configuration,
midcourse corrections, the Mars vector maneuver, preparation for Earth reentry, (
and reentry. The interplanetary spacecraft consists of the following elements,
illustrated in Figure A-3-8:
(
i) Mission Module (MM)
2) Apollo Reentry Vehicle or Command Module (CM)
3) Service Module/Midcourse Correction Stage (SM)
4) Kick Stage
Injection is accomplished with the spacecraft configured as shown in the
top view of Figure A-3-8. The crew occupies the CM during injection, primarily
because the CM includes specific provisions for withstanding acceleration.
There is nothing to prevent the crew from riding in the MM during injection; !
the apparent increase in mission safety is the only reason for specifying the
CM. In fact, it appears that the best place to ride d,,ring the vectoring ma-
neuver at Mars is in the MM; this may influence mission safety aspects to the
extent that injection would be made with the spacecraft in the cruise conflgu- :'
ration, thereby eliminating the enroute turn-about of the CM/SM pair.
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Assuming injection has been made in the first configuration, the next mis-
sion operation is to establish the cruise configuration. This is accomplished
by separating the CM/SM pair from the MM, reversing them, and docking the CM
end to the docking cone provided on the end of the MM. The crew then mans the
MM and jettisons the injection stage. The resulting first-leg cruise configu-
ration is shown in the middle view.
For a midcourse maneuver, the spacecraft is oriented properly and is
placed under the control of the on-board computer and inertial reference sys-
tem. The computer fine aligns the spacecraft and fires the midcourse engine
according to previously loaded instructions based on navigational inputs.
During the burn, the thrust axis is maintained by steering the engine under
the control of the computer. Following the main midcourse burn, short bursts
may be required to trim the spacecraft velocity and trajectory. At _cesent,
it is doubtful if accelerometers of the high precision required to accomplish
the midcourse corrections with a single burn will be available in 1975.
Thus, navigational observations over a period of days or weeks will be used
to calculate the achieved correction and determine trimming corrections. All
midcourse maneuvers are made in the same manner.
Probes are deployed as appropriate at both Mars and Venus. These are
checked out and serviced with fuel before deployment. After being determined
ready, they are sterilized with a gaseous atmosphere. About 4 days before
planetary intercept the probes are deployed. Those carried in the probe com-
partment are ejected through large doors, while those secured adjacent to the
_ probe compartment can be released automatically. Once the probes are deployed,
I! cloqed and be used to store waste materials,
the vacant compartments are can
_|i thus making available additional space in the living compartment as the mis-
_ sion progresses.
During the vector maneuver to the Venus trajectory at Mars, the crew
i should occupy the CM (to be consistent with the assumptions made for the in-jection maneuver). To do so, the CM/SM pair must be repositioned to place the :
crew in the proper position for thrust. This solution is unsatisfactory be-
• cause it complicates the mission, consumes precious observation time during
I][ planetary passage, and increases the chance of damage to the spacecraft ele- :• ments. The exact accelerations for the maneuver have not been calculated; how-
II! ever, it iS possible to use the crew berths as acceleration couches, and toprovide two such couches in the command station for the pilots. Another pos-
sibility is to keep the thrust level low b_ firing the engines in a sequence,
i or by providing throttleable engines. After the maneuver is performed, the
,, stage c_- be retained to use any reserve fuel left for corrections when the a-
chieved trajectory is calculated. Before jettis°ning the stage, any fuel left
may be transferred to th_ midcourse propellant tanks to top them off (assuming _<
common fuels), and the stage may be scavenged for parts if it contains some
that are common to parts used in other spacecraft systems. These parts may be
removed from the stage to provide additional spares. It is not recommended
that this be planned as a source of parts, but the crew may determine, based
on systems operation and spares usage, that some kick stage parts would pro-
of safety for the remainder of the mission. _vide additionalan measure
%
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OIn preparation for the Earth-reentry maneuver, the crew must activate the
(_) CM and verify the proper operation of all of the systems. Intensive drillingin the reentry procedures will be conducted. About 4 o_ 5 days before inter-
cept, the CM batteries will be activated and checked (assuming they have not
been required for emergency use before). The CM must also be loaded with any
/_- _ data that is to be returned to Earth. About i day before reentry, the CM/SM
_-J pair will be reversed and mated to the MM again. An hour or two before reentry
the crew will abandon the MM and man the CM. One hour before touchdown the
<_) crew will jettison the SM and MM and position the CM for atmospheric entry. A
..... standard reentr_ is then flown. A weight summary derived from results of con-
figuration optimization is given in Table A-3-9.
C) Abort Considerations---For most Earth-escape missions, abort possibilities from
a few hours to a few days after injection are foreseen. It seems reasonable to
expect that this mission will have good abort possibilities for a somewhat long-
C_ er period due to the large AV capability still aboard the spacecraft after in-jection. The calculation of the point of no return and other abort trajectory
parameters is not a function of this study, but should be a part of the mission
O analysis effort for Earth-escape modes.
One other possible safety aspect should be considered for this mission.
O The departure trajectorv of this mission almost coincides with the trajectory| for a 670-day low- nergy Mars twil ght flyby. In the event that the kick stage
failed to operate at Mars, it may be possible to offset to the 670-day trajec-
I tc.y using some midcourse propellant. Such an alternative would presume the
O availability of sufficient on-board resources to survive for the additional 120days involved. This possibility has not been verified, and its verification is
beyond the scope of this study.
O A-_.2.2 Mars Landing Mission
A Mars landing mission, including 30 days stay-time in Mars orbit and direct
O reentry upon return to Earth, was selected for the planetary mission. This mis-sion would involve a lander vehicle in lleu of probes. A Mars landing mission
is of primary interest to the national space program and consequently was ac-
O corded a priority position as a candidate study mission. Its principal objectivew uld be to acquire de ailed information on Martian geophysical a d biological
characteristics through the immediacy of human observation and control. Secon-
O dary objectives of the mission would be to perform experiments in space thatwould augment or complement those of previous missions and time periods. Al-
though Reference 2 provided some baseline information, it has been augmented
substantially by preliminary data from Reference 86, which was in work concur-
O rently with this study. Also, a significant portion of the data developed for' the 1975 Mars/Venu flyby mission was applicable to this effort. Modifications
to all foregoing source material were made in mission concepts and spacecraft
O onfiguration as necessary to develop a 1985 planetary program appropriate tothis study.
0
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Table A-3-9: 1975 MARS/VENUS FLYBY MISSION WEIGHT SUMMARY
Spacecraft Weights
Mission Module, Earth Entry Module Service
i
,! Module, Basic Nonredundant Weight 28,256
Experiments:
Fueled Probes 17,568
Mars 7951 kg (17,508 ibs)
Venus 4960 kg (10,922 ibs)
Expendables, including cryogenic 02 and N2 tanks,
food, water, filters, wicks, etc. 7,440
Spares and redundancies for 0.99 probability of success 4,134
Crew at 86 kg each 516
Total Unfueled Spacecraft Weight 57,914 kg
Midcourse Correction Fuel (Isp = 305; V = 762 m/sac) 26,063
Total Fueled Spacecraft Weight 83,977 kg
Weight at End of Mission (S/C less probes and midcourse fuel) 45,003 kg
Earth Orbital Weights (
Spacecraft 83,977 (
Mars Vector Stage (Kick Stage) 174,977
dry weight 12,258 kg (26,992 ibs) f
fuels 162,719 kg (358,307 ibs)
I = 305, V = 3680 m/sac
sp
Injection Stage 575,277
dry weight 43,130 kg (94,972 ibs)
fuels 532,097 kg (1,171,678 lbs) [
I ffi410, V ffi4100 m/sec \
sp
Total Orbital Mass 834,181 kg f
C
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Eight Earth launches have been programmed to assemble the interplanetary
vehicle in orbit. The first seven would be segments of the vehicle, lifted by
_I man-rated Saturn V-25(S) boosters. These segments would include the mission
, /
module (MM), Mars excursion module (MEM), and isotopic electrical power system
in the first increment to be launched, followed by four successive launches of
_" ) nuclear propulsion modules (PM) and two launches of liquid hydrogen (LH2)
tankers. A final segment comprising the Earth reentry vehicle (ERV) and the
i eight-man crew would be launched with a Saturn S-IB booster. An uprated S-IB
has been allocated as a contingency vehicle. Launch sequence is illustrated
; in Figure A-3-10. The very extensive logistics functions of assembly and
checkout in orbit have been recognized but were not evaluated in this study;
for purposes of this analysis, the mission was considered to commence with in-
jection into transplanetary trajectory./
As shown in Figure A-3-11, the 460-day mission begins with departure from
\/ /_ Earth orbit on 20 April 1986 (2446540 Julian) using two PM-I nuclear boosters
_ fo transplanetary injection that are s bsequently jettisoned. Mars capture
would take place 180 days later on 2446720 Julian. Midcourse correction maneu-
_j_ vers would be performed as required, using chemical propulsion. Scientific andphotographic observations would be made enroute and after insertion into Mars
orbit. No probes would be carried on this mission, however. Following a ret-
robraking maneuver for Mars capture and preliminary orbit insertion, the
O uclear PM-2 stage would be jettisoned, and orbit trim and station-keepingwould be accomplished with chemical propulsive units.
C_ After final checkout and sterilization of the MEM, which would be initi-
_ ated befo e Mars apture, it would be deployed o the planetary surface w h
two astronauts at the earliest opportunity after orbit had been achieved and
i stabilized. Stay-time on the surface would be up to approximately 30 days.
C_q_') At instrumentation would be left the surface for continued ob-departure,
on
J servation and data transmission, both to the parent spacecraft and to Earth.
On return of the ascent stage to the MM, the MEM would be divested of all sci-
< _ entific paraphernalia needed for mission completion, and cannibalized of usefulsupport items if such action appeared desirable in the judgment of the crew at
the moment. It would then be secured and jettisoned into permanent planetary
<_ or heliocentric orbit, depending on preestablished policy.
Departure from Mars would be programmed for 30 days after arrival in orbit
and would be performed with the nuclear PM-3 booster, which would then be Jet-
_ tisoned. Midcourse correction maneuvers are to be accomplished with chemical
units. Transit time on the returu leg would be 250 days, with Earth arrival on
24 July 1987 (2447000 Julian). Direct reentry is planned, at a velocity of ap-
<_ proximately 16.3 kilometers per second (53,500 fps), which would be within th.• capability of advanced Apollo slashed-cone vehicles in that time period. The
abort considerations described in Section A-3.2.1 for the 1975 Mars/Venus flyby
_- mission generally would apply also to the early portion of this mission, except
that a longer period during Earth-departure phase
the would be available before
reaching the point of no return, due to the increased boost capability avail-
able. This point was not calculated, however.
_-_ A spacecraft weight summary for this mission is given in Table A-3-12.
O
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Table A-3-12: 1985 MARS LANDING MISSION WEIGHT S[._I_RY
Spacecraft Weights
Mission Module, Mars Excursion Module,
Earth Entry Vehicle, Service Module,
Basic Nonredundant Weight 69,197
Experiments 3,190
Expendables 8,200
Spares and Redundancies for 0.99 PMS* 3,528
Crew at 86 kg Each 688
Total Unfueled Spacecraft Weight 84,803 kg l
* Probability of Mission Success
(
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A-4.0 FACTORS CONSIDERED IN CONFIGURING TYPICAL SPACECRAFT
¢_ Many things must be considered in postulating a configuration for a manned
spacecraft. Acceptance of the study results was felt to depend in part on the
plausibility of the missions and configurations selected; therefore, as many
©I _ factors as possible were considered in configuring the spacecraft to be analyzed.Some of the more pertinent factors considered are discussed _n the following
sections.
f_ A-4.1 MISSION OBJECTIVES AND CHARACTERISTICS
The mission selections discussed previously were made primarily to estab-
C_ fish broad of spacecraft hardware as a base for this study. Each of
a range
the four missions chosen had specific characteristics that, together, were felt
to satisfy this intent. The near-Earth orbital mission of the mid-1970's, being
f_ the first of the long-term missions, would prove that man could operate effec-ively for long periods of t me in a zero-g space enviro ment, demons rat that
such performance would become progressively more independent of support from
O Earth, and show that rendezvous, docking, and resupply functions could be per-formed successfully on practically a routine basis. With the precedent thus
established or well under way, a mid-1970's interplanetary mission requiring man
to endure, perform effectively, and survive unsupported for the entire duration
O of the flight would be a complementary enterprise. Scientific objectives ofsuch a mission in relatively the same time period would be to collect informa-
tion about Mars and Venus, preparatory to a subsequent landing mission, and to
C) prove out system design concepts for the more ambitious missions to come later.The 1985 interplanetary la ding mission then would have as a primary bjective
the degree of investigation, exploration, and collection of samples and data
O that would be possible only with man's presence. An Earth-orbiting mission atthe LI Libration Center is of specific interest in the fields of geophysics,
solar and celestial phenomena, lurar mapping and support, and communications.
O Design, and consequently maintenance, implications immediately become ap-parent when related to the foregoing considerations. For example, aspects of
the near-Earth orbital mission ihclude: (i) provisions for moderately frequent
(_ resupply, which involves rendezvous and docking; (2) current state of technologyin such systems as communications, electrical power, and stability control; and
(3) early determination of crew-spacecraft interfaces, based on the consider-
able test and analytical data that already will have been available. The L1
O Libration Center introduces functions of active orbital station-keeplng, and is
particularly significant in the radiation protection measures that must be
taken. Also, the more remote orbital path involved introduces boost limita-
O tions that in turn bear on permissible spacecraft design approaches. The long-duration unsupported nature of interplanetary missions is an obvious factor in
structuring on-board resources, and the combination of midcourse propulsion
(_ maneuvers and distance from the Sun forces considerations of several candidateelectrical power systems. Extending the interplanetary mission into the 1985
time period leads to state-of-the-art implications in communications and propul-
sion, among others. Requirements of a planetary lander also are to be consid-
(--_ ered, although this area as yet is relatively soft and numerous assumptions or
work-arounds were necessary in this study.
v
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A-4.2 STATE-OF-THE-ART FACTORS
Any extensions in technological approaches presumed for the 1975 time
period were relatively minor. This stemmed from two related aspects of the
study: (i) the proximity of that period precludes serious consideration of
major or long-term development effort, because planning, design, and production
would have to be started quite soon if an actual prolonged manned mission were
to be realized; and (2) subsystem and component information available in the
source material is already fairly well oriented to the mid-1970's. Perhaps the
most significant extension postulated in this study for the period is the use of
a Brayton-cycle isotopic power system, because problems of fuel availability,
retrieval, and operational reliability confidence have not been fully resolved.
On the other hand, solar cell power production capability already is well estab-
lished and the factors used for it are believed to be very reasonable. The state
of the art in crew maintenance activities necessarily has had to be assumed at
a h_gher level than currently exists, because relatively little experience as
yet has been gained in performing such actions under actual orbital conditions.
In this regard, though, the study group tried to be conservatively realistic in
assuming the kinds of maintenance tasks that could be done.
For the mid-1980's it was assumed in certain cases that subsystem operation
would be some%hat more reliable. These 8re pointed out, where applicable, in
the descriptions given in Sections B and C of this volume. Technologically, a
few subsystems were postulated as operational that are only in the developmental
stage at this time; for example, a laser communication system and improved Apollo
reentry capabilities. Other extensions have been assumed in such areas as sepa-
rability of electrical power operating components, improved leakage rates in
structures and airlock interfaces, and techniques in rendezvous and docking.
Assembly and checkout in orbit of the mission vehicles has been a groundrule
for all missions.
A-4.3 COMMONALITY WITHIN CONFIGURATIONS AND MISSIONS
, Although a range of mission types, durations, and time periods is consid-
ered in this study, to afford a broad representation of probable conditions, a
certain amount of commonality also is encountered, and indeed is desirable for
. reasons of economic and technical comparison. The basic study criteria of man-
in-the-loop and mission duration naturally pervade the entire effort. Factors
involving the space environment, such as zero gravity and pressure, radiation,
thermal gradients, and celestial mechanics, must be accommodated in the design.
Because, by groundrule, no centrifuges or other artificial gravity provisions
are included, long-term effects of zero-g on crew and equipment are potentially
of interest; however, they are imponderable at this time from the standpoint of
maintenance implications, and may be only academic by the time actual flights
are implemented. Many of the experiments to be conducted will be very similar,
and for purposes of this analysis have been treated as such. It is logical to
accept EVA as a necessity on all flights for both maintenance and scientific
objectives. This leads to general requirements for provisions like airlocks,
spacesuits, tethers, and maneuvering units. Finally, because man is aboard, the
4 maintenance approach in all cases assigns basic Infllght maintenance and testing
capabilities that are relatively independent of the mission being flown.
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Throughout the study, commonality of subsystems and hardware modules was
S_ used wherever design and performance characteristics permitted. This provideda better base for comparison between missions than would otherwise have been
the case, improved the confidence in design approaches, and minimized the effort
required to develop operational and cost factors. For all configurations, the
i _ llfe support subsystems differed only in the number of components required to
• _ accommodate various crew slzes---the 12-man crew of the libration center mission
: required double the number of subsystem components established as standard for
@ the slx-man crew. Another example was in the subsystems aspects of the strippedApollo logistics modules us d for reentry, which for purposes of this study were
considered essentially the same for all missions except for structure and where
i_ crew size was an influence. Certain elements of the spacecraft communications
subsystems also were identical. For both planetary missions the electrical
power subsystems had very similar features, a_ did those for the two orbital
missions. Experiments were considered the same throughout except for propor-
,_ tional weights based arbitrarily on crew sizes.
A-4.4 GENERAl. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Principal characteristics of missions postulated for the 1975 time period
were identified to provide a reasonably logical base and point of departure for
subsequent analyses. The following llst is representative:
i) Spacecraft hardware, boosters, and other mission equipment selected for the
1975 time period missions must be of a design that appears to be feasible for
O flight hardware in that time period.2) Crew recovery and mission safety will be primary design requirements; sci-
entific or observational equipment will be secondary to the requirement for
O safety.3) For orbital missions, an abort capability will be provided for the crew
before the achievement of a stable orbit. After orbit is achieved, the
O crew will be provided with a means of abandoning the spacecraft.4) The spacecraft may be launched directly flom the Earth's surface or may be
assembled in orbit from various segments orbited in separate laurlches.
O 5) Available boosters are considered to be Saturn I-B and Saturn V classboosters, which include the S-IB, the S-IVB, the S-IC, and the S-If. From
the Earth's surface, a Saturn V will have a capability to place 240,000
O pounds into a lO0-nautical-mile Earth orbit or to propel 90,000 pounds toescape vel city.
6) Initiation of events within the spacecraft systems by ground stimuli will
O be avoided except for functions such as recorded data readout. Wheneverpractical, an event will be initiated by the crew in response to abbrevi-
ated checklists, mission rules, or ground cues.
O 7) The maximum radiation dosage permitted for crew members will be the same asrequired for the Apollo program---whole body skin 233 rads/year, blood-
forming organs 54 fads/year, eyes 27 fads/year.
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Design requirements for the 1985 time period are roughly the same as for
the 1975 time period. Boosters available will be the Saturn class boosters, and
possibly upgraded versions of the Saturn class boosters. The Nova-type booster
may be a possible class of launch vehicle, but it is expected that this will be
a high-risk item. Nuclear propulsion should be considered as a possible means
of transplanetary orbital injection, course correction, and retrobraking at
Earth and target planets. Electric propulsion may also be considered as a
means of providing a continuous level of thrust for a transplanetary trajectory.
Nuclear reactor dynamic power systems and magnetohydrodynamic (MI{D) power sys-
tems may be considered for the generation of electrical power. Completely
closed ecological systems may also be a possibility in the 1985 time period;
however, confidence in such a development remains low at this time, and the
study group elected to assume the same llfe-support resources as shown for
earlier missions.
A-4.4.1 Provisions for Extravehicula_ _ctivity (EVA)
In view of its inherent hazards, EVA for whatever reason should be mini-
mized during a mission, but in particular for maintenance reasons. Mandatory
EV maintenance during periods of higher solar radiation would be especially
hazardous. Wherever possible, accessibility to,subsystem components should be
from inside the vehicle, thereby negating the need for EVA and the increased
accessibility problems such as those induced by the reach and vision envelopes {
of the spacesuit. As a corollary, however, appropriate components of the life-
support system accessible from inside the spacecraft must be maintainable under
EV conditions in the event of loss of atmosphere
Spacesuits will perform two major functions for the crew. In combination
with backpacks they will enable the crewman to leave the vehicle for extrave- /
hlcular activities, and they will provide each crewman with a secondary protec- I
tire environment in the event of a loss of vehicle atmosphere or of a llfe
[! support subsystem failure. The suits will provide the crew with several hours
of protection without recharge of the bazkpack. They will be capable of re- (
d charge while the suit is pressurized and will sustain anticipated average meta-
_i bolic loads of 300 K-cal/hr for EVA maintenance tasks. The suit/backpack com-
I bination will provide the crew with communications and blotelemetrlc monitoring /
_ of their physical condition. The suit itself will be capable of being worn \
several days and will provide food and water intake provisions and urine andfeces collection provisions. It will aid in protecting the crewman from visual /
radiation, ionizing radiation, and micrometeoroids. It will be sufficiently {
mobile to allow the crewman to perform assembly work with standard hand tools,
\
to activate standards controls, to replace electronic modules, to operate a_r-
: lock and hatch doors, and to accomplish locomotion using hand holds, toe holds, [
cables, and rails. It is anticipated that the suits to be used for the 1975 k
missions will not be as sophisticated in terms of mobility and reliability as
those of the 1985 missions; however, for the purpose of this study the same /
Litton RX-3 suit has been used for both periods. The use of a Litton hard suit [
may permit such maintenance activities as replacement of the isotopic power con-
version units of an electrical power system; however, alternate methods of re- ."
moving and replacin 8 the power conversion units should be considered. For ex- {
ample, remote removal and replacement through the use of mechanical booms, or
removal or replacement aids such as tracks or rails might be applicable.
(
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Potential areas to consider in designing a vehicle system for purposes of
EVA are maneuvering and restraint devices, manipulators, external _ower sources,
(_ and vision aids. will be useful for EV maintenance all
Maneuvering equipment on
flights. It will be particularly useful in connection with the larger vehicles
where long distances must be _raversed. In such cases, both the repair of failed
_ subsystem components and the configu=at!o- of certain experiments will requirethe use of more sophistica ed maneuveriz_l equipment such as the modu ar maneuv-
ering unit, the astronaut encapsulation vehicle, and the remote maneuvering unit
C! (to be used EV without the astronaut). Such maneuvering alds as hand holds, toeholds, tethers, cables, and extendable metal tapes are to be used only for main-
tenance requirements within the near vicinity of the airlock. Mounting booms
can be used to advantage to manipulate large experiments and replaceable compo-
nents that are mounted on the exterior of the vehicle. In some instances thebooms may alleviate the requirement for astronaut EVA if appropriate control and
monitoring devices can be applied.
An EV astronaut also will need visual aids such as flashlights and flood
lights, wlth appzopriate mounting equipment. He may require protection from
glare beyond that offered by his helmet visor. This may be in the form of lightdiffusion screens or a "bonnet" to be attached as a bil_ to the pressure su_t
helmet. It is evident that continued foresight, analysis, and experimentation
will be required in these areas. Considerable experience under actual conditions
O will also be Deeded before a final determination can be made as t_ the best typesof EV assistance that should be provided a team engaging in a long-term unsup-
ported mission.
O A-4.4.2 Considerations for Experiments and ExF_ration
Because each of the missions has a scientific motive as its principal rai-
son d'etre, appropriate attention also was directed toward tnls aspect. As yet
the details of individual experiments are nebulous, and no attempt was made by
the study group to assign priorities or to define weights, volumes, power re- -'
O quirements, crew time to be applied, and the llke at that level. From the con-figuration standpoint, it was felt th t the assignment of exp riment packages
into 13 generic classifications (Ref. I) would be a s_tisfactory compromi_,_.
S_ Associated with these categories are various ancillary equipments and provisionsthat must be included in the spacecraft design to permit implementation of the
experiments themselves. These include such items as attachments, ports, air-
locks, mountlng booms, monitors, controls, etc. Because of the indeterminate
nature of the experiments for the 1985 mission with its larger crew, a scale-up
of potential scientific activity was figured strictly on a proportional weight
basis.
Experiments for the 1975 Hars/Venus flyby mission were based ou the infor-
mation developea in Reference 2, and included a number of probes for ejection in
the vicinity of the planets. These require structural provisions for a probe
_: in the spacecraft, with the probes released bTvopening doors in the
compartment
compartment and impelling them into space. The probes ,_ay be expelled frc:_ the
compartment in a number of ways, but these were not Investigated during the
study. Probes secured adjacent to the probe eomparcmer,t can be released auto-
matlcally and vectored away from the spacecraft with their reaction control
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systems. It is important for the probes to be clear of tLe spacecraft before
their engines are ignited. Some of the smaller probes could receive an impulse
toward the planet directly from the spacecraft; however, the larger probes prob-
ably would use on-board engines to vector to the planet. The orbital probes
require on-board engines to establish orbit about the planet. The probes are
controlled from the spacecraft with the same equipment used for near-Earth
communications.
The 1985 Mars landing mission has a self-defined objective that automati-
cally eliminated probes in favor of the more sophisticate._ Mars excursion mod-
ule (MEM) or lander. Consequently, the space vehicle configuration as de_r-
mined in Reference 86 was arranged to permit activities such as inflight moni-
toring and prelaunch checkout, crew entry and launch, and rendezvous for crew
return. As explained in Section C-i_.2.11, details of the MEM are still quite
indeterminate and for purposes of this study only a gross approach to volume,
weight, and operational characte::istics was taken. Also, bearing in mind the
objectives of this study, the M_ was not considered in the direct line of crew
survival or mission success requirements for the overall Mars mission. Conse-
quently, the probability of mission success and crew survival for the landing
vehicle itself had to be segregated from the rest of the mission. For this i
reason, the MEM basic weights were found to the subsystem level only, and a
weight increment representing sparos and _edundancies was added to the basic
i weight of that s_bsystem. The weight increments added to th.-MEM were based on i
percentage weight information determined for the 1975 Earth-orbital vehicle with
The added assumed to ensure a 0.99 prob-e 30-day resupply period. weights
were
ability of the MEM completing its landing mission succe_sfully, assuming proper
_: functioning was determined befor launch from the parent spacecraft,
[ii A-4.4.3 Crew Considerations {Presently, the primary function of practically'all spacecraft is the col-
lection of scientific information, even though Earth-orbiting space_raft have
:! many other practical applications. Iptroducing a human crew into the spacecraft /
concept poses a number of problems. These can be evaluated best by first ana- \
lyzing tn_ basic functions that they can pe, form. In general_ man's presence
• a:_ard a spacecraft can be used to accomplish one or more of three fundamental /\
activities :
,:!]! i) Provide on-board control of _he mission;
Jli itl 2) Provide a nm_ntenance capability;
if: 3) Provide ilexibility in conducting and interpreting scientific observations.
Certain extremes in the philosophies underlying spacecraft operations and •
crew use can be identified easily to indicate limiting factors on final con-
cepts. One such approach would be to perform the mission completely manually
'_ with sufficiently redt,naant control equipment, and using automated observations,
_"• to _he exuent that no maintenance capability would be required. The converse of
tl:iswould be to provide complete automatiou of control _nd observation, with
the crew performing mai..tenance and repair as required. Another approach could _be to provide coml,letely automatic and redundant mission control functions with
7
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no repair capability, and having the crew conduct scientific observations exclu-
sively. The design point for an optimum mission will lie somewhere between() these extreme cases.
If an unmanned spacecraft is considered a platform for observations, intro-
°_l ducing man into the mission requires complete restructuring of the spacecraft
\ and its major functions. The manned spacecraft is a container for man and his
_quir_ support systems, and scientific observations at present are secondary
'_ to th_s fu_,:tion. Man must be integrated into the mission _oncept physically,/ psychologi_aliy, and opera ionally. This s being accomplis.,ed rapidly with
each new manne_ space activity.
C) Physically, man Im_ses a great req_!rement on a mission,
load due to both
the support systems he needs and the expendables he will consume. In addition
to weight, volume becomes a major consideration in the construction of a manned
_i) spacecraft. Man an_ his support equipment require a large volume and if man isto perform maintenance un the spacecraft systems, these must be designed and
arranged with adequate acces_ for maintenance.
Psychologically, man's reaction to prolonged confinement in a hostile zero-
g environment is largely unknown; th=r=fore, the crew for a space mission must
be selected by careful consideration of such factors as the personality inter-
d_, skill personal motivation, stability, flexibility, etc. Extensive
faces, mix,
training will be necessary to condition I._ for drastic changes from accustomed
living habits, accepting close confinemeL,t and i,,z_rpersonal crew relationships
(_ over a long period of time, and facing the hardshi_ cf a long voyage of explor-
_;/ ation. Activities such as performing scheduled maintenance, where kno_ tasks
are applied to familiar (through training) systems, will help to alleviate some
_ of the mental hazards that otherwise might be difficult to dissipate.
Finally, man must be operationa±ly _ntegrated into the mission profile.
The duties of the crew must be planned in adva_Lcc _¢_tb _t_ff_cient latitude in
O the schedule to permit the conduct of unscheduled maintenance activities, ensure
an adequate quantity of scheduled scientific observations to be made, and allow
the observation of unexpected phenomena during the mission. In earlier mis-
_ _ sions, at least, the crew cannot be allowed the luxury of having redundant all
_ _ the capabilities of any given single man. The crew must be a carefully se-
lected _.xture of skills and capabilities. Typical of the required sk_11s and
capabilities are those of command or leadership; technical and mechanical ability
O and repair the spacecraft systems; physical strength
t, ,potato, troubleshoot,
and coordination to control the spacecraft and to endure the rigors of extrave-
hicular activity when required; and significant ability in some field of science.
O A-4.4.4 Human Engineering Design Criteria
(_ Subsystem design criteria and space vehicle interior layout are necessaril_affected by the man-machlne relationship. These have been the subject of con-
1 siderable investigation by many agenc_s, and were no_ d_veloped further in _his
study. Nevertheless, they are strong factors in any investigation of space main-
tenance and as such must be given due consideration in determining maintainability
concepts. Personnel functions can be altered considerably by the influences of
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zero gravity, pressure suit limitations, light sources and intensities, and
orbital dynamics, to name a few. Accordingly, a number of design requirements
have been extracted from various sources, and are repeated below for h
convenience.
Earth environment maintainability design considerations must receive
additional emphasis when applied to the space situation. The lack of gravity
results in unaccustomed freedom of movement for the crewmen performing main-
tenance. The dimensional characteristics of the pressure suit limits access
to areas that would not be restricted if suit accessibility was not required.
The use of gloves significantly reduces sensitivity to tactile stimulation
and thereby limits the ability to perform fine manipulative tasks, particu-
larly in limited visibility situations. Spacesuit helmets and visors, coupled
with reduced head mobility, reduce the visual field.
Design precepts that have been established through both experience and
prior analysis should be observed when configuring a manned spacecraft. As
might be expected, many of these are in recognition of the man-machine inter-
face, some enhance reliability, and all have a bearing on the ease with which
maintenance can be performed. Although this study report is not intended to
serve as a design manual per se, a brief listing of some of the more signifi-
cant maintainability criteria derived from several sources may be in order.
These were observed to the extent possible while structuring the configura-
tions discussed in Sections B and C; they are as follows:
i) Fault isolation of components will be accomplished without breaking
connections wherever possible.
2) Electronic components requiring replacement will be designed as plug-in
modules.
3) Components will be designed to require the use of standard tools where-
ever possible.
and related test equipment will be designed for ease of main-4) Components
tenance by crewmen of other than specialized skills.
5) Commonly used items will be standardized for spares savings and inter-
changeability of like items.
6) Force and torque requirements :_ill be minimized unless adequate restraints
I are available.
i 7) Provisions will be made for the handling of large, otherwise unwieldy _
i objects.
(; 8) All components and test points will be accessible by the crewman in thepressurized spacesuit.
9) Warning devices will be provided to give immediate warning of failure of
critical components. (
! The vehicle interior layout is one of the more critical factors affecting
the crew performance. Maximum comfort, efficiency, and safety pro-
vided by the application of general interior design criteria asWillfollows:be /,
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i) A single reference plane will be selected to facilitate alignment of the
- interior and aid in spatial relationship judgments.
II ( 2) The interior volume must be sufficient to allow the crew to efficiently
accomplish the mission.
i 3) The interior must be compatible with the maintainability requirements
for accessibility, and operability requirements for monitor and control
(see Section B-I.I.7).
(! 4) An area of privacy will be provided for each crewman.
5) A large area will be provided for recreation in which the entire crew
i can participate in group activities.
,' 6) Safety considerations such as easy access to spaeesuits rapid exits,
and enclosure of experiments and operations that could contaminate the
_ , spacecraft interior will be incorporated. (Also see Item 14 below.)
_7 7) The interior of the vehicle, including all access hatches are sized for
the 10th through 90th percentile (Ref. i) crewman, with or without a
(_) pressurized spacesuit.8) The spacecraft living envelope will provide approximately 700 cubic feet
of space per crew member. This will include approximately 250 cubic
O feet of personal living quarters per crew member. The figure of 700cubic eet is an arb trary allocation that can be modified as required for
a specific mission; however, this is felt to be reasonably conservative
O for a long-duration unsupported mission.9) T permit effec ve manned station operation and to facilitate the con-
duct of experiments, a minimum of two windows should be provided. One of
O these should be located in front of the station-keeping console to permitvisual reference and/or emergency manual attitude control. Th_q_her
window should be located to permit the crew to determine station/orien -
tation and to maintain external surveillance of extravehicular activities.
O lO) Airlock design should be sized and equipped to permit crew members to
travel through in spacesuits unassisted.
O ii) Crew stations should be designed for a 75 percentile body size. All workstations should be provided with restraint systems to maintain adequate
and proper body positioning for task performance.
12) All work stations should be provided with controlled illumination from 0to 100 foo -candles at the wo king face. N work stations should have
an illumination level of 10 to 50 foot-candles. It should be possible to
O darken selected areas of the spacecraft from the rest of the crew for_ experiment stations. Sleeping areas should provide for complete darkening.
13) Passageways and work areas should be sized to permit two men to pass while
C wearing inflated pressure suits.14) All crew stations and normal working areas should have reasonably smooth
surfaces, rounded corners, and padding on contact edges to avoid injury
(_ to the crewmen or damage to soft suits while moving about the spacecraft.
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15) All critical switches, controls, valves, indicators, and lights should be
guarded to prevent inadvertent operation or damage through accidental coD-
tact during zero-g conditions. Controls, knobs, switches, etc. should
conform to those commonly used in high-performance jet or rocket aircraft.
16) Whenever possible, round-faced or vertically shaped instruments should be
used, in that order of preference. Cathode ray tube displays in particu-
lar should be avoided.
17) Abort systems should consist of warnings or displays that allow the crew
to exercise decision and to implement the abort physically for any situa-
tion that provides sufficient time for human reaction.
18) Fully automatic equipment should be avoided, particularly for critical or
nonrepetitious tasks such as rendezvous and docking. Automatic systems
should have manual override capability, especially those vital to life
support. (
19) For the 1975 missions considered in this study, it was assumed that pumps,
solenoid valves, and any other high-failure-rate items required for fluid
systems would be coupled into the system with fluid quick disconnects, f
and that means would be available to retain fluids and avoid contamina- _
tion of the spacecraft atmosphere. Where possible, plumbing runs would
be continuous and integral between operating components. All joints in
plumbing runs would be brazed or welded except those where a disconnect
capability is mandatory.
A-4.5 ENVIRONMENTAL AND LIFE SUPPORT CONSIDERATIONS /\
While the external environment, such as hard vacuum and extremes in heat
and cold, certainly is a determinant influence on spacecraft design in general, /
its most serious impact on a manned vehicle is in the area of crew protection _
and life support, which in unmanned vehicles are either given different em-
phasis or are nonexistent. Two environmental aspects that differ between or-
bital and interplanetary flight are solar radiation as a power source, and (
cosmic radiation levels engendered by the Van Allen belts. The incidence of
mlcrometeoroids also is expected to be slightly less in the cisplanetary re-
gions. From the standpoint of this study, therefore, emphasis was placed on
configuring a crew system and a llfe support system that would provide the
crew with an acceptably habitable environment, prevent their mental and physi-
cal well-belng from being degraded significantly, and permit them to accomplish
mission objectives efficiently, i_
Because a planetary mission cannot be supported through periodic resupply,
and cannot be aborted beyond a very short period after injection into trans- h_
planetary trajectory, llfe support provisions for it are expected to be con- _.
siderably more critical than for Earth-orbltal supported missions. Also, the
llfe support subsystem will pose the major maintenance and operational prob-
lems to be encountered. It will involve a high degree of technical as well as
mechanical skill and knowledge on the part of the crew, and will require the _,
major amount of their operational attention and maintenance time. Current life
I characterized by redundancies in equipment and bysupport system concepts
are
alternate emergency modes of operation. Designing and installing such a system _-
i 46
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with full consideration of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance will be an
_ absolute necessity.
To satisfy these basic requirements, environmental considerations must
include :O
i) The techniques for protecting the crew from environmental hazards such as
radiation;
,_ 2) The life support provisions needed to supply their basic requirements for
J a nontoxic breathable atmosphere, food, and waste removal;
3) The personal hygiene and medical care provisions required to maintain
O well being; and
4) The effects of isolation and confinement on the performance of the crew.
C.I The effects of prolonged weightlessness are still undetermined. Althoughone of the groundrules for this study was that provision for artificial gravity
would not be included, physical exercise equipment of some sort can be expected.
_,_ Isotonic and isometric exercise can be used to aid in countering the degrade-' tion to the astronaut's cardiovascular, muscular, and skeletal systems. In
particular, an exercycle-type device, a crewman-powered oscillating bungee
exerciser, and pressure boots or cuffs would be useful in maintaining crew
(i_J physicalfitness.
The atmosphere selected for these flights is a-combination of the desir-
_i_ able characteristics of two extreme atmospheres in respect to safety consider-
_ ations. The conditions of space require the consideration of unusual factors
and hazards. Fortunately, man can adapt to a wide range of total pressures
O and gaseous compositions as long as the partial pressure of oxygen is keptreasonably constant. The lowest acceptable pressure situation of 100% oxygen
at 3.5 psi offers the advantage of being the least complex system, which in-
eludes the features of simple resupply logistics and reduced gas leakage.
_ However, this system also carries with it hazards both known (Apollo) and un-known (long-duration usage). The effects of prolonged exposure to oxygen are
not as yet completely known. A standard Earth atmosphere would certainly be
O optimal from the standpoint of eliminating the necessity for _rew adaptation.However, the high leak ra es, increased complexity of subsystem componen s,
and possibility of nitrogen-caused bends all discourage the use of this sys-
Lb tem. The oxygen-nitrogen 7-psi atmosphere used in this study is a compromise: between the two system extremes. The llfe support system postulated here,
which is based on the General Dynamics/Astronautics ntegrated concept cur-
rently under development at Langley Research Center, would include features
___ for trace contaminant detection and control and carbon dioxide removal.
The dietary portion of the life support subsystem has been designed to
f-h support the crewmen at the rate of 2800 K-cal/day. Frozen and dried foods
_)._ would provide the major diet. Special consideration should be given to the
nutritional problems posed by the physical stresses and emotional tensions of
i _ long-duratlon space flight.
(b
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The waste management portion of the life support subsystem has been con-
figured to handle the liquid and solid waste products of the body and other
general products of vehicle habitation. The waste materials generated will
include urine solids, fecal material, disposable fecal collectors, food wastes,
packaging materials, body cleaning pads, and a variety of miscellaneous items.
Collection techniques that prevent atmosphere contamination and escape of
wastes into the cabin have been designated. Wet wastes in particular would be
a problem to handle because they can support bacteria growth. They must be
dried daily in the waste dryer and stored to avoid contamination of the at-
mosphere. Dry wastes are to be stored in a simple container, for transfer to
the resupply vehicle as applicable. These do not pose any serious problems
other than containment. Used food containers may serve this function. {k
The crew must be provided facilities for personal hygiene, medical care,
recreation, and clothing. Without these facilities their psychophysiological
adaptation to the space environment would likely deteriorate. The maintenance (
of the crewman's personal well being will include washing and bathing, tooth _
brushing, shavlng, cutting of hair and nails, laundry, and cabin cleaning.
Disposable-type clothing to be provided should meet the following require-
ments: close fitting, comfortable, llnt free, moisture absorbent, spot re- i
sistant, fire resistant, and compatible with the spacesuit.
Long-duratlon llfe support also is concerned with the radiation environ-
ment to be endured and must provide adequate shielding for this environment.
The environment to be considered consists primarily of solar radiation, cosmic
.i
radiation, and radiation from on-board devices such as radioisotopes. In
providing shielding for these three sources of radiation, the potential for \
secondary radiation must be recognized. In other words, providing an adequate
shield that is capable of protecting against primary radiation may, in itself, /
generate more dangerous secondary radiations. Shielding of the on-board radio- !
isotopes will be accomplished by such materials as lithium hydride placed
strategically around the isotopic power source. Shielding from solar and /
cosmic radiation will be provided partially by the spacecraft structural en-
velope. Layers of mylar sheeting can provide good thermal insulation as well
as radiation shielding characteristics, and should be incorporated in the walls
of the space vehicle. Placement and arrangement of systems within the space-
craft should be such that a so-called "storm shelter" area will be provided
to which the crew can retreat during periods of high solar activity.
The amount of radiation protection required varies with the particular (
mission; protection requirements associated with the near-Earth orbital mis-
sion, for example, will differ from those for the Mars/Venus flyby mission.
The latter mission will subject the crew to solar radiation for longer con- /
tinuous periods of time, although the ambient level may be less. Protection \
can include the storage of expendables about the command station in the MM
that will function as a storm cellar or biowell. Section B-1.2.16 contains a {
more detailed discussion of radiation shielding as applicable to the 1985
llbration center mission.
[
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The crew must be physically fit, as a requirement for their selection,
(_ and isolated from outside contamination; however, their reduced resistance toinfection, as a consequence of such isolation, and their exposure to increased
hazards require the availability of medical care. Although surgery is not
contemplated for space missions, a medical doctor who is a member of each
_ crew as the experimental medical specialist would be available to treat lessserious medical emergencies.
O In spite of the natu£al interest and associated motivation that any crewduty position aboard a spacecraft would have, the general is lation and con-
finement associated with the m_ssion could create a relatively constant ele-
ment of both boredom and hazard-producing tension. Free-tlme activities such
O as reading, listening music, games, tapes
to cards and other hobbies, video
or movies, and physical conditioning, would be provided. A common recreation
time for a majority of the crew would develop interpersonal relationships, as
O desired, and reduce the operating time and power requirements for groupr creation items such as the microfilm projecto or tape sy tems.
O A-4.6 CREW FACTORS
Successful completion of the selected missions ultimately depends on the
capabilities and limitations of their crews. Some of the aspects of crew
O capabilities and limitations, as they pertained to this study and were consid-ered in the maintenance analyses, are described here. It is realized that
this subject is far too involved to be done Justice in this cursory review;
O the only purpose here is to place it in perspective with the hardware investi-g_tlens that were made and to indicate that the human element was given due
consideration during the course of the study. Also, it should be pointed out
O that the reliability factors used in mathematical mechanization of the mis-
sions did not include any values that night have been assigned to crew per-
formance. This is an indeterminate influence that very well could be the
subject of a separate study, and was beyond the scope of this effort. Omit- "
O ting such a factor may be tantamount to assigning it a value of 1.0, which ispatently unrealistic, but it also averts the introduction of a variable whose
true value would be highly debatable and which, indeed, may never be identi-
fled precisely. Crew factors in general are relatively independent of thetime periods being studied, except as tasks reflect functions of missions and
configurations that are peculiar to a given period.
O A-4.6.1 Crew Sizes and Positions
Duty
Crew sizes are influenced by mission objectives, number and character of
I _ experiments to be performed, mission duration, and redundancy desired in essen-
• _.J) tial capabilities. Interrelated with these as a mutually dependent function
is the size of the space vehicle. T_e v r ations in crew sizes el cted for
these missions are useful in detezmining a wide range of maintenance require-ments and effects. THese are dictate,d by the proportlonal range in sizes cf
the life support subsystem, the necessary expendables, and all other subsys-
tems that provide direct support to the crew.©
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Closely associated with crew size are the particular crew positions that
correspond to major functional duties. Each member of the crew has a primary
responsibility in the broad duty task categories of operations, experiments,
and maintenance. Each is expected to perform station management duties, but
he is also a specialist within some particular area and accordingly is assigned
a primary duty position as a mcm!,er of the mission team. More specifically,
each experiment and each vehicle subsystem will be under the jurisdiction of
one of the crewmen who is a specialist in that regard. The specialist will
have primary responsibility for these elements and will be capable of making
decisions in regard to their accomplishment or continued satisfactory operation.
The major crew position categories may be identified as follows: flight
commander, deputy flight commander, operations engiueers of several types,
experiment medical specialist, and experiment specialists of several types.
These basic duty positions exist for each mission, with variations in crew
size and assignment designations occuring primarily in the number of exper-
iment specialists.
A-4.6.2 Tasks
All tasks required of the crew will fall into one or another of the
following classifications:
l) Space Station Management
a) Station Command
b) Crew Safety
c) Subsystem Operation and Maintenance
d) Logistics Support
e) Contingency Modification
f) Reentry Vehicle Checkout and Maintenance _.
g) Experimentea4 Module Integration
2) Personal Duties ....
a) Food Preparation and Eating
b) Hygiene
c) Health and Welfare
3) Experimental Measurements (
a) Observer/Subject and Sample Analysis
b) Scientific---Instrument Maintenance
c) Research---Program Evaluation !
Most of these tasks will be performed by all crew members, and all tasks
II probably will be performed by two or more crew members_ The emphasis by each
crew member on each category grouping (operations, experiments, maintenance)
will vary depending on the particular mission involved. For example, tnere
will be fewer navigational tasks on the Earth-orbit mission than on the Mars
landing mission| scheduled maintenance may receive more emphasis during the
encounter portion because of the heavier crew workload for performing
! experiments during flyby.
I
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Of pa_ticuJar _nterest in this study are the primary maintenance responsi-
bilities assigned to each crew member, and their skill categories as listed in
S_ Table A-4-1, taken from Reference i.
Table A-4-1: FLIGHT CREW COMPOSITION
_) Pro fe_sional
Duty Position Primary Maintenance Tasks Skill Category
O Flight Commander Life support subsystem and Mechanical Engineer/
suit systems Astronaut
O Deputy Flight Propulsion/reactlon control, Mechanical Engineer/Commander structures, navigation, and Astro aut
stability and control sub-
_ systems
Operations Engineers Communications and telemetry, Electronic Engineer/
flight electronics and elec- Astronaut
O trical power
Experiment Medical Psychophyslological monitor- Medicine
O Speclalist ing system
Experiment Specialist Experimental equipment and Life Sciences
O crew systems
Experiment Specialists Experimental equipment and Physical Sciences
electrical-electronlc equip-
ment
A-4.6.3 Skill Requirements
__ Each crew member will possess a suitable combination of skills contribut-
ing to the success of the mission. These skills include those listed in the
rlght-hand column of Table A-4-1. Although not strictly skills, personality
_::_, traits such social and motivation are considered
as leadership, adjustment,
necessary crew requirements for long-duration manned flights. Physical attri-
butes such as good health_ physical f_tness, and standard anthropometrical
Q sizes also will be necessary.
While some skills are more r_adily taught than procured as available
O talents, the skills noted above, particularly the attributes, are deemed tobe firm selectlon criteria for flight personnel. Capabilitles such as elec-
tronic engineering and med_clne, for example, require toc long a lead time to
teach the crew. These mm_ be basic to selection of the crew, and will be
combined with secondary s_dlls that may be either taught or selected toachievv the desired :almce of capabilities among the size-limited crews.!
_ For the longer duration, unsupported planetary flights, a duplication
i _/ between the primary skill of one astronaut and the secondary skill of another
t
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w_[l be required. In many cases this will be a convenience factor to facili-
tate crew duty" cycles, but in other instances Jt will be a necessity to deal
with contingencies such as equipment failure or personnel incapacity. Many
of the tasks considered during the maintenance task analysis indicated the
need for two crewmen to perform maintenance on a single failed component.
One crewman would be primarily responsible for the fail_d subsystem while the
other crewman would have a secondary skill/knowledge of the subsystem. Another
advantage in a multiplicity of skill resources is the added assuramce of high
reliability in crew performance. Two crewmen working together in the perform-
ance of a particular task will significantly improve the p_bability that the
task will be accomplished successfully.
Of the operational, maintenance, and scientific skills concerning space
flight that will be either taught or procured, the type most dominating this
study is maintenance. With that in mind, it is reasonable to assume that the
necessary combination of skills will be on hand within the crew complement (
through either selection or training, and will be available within an ade-
quate time period before the flights.
q
A-4.6.4 Training _
Whereas the crews will be selected on the basis of their primary or
basic skills, they must be taught many specific skills pertinent to the mis-
sions. To what extent they will be chosen, and to what extent trained,
certainly will depend among other things on the particular mission. It is
felt that some prior experience in orbital flight will be a mandatory require-
ment for crews selected for the planetary missions. However, some of the crew
members selected for the near-Earth missions undoubtedly will have had no op-
portunity for previous in-space experience. The amount of this training will,
of course, be dependent on the extent of the Apollo program and the astronaut
"pool" developed from it. In any case the commander, and possibly the deputy
and at least one operations engineer for each flight, will have had previous /
training under actual conditions such as zero gravity and confinement.
Before embarking on planetary flights, it will be necessary to train
and test the total crew in the techniques of actual weightless translation, (
restraint devices, and maintenance tool use. Various aspects of their duties
\
in the areas of operations, experiments, and maintenance will be covered with
the aid of simulators and actual hardware. In particular, each crewman with (
a primary or secondary responsibility for a given vehicle subsystem will be
thoroughly trained in its peculiar maintenance requirements. Of course, it
would be neither time- nor cost-effectlve to train all the crew on all de- /
tailed subsystem tasks.
To determine crew compatibility they will be trained and tested, insofar
as practicable, as a team during the approximately 2-year training program.
Table A-4-2, which is based on an excellent tabulation given in Reference i, \
I illustrates a conceptual training program for the near-Earth orbital mission.
_0 This is largely applicable to the other missions considered in this study as t
• well. In the case of the planetary missions, more detail training can be
_ anticipated them may be necessary for Earth-orbital _issions, because planetary
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1 TableA-4-2= CONCEPTUALMAINTENANCETRAININGPROGRAMOUTLINE
-- TralnlnB Type of Course Approx. Lensth
Phase 1)ascription Instruction Content Train;n8 Aids of Course (vk,)
L_ )fission and An overview of the hard- Group Hearin8 10
principles Booklets, charts,
tote1 _yetem wars deetin and develop- and rela_tonships; s)ides, nodels, and
fanlliarlsa- sent pro8ras; nonduty neanin8 of words and visits to contractor
tlon position-related lnstruc- synbols; orientation facilities
tlon levelSubsystem Indoctrination In the Group Learnin 8 principles Booklets. charts. 6
Panlllari- functional character- and and relationships; slides, uo_vls.
satlon Istics and interaction teas tutanlnsof vords and hookups and visits
of nach suboyste_; re- symbols; orientation to contractor
latlonshlp between on- and details facilities
board and sround sub-
system; duty end non-
duty posltlon-reletnd
instructionConponant Continuation st _ubsys- Group. Learnln8 t|Je meanin8 Booklets. charts. 8
Yauiltari- ten famillarizstio_ te_j of words end synbols; slides, hookups.
tartan with enphasle on re- and isolated acts, pro- end visits to con-
lettn8 specific tasks individual caducei; partial tractor facilities
and couponents to mastery levelappropriate dutypositions
)/aintenance Indoctrination in the Teas Learnin8 principles Hanuals. cherts. 34
Jespon_i- detailed duties and and and relationships; slides, aodele.bilitins responsibilities of individual procedures, prec- aockups, and part-
each duty position and titles and nakln8 task trainers
their dependency end isolated decisions.
redundancy, lncludin8 lnarnln| • series
operation, checkout, of skilled tasks.and nslntenance of as- perceptual dtenrisi-
sisnad oubJyltelJ, and nation, and the use
experlmntel equipnsnt of principles; con-
end facilities plete mmtery level
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missions must be self-sufficient, have very limited abort opportunity, and
must overcome degraded and protracted communications. More comprehensive _,j_,
training will permit crews of planetary missions to be more knowledgeable and _J
technically sophisticated in their judgments, and thus to perform maintenance
at a lower level than would be necessary if resupply flights were programmed. _% i
However, this approach also implies a longer training period. On the other i_ _
hand, the planetary crews may have the dubious advantage of more time in
which to develop proficiency in performing mainterance skills during the
transplanetary phases of the mission. It is probable that some method of _
developing and sustaining maintenance skills will be a part of all four
missions.
d)A-4.6.5 Duty Cycles
Duty cycles, when defined as the recycling of crew members to and from
the vehicle, apply only to the near-Earth orbital flights. The crew rotation (
schedules and their rationale for these cases are described in Sections \- /
B-I.I.17 and B-1.2.17. The overriding consideration for these schedules as
applied to early orbital missions is the health of the crewmen as opposed to t \I
the value of demonstrating man's capability to perform in space for extended _ /
periods. This study assumes that favorable determinations have been made (or
would result from such missions) and that health as a function of in-space /_\
experience is not a factor in the analysis. In any event the rotation of an t)
individual would require that the skills vacated through his absence, in-
cluding maintenance skills, would be performed by the replacement crewman.
The day-to-day duty cycles should be set up to meet the basic require- _
ments of personnel needs, station management and upkeep, and experiments.
The priority of these requirements will vary, but generally the highest will 4_-\
tend to be personnel requirements, while the lowest will be experiments.
Changes in duty cycles will reflect these priorities; for example, monitoring
an ill crew member could take precedence over monitoring a malfunctioning
subsystem or an experiment. (
Planning of daily duty cycles should reflect strong consideration for
the circadian rhythms. Specific personal aspects associated with the duty /_
cycle are shown in Table A-4-3. This schedule indicates the recommended \J
average time to be allocated, per individual crewman, for sleep, exercise,
eating, drinking, etc. It also shows the permissible deviations of each / _
identified discrete requirement and the recommended time limit over a 72-hour
period. Average total expenditure is 13.5 hours per day per man, leaving
10.5 hours per manday for useful activity. f\
Time-phased scheduled subsystem maintenance should be scheduled to be %_L )
compatible with the particular crewman's primary subsystem skill capabilities. ?
Provisions for subsystem monitoring will be provided at all times, regardless _/#h_ &_
of duty cycles, by the inflight test subsystem. Results of computer analyses _jj)
in this study indicate that approximately 2.5 manhours per day over a 90-day
resupply period will be required, on the average, for combined scheduled and _. _
unscheduled maintenance during the 1975 Earth-orbital mission. Rest periods _?_i)
' would be provided after maintenance tasks requiring large physical effort.
0
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Allowing for this relatively small amount of time for maintenance, and the
time for personal requirements, the remainder of the time will be available _ _
_f%
for station operation and experiments. _!_
A-4.6.6 Time Allowances
Time allowances are closely related to crew duty positions and duty cy- _
cles. More specifically, proper scheduling of time allowances and assigned
duties results in rational duty cycles. It is assumed that sufficient time _
will be available for the performance of all high-priority duties, even during
the encounter phases of planetary flights. The significant preblems that could
_ccur are subsystem malfunctions, externally caused events, and the time limi- f
tations experienced in dealing with them. For example, propulsion or reentry _ )
subsystem failures, which require EVA and thus relatively longer times to re- \ -_
pair, could have either extremely critical effects, or relatively minor effects
on the mission, depending on the particular phase of the flight at which they _
occurred. Maintenance failures involving the life support subsystem would be \....J
more critical than in the data management subsystem, due to the continuous and
direct crew dependency on the former. Most failures involving EVA repair prob- /
ably will be time-critlcal due to the limitations discussed in Section A-4.6.7. )
From the standpoint of crew factors, one possible solution to these
critical time reouirements for component repair is in the cross training of _}
sufficient crew members to provide a broad base of repair capabilities. Re-
pair tasks that otherwise would be very time consuming thereby could be
accomplished, where the application of such additional effort is feasible. /_
An emergency procedure would be to take advantage of the adaptability of a
crewman by working him extra hours, at the expense of personal requirements,
during the contingency. _%
\Y
A-4.6.7 EVA Considerations ....
The use of crewmen for EV maintenance is a notable extension of their /
capabilities. However, they are limited by the conditions of weightlessness \ J
and by the protection and support equipment required. These in turn limit
such maintenance-essential functions as reach capability and tactile senses. _
The EV astronaut must have force-canceling tools and a restraint subsystem. _ J
Other factors that must be considered are: maneuvering devices or techniques;
safety constraints such as biotelemetric monitoring; EV frequency and duration
required to complete a task; special skills required; number of crew required {)
for a given task; mass, size, and location of equipment or components involved
with the tasks; visual considerations such as glare, viewing angle toward the
Sun, light/dark adaptation, and protection from retinal burn; and radiation _
hazards associated with cosmic disturbances or with repair in the vicinity of
radiation sources (electrical power fuel block).
Another major factor in any crew maintenance operation, and particularly _i_
EV maintenance, is the high metabolic rates that can result from the physical
effort involved in many tasks. Figure A-4-4 is a time line for a representa-
tive EV operation requiring material and equipment handling, disassembly, and _,_
replacement of a 50-pound-thrust engine. Figure A-4-5 is an example of a
0
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metabolic profile for a crewman performing this task. It would be necessary
/ ,_ to schedule a rest period for this crewman after the EVA,©
In addition to specific crew capabilities and limitations, EVA is in-
fluenced significantly by establishing operational procedures and constraints.
_ Table A-4-6 itemizes several of these and identifies their sources and effects.
A-4.7 RESUPPLY AND SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
{_ Regular resupply of Earth-orbital and lunar missions is anticipated for
the 1975 time period. Resupply on a regular schedule down to an interval of
O approximately 20 days appears feasible, although a longer resupply interval
is probably more economical. Scheduled resupply missions will provide con-
sumables, rotation personnel, experimental equipment, and required spares for
the prime mission. The resupply vehicle will probably return to Earth shortly
O after transfer of supplies. On the return trip, the resupply vehicle willcarry samples, scientific data, personnel, and wastes from the mission vehicle.
Interplanetary missions will not be resupplied in this time period, in the
O_ true sense of the term. The prepositioning of supplies in orbit about thetarget planet is a possibility that may bear investigation; however, it seems
safe to assume that the 1975 interplanetary missions must be completely
_ self-supporting.%J
It is expected that refinement of spacecraft systems will relax require-
ments for resupply and support. Resupply intervals in general will be longer
_ in the 1985 time period with increased capability for resupply on demand. The
use of lifting bodies for resupply vehicles should be considered. It is ex-
pected that a Mars orbital and landing mission may have the capability of
O incorporating a one-way resupply mission directly from Earth. However, thisconcept was not included in the 1985 Mars landing mission analyzed for this
study, which was considered to be completely self-sufficient.
©
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A-5.0 SELECTION OF REPRESENTATIVE CONFIGURATIONS
A-5.1 REFERENCE STUDIES
Obviously, spacecraft configurations must be tailored to the specific
missions for which they are intended. Therefore, it was natural that the
missions reviewed by the study group, which are described briefly in Section
A-3.0, should have associated spacecraft concepts approp_'iate to their require-
ments. These were considered very carefully during the review, and their sig-
nificant features were tabulated on work sheets for easy reference and analysis
(see Sections A-I.I and A-I.2). References i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 66, and 86 are
the principal sources of information for developing the model configurations
used in this study.
A-5.2 CANDIDATE CONFIGURATIONS
Because the study group had neither the charter nor the resources to con-
duct original design activity to any significant degree, considerable dependence
i was placed on the information available in the referenced studies. It was gen-
erally assumed that the data extracted from these reports had been relatively
well qualified and had been accorded overall contractual approval before being
released. Of the references listed above, References I, 2, 3, 5, and 86 had the
most useful configuration data i_ terms of comprehensive coverage and subsystem
details. These were, respectively, the Douglas MORL vehicle, the North American
interplanetary vehicle, the Boeing MORL concept, the Boeing OLF vehicle, and the
Boeing IMISCD vehicle. Of all nine studies, only three were concerned with
interplanetary requirements. However, every study contributed data or conceptu-
al information that was applicable in some degree to this effort.
A-5.3 SELECTED CONFIGURATIONS
Review of the references listed in Section A-5.1 led to the selection of
the Douglas MORL study (Ref. i) as the baseline for the orbital configurations.
It provided a great deal of detail on practically all aspects of design and
human participation, and in many respects was directly applicable to the work
at hand. Information derived from tileother sources also was used when pertin-
ent. Briefly, the MORL laboratory has two pressure compartments, one containing
the living quarters, control quarters, and a centrifuge; and the other serving
as a pressure and vacuum experimental compartment and as a docking facility for
the logistics spacecraft. Subsystems of the original slx-man configuration
were upgraded to accommodate eight men for compatibility with NASA recommenda-
tions. Because structural increases would also be necessary on this account,
the new structure was sized to accommodate 12 men, thereby satisfying structural
requirements for the 1985 L1 Libration Center mission as well. This increased
the weight of the structure subsystem by 50Z over the original MORL configura-
tion. By carrying supplies for an eight-man ¢::ew for 180 days, some flexlbillty
in the resupply cycle could be provided. An inboard profile of the MORL is
shown in Figure A-5-1.
I
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For the 1975 Mars/Venus flyby mission, the information given in Reference
2 came closest to being most appropriate. A number of dLfferences in the char- (_ /acteristics of he two mis ions required some deviati n frum this material. \
For example, the 700-day, low-energy Mars-only trajectory was changed by con-
tract direction to a 550-day, hlgh-energy two-planet trajectory involving addi-
tional propulsive maneuvers as well as normal midcourse corrections. This (
also led to consideration of other electrical power sources to ensure adequate \.°/
power supplies at the distances and mission time phases in question, Further-
more, due to the minimum crew size limitation established for this study, the _ h
crew contingent of four men postulated in the North American study (Ref. 2) \ 9
was increased to six to meet this requirement. All affected subsystems were
resized accordingly. ( )
The configuration of the 1985 LI Libration Center mission vehicle was
considered to be essentially an upgrading of the Douglas MORL, using the same
structure as described above. Internal arrangement was not defined in detail, I
other than using an augmented concept for docking and access to logistics ve- /
hicles. The spacecraft systems were generally the same as those used in the
1975 mission, with a few exceptions. Component failure rates, weights, and
volumes were uprated to reflect expected 1985 state of the art. Some sybsystem { /
characteristics were modified to meet mission requirements dictated by the in-
creased orbital altitude; for example, increased range capability of the com-
minimum occultation of the Sun, and increased hazards from (municatlons system,
radiation and micrometeorolds. Also, applicable MORL Phase lib changes were '-
/
incorporated, such as a revised spacecraft stowage system and the use of un-
ified S-band communications. { )
For the ].985 Mars landing mission, the overall spacecraft configuration
developed for the IMISCD study (Ref. 86) was used with minor alterations. An
exterior view of the IMISCD spacecraft is shown in Figure A-5-2. Most sig- ( /
nificant of the configuration features is the Mars excursion module (MEM),
taking the place of the probes used in the 1975 flyby missicn. Other revi-
sions include the laser communication system new to this concept, a modular- {
ized Brayton cycle electrical power system, and uprated life support and
\ /
reentry systems.
/ A
A-5.4 SPECIAL FEATURES OF SPECIFIC MISSIONS _ )
Each mission has been selected for its contribution of peculiar problems / \
or conditions to the spectrum of reasonable maintenance and support require- _ )
ments, which in turn bear on the design approach to be taken in providing
maintainability. A near-Earth orbital mission implies the acceptability of
periodic resupply and crew rotation, thereby lessening the need for self- C"'_
sufficiency but concurrently involving rendezvous and docking. Missions to
the Earth-Moon libration centers (L 1 in this case) introduce somewhat differ-
ent propulsion and station-keeping requirements as well as some interesting _:._
factors in scientific observations and lunar logistics. Variations in crew
size, replenishment aspects, and solar phenomena are other considerations
that differentiate this from more conventional orbital missions. Planetary _ _mtssione are characterized by the requirement for long-term independence in
' operation and distance from the Sun. In this respect, a planetary flyby
" (i)
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mission can recede from the Sun to the extent that generation of electrical
energy by solar cells becomes increasingly questionable. A flyby mission also
includes the longest continuous duration of flight time, requiring, very high _ _
performance levels of such critical systems as life support and electrical
power. Planet landing missions involve probably the widest variety of oper-
ational techniques and scientific experiments, reflected by the requirement to _c_/_
include a lander vehicle as part of the spacecraft vehicle payload, which
implies additional maintenance and checkout functions.
During the 1975 time period, solar panels were considered to be the most ( )
practical means of producing electrical power for Earth-orbital missions. For
the planetary missions in this time period, solar panels were set aside in
favor of the Brayton cycle type of isotopic electrical power system, which was _-_
considered to be a more meaningful choice despite such problems as availability _/
and the possibility of contamination during abort---special provisions would
have to be included for retrieval of the plutonium-238 isotopic heat source. /
Major propulsion systems as required for planetary missions were not necessary \ 7
for Earth-orbital missions; consequently, station-keeping in orbit could be
performed by control-moment gyros and the reaction _ontrol system. However, /_
for planetary missions, control-moment gyros were considered to be far too
massive as a means of controlling the spacecraft attitude, and except for
crucial periods of course correction or precise experimental requirements,
spacecraft attitude was not considered to be a significant factor. Experiment _
allocations included planetary probes for Mars and Venus and a manned plane-
tary lander for the 1985 Mars landing mission.
It was originally expected that nuclear reactor systems might be devel- t )
oped to the point where they could be highly competitive at the power levels
required for 1985 missions. Accordingly, the _udy group initiated this _
approach for both Earth-orbital and planetary missions. During the course of { )
the study, however, it was found from weight trades that the Brayton cycle _
J
isotope system was more favorable at the power levels involved, so it was used
for the Mars landing missions, and the libration center mission continued with _
a solar array concept due to its advantageous location. _ J
A-5.5 DEFINITION OF SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEMS _
%J\_
The unique computer program around which this study is oriented requires
that each component involved in the analysis of the mission be identified
separately. This identification can be performed most easily by associating _ '_
every significant element of a spacecraft with an appropriate subsystem. Be-
yond that, to facilitate the study effort, provide a basis for comparison and
costing, and unify the approach across the several missions being analyzed, _
it was desirable to establish a singl= set of subsystem categories that to-
gether encompassed all aspects of a complete spacecraft and its contents. The
review of missions and configurations previously described in this report
revealed a number of areas where terminology varied or differences in sub- _F_
system composition existed. For purposes of this analysis, the study group _
designated the 16 categories given below. All titles use commonly accepted
terms and are relatively self-evident. In some cases the categories may in-
clude items that might have been classified differently by other analysts. The
O
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brief description un_<r each heading indicates how this study group defines
the subsystem, and serves as a resume of the detailed information given in j_%
subsequent chapters.
A-5.5.1 Communications Subsystem
Encompasses telemetry, voice communications, television tracking aids, -_
command receiver/decoder, intervehicular and probe communications, and an-
tennas. Some systems that might be expected to be included here have been /""
listed under the data management subsystem. \_.
A-5.5.2 Crew System _
Comprises those subsystems concerned with personal activities, such as
clothing, hygiene, recreation, exercise, basic medical equipment, house-
keeping, sleeping, and interior lighting. Does not include the personnel / \
themselves. \
A-5.5.3 Data Management Subsystem / \
\
Includes the computer, data adapter, tape recorder, typewriter/facsimile
equipment, file system, film projection/scanner system, and photo processing
apparatus. Equipment for receiving or transmitting the data is included under _ \
the communications subsystem. \-J
A-5.5.4 Electrical Power Subsystem
Consists of the energy conversion and power generation system, regulation
and distribution system, storage batteries and chargers, parasitic load re- /_
sistors, switching and protection devices, and appropriate displays and con- t_j
trois. Malfunction monitoring, detection, and indication also are provided.
Radiation shielding and isotope recovery provisions are included where
applicable. ( \
A-5.5.5 Experiment System
\Involves experiment packages and on-board support equipment; therefore, j
experiment airlock provisions, external manipulation devices and control
mechanisms, and miscellaneous applicable structures such as meteoroid masts _/_
are included. When applicable, planetary probes together with appropriate
spare kits and support equipment _iso are included.
A-5.5.6 Extravehicular Activity Equipment d[
Includes space suits, rescue devices, powered and manual locomotion
devices, restraint devices, and tools essential to supporting man in the f_
performance of extravehicular duties. Also includes personnel airlock pro- __j
visions on the spacecraft.
66
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A-5.5.7 Inflight Maintenance Equipment
Includes common standard tools, special space tools, measuring and de-
tection devices, servicing and repair kits, restraints and tethers, and
ancillary special equipment (e.g., vacuum cleaner). Resources identified
with other subsystems such as technical data (data management) and electronic
test equipment (inflight test) also will be used for maintenance. Does not
include equipment required for extravehicular maintenance, although some of
1 it may be used in the vehicle interior./
A-5.5.8 Inflight Test Subsystem
"_ Employs a combination of operational, manual, and automatic test tech-
/ niques, and consists of all elements necessary to perform the four basic
checkout functions---remote checkout, continuous monitoring, periodic testing,
and fault isolation. Units include a safety item monitor, test tapes and
procedures, test operator station, and miscellaneous manual test equipment.
A-5.5.9 Life Support Subsystem
>
Provides all functions associated with life sustenance and environmental
control, including oxygen recovery, water reclamation, thermal (ambient)
control, nutrition and hygiene, and atmospheric supply and conditioning.
A-5.5.10 Navigation and Guidance Subsystem
Consists of a time standard, an optical system, an inertial measurement
unit, and a ranging system. Also included are manual navigation aids for
backup and fault isolation and checkout provisions.) ,
A-5.5. ii Planetary Lander
Although this is in essence a self_-contained unit with its own set of _
subsystems, for the purposes of this study it is considered as a subsystem
of the basic interplanetary space vehicle. Includes umbilicals and checkout
and support equipment necessary to ensure reliable performance.
A-5.5.12 Propulsion Subsystem
Comprised of on-board reaction control engines, propellants and tanks,
distribution system, pressurized feed system, and leak-detection system. _
Interplanetary configurations use injection and kick stages, but for the
purposes of this study these are considered unique to the mission require-
ment and are not classed with the spacecraft propulsion subsystem.
A-5.5.13 Reentry System
)
This is also a self-contalned unit that is considered as a subsystem to
the parent spacecraft. It consists of an Apollo-type reentry vehicle to-
gether with umbillcals, checkout, and support equipment.
i
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A-5.5.14 Rendezvous and Docking Subsystem
Includes the rendezvous radar, the docking system, reentry module stowage {_i]
system, if applicable, and docking umbilical connections.
A-5.5.15 Stability and Control Subsystem <._d
Depending on the type of system needed to satisfy mission requirements,
this subsystem includes a momentum storage system where applicable, an iner-
'%
tial reference unit, rate integrating gyros, attitude reference sensors, and _....
electronics and control circuitry. Where attitude is controlled or corrected
by reactive propulsion, those components are included as part of the propul- / ,
sion subsystem. \ .
A-5.5.16 Structure Subsystem (
Includes external shell, internal pressure shell, docking and stowage
structures, pressure bulkheads and airlocks, ports and windows, and inter-
connection provisions for multi-module configurations. Structural repair (
kits also are considered a part of this category. , ,
A-5.5.17 Flight Personnel .,
This classification is included for the sake of completeness when con-
sidering the spacecraft total system in an operational context. From the
analytical point of view it includes sentient command and control functions, _<
L _
vocally or manually generated communications, skill capabilities, selective "J
experiment manipulation and evaluation, and performance of nonautomated
mission assurance tasks. It is evident these functions do not lend themselves / -'\
to orderly computerization; therefore, considerable judgment must be applied \ i
during the analysis of a manned space system.
(',A-5.5.18 Expendables
Expendables are provisions and periodic replacement items that are
primarily dependent on the length of the mission, and are not classed as a C \
subsystem p_r se. These items were not considered in the computerized mission - /
analysis, dowever, their role in mission accomplishment was accounted for by
weighing them into each mission as appropriate, after the automated analysis / A
had been completed. _ _
C
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SectionB
WORKINGINFORMATIONONEARTH'ORBITALMISSIONS
(_ This section contains subsystem descriptions and MARCEP, maintenance taskanalysis, and expendables data sheets that describe the two Earth-orbltal mi -
sions studied.
{-_ B-I.O SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS
The subsystems used for the 1975 and 1985 Earth-orbltal missions are de-
C_ scribed in the following sections. Section B-I.I describes the subsystems forthe 1975 near-Earth orbital mission. Section B-I.2 describes the subsystems
for the 1985 LI Libratlon Center mission, indicating the differences and im-
_ provements over the 1975 subsystems.
B-I.I SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTYONS FOR THE 1975 NEAR-EARTH ORBITAL MISSION
O here of the and features of the
Descriptions given operational physical
subsystems, as defined by the study group for the subject spacecraft configura-
tion, are also applicable with little or no revision to subsystems of the con-
O figurations postulated for other missions selected for this study. In thesecases, reference is made to is sect to minimize epetition. As explained
in Section A-3.1.1, baseline designs for these subsystems are described in Ref-
erence i, except where another source .'s specifically noted. The spacecraft andits subsystems postulated for this study generally were the same as the Douglas
MORL except that the structure was scaled up to accommodate a 12-man crew.
However, for this mission the crew complement was established at eight men, and
subsystems were sized accordingly. Results of the Phase IIA study as document-ed in Douglas reports SM-46071 through SM-46100 were used to describe the base-
line system. The only subsystem postulated for the current configuration that
differed substantially from the MORL subsystems was the life support/environ-mental control subsystem. As directed by the NASA study manager, the system
used here was the life support system designed by General Dynamics/Astronautics
_ (GD/A) under NASA-Langley Contract NASI-2934 (Reference 48).B-I.I.I Communications Subsystem
_ Elements of the telemetry, voice communications, television, tracking aids,command recelver/decoder, and antenna equipment comprising this subsystem are
described below.
_; The voice communications system includes two transceivers and preamplifiersand the lab intercom system. The two transceivers with low-nolse preamplifiers
provide two-way voice communications between the spacecraft and ground, and be-
tween the spacecraft and logistics vehicles. Each transceiver can operate ateither of two selected VHF frequencies. Special hardwlre links using the teth-
ering system provide primary voice communications with suited crew members. Mas-
ter intercom stations are provided at nine locations within the spacecraft. In
t addition a plug is provided to enable interconnection to a station location in
a docked logistics vehicle.
t
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The television system provides for observation of operational and experi-
mental functions both on the interior and exterior of the spacecraft. The
system consists of three cameras, three monitors, a patch panel, a sync gener-
ator, two pan and tilt mechanisms, three zoom lenses, and a transmitter. Five '_
camera locations cover the primary laboratory functions. Three stationary cam-
era locations are inside the spacecraft and two remotely controlled gimbaled _
mounts are located externally. Operational controls for the cameras are pro-
vlded at the operations control and the biomedical control stations. The three
cameras and three monitors are identical, providing for interchangeability in _
case of malfunction. The accessories are also interchangeable. %
The tracking aid system consists of a VHF acquisition aid beacon/command
transmitter and a C-band transponder. The system can also be used as a command _
transmitter using discrete commands to provide a backup means of initiating _
logistics vehicle deorbit.
The digital command receiver/decoder receives commands from _he ground by !_L_
means of a dual-con_nand receiver and the decoder interprets the commands that
can be either discrete commands or digital messages. Discrete commands actuate I_C
magnetic latching relays. Digital messages are transferred to the computer via U_
the data adapter.
The antenna system has four antenna assemblies consisting of a VHF/L_F, _
S-band, and C-band antenna for the communications system; four L-band antennas
for the rendezvous radar (included under the rendezvous and docking system);
and nine VHF stub antennas for voice communications between space-suited crew _!_
members. The stub antennas are located in various spacecraft compartments and _
also outside the vehicle. The other antennas are exterior to the spacecraft
and are located in sets around its circumference at 90-degree intervals. Only
one set of antennas is used at a time for space-to-ground communication, the _i_
selection being based on received signal strength. Each transmitter output,
except the C-band transponder, passes through a thru-line wattmeter element
permanently connected to the system to permit gross checking of the transmitter !_
and antenna system operation. Multiplexers permit the use of an antenna for
both receiving and transmitting functions.
B-I.I.2 Crew System _
The spacecraft has been sized for a maximum crew of 12 men; however, for
the 1975 near-Earth mission it is assumed the spacecraft will be manned by _"
eight crewmen. Elements of this subsystem are clothlng, hygiene, recreation,
exercise, basic medical equipment, housekeeping, sleeplng, and llghting.
Clothing will be disposable to eliminate the need for periodic cleaning.
Shirts, trousers, shorts, and socks will be used at a rate of two per week, and
shoes at one pair per month. After use they will be placed _u storage and re-
turned to Earth at the next resupply. %
Personal hygiene includes washing, bathing, oral and deutal hygien@, shav-
ing, hair cutting, and nail cutting. A trade study conducted during the Douglas
MORL study recommended the use of cleansing pads rather than a shower for bathing.
C
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Each crew member will wash his hands and face before each meal and before and
after sleep. Each man will also bathe at least once each week. Cleansing pads
(sponge type) wetted with wash water and a disinfectant soap solution will be
used for washing and bathing. Dental and oral hygiene will consist of brush-
ing the teeth with an eatable paste-type dentifrice. Each man will shave daily
and cut his hair as required with an electric cllpper which is adaptable to both
tasks. The clipper will have a vacuum attachment to catch cut hairs. Hair cut-
ting will be done by a second crew member. A fingernail clipper and a toenail
clipper that has an attachment to keep clippings from escaping into the cabin
will be provided.
Recreation and exercise equipment is provided to vary the routine of the
crews, to provide a therapeutic effect, to permit periods of relaxation, and 1:o
keep llttle-used muscles in condition through selected exercises. Recreation
will be provided by a variety of games and cards that will adhere to table tops,
a film projector and screen unit, a microfilm reader with a library of reading
material on microfilm, a tape recorder for musical program, and TV tapes that
can be played in the TV sets. Exercise equipment will consist of an exercycle
plus miscellaneous nets, balls, bungee cord equipment, etc.
A medical kit and surgical kit, consisting of items required to treat minor
illnesses, inJurlesj or medical emergencies are provided. Additional medical
supplies are included as part of the experiment packages.
Housekeeping items include a vacuum cleaner, sponges, and disinfectant for
general cleaning of living areas, and flre-flghtlng equipment. Fire fighting
will begin with automatic shutoff of ventilatlon and O2 supply to the affected
compartment. Fire fighting will consist of floodlng the compartment with N2_
use of portable N2 fire extinguishers for locallzed fires, emergency dump of
total atmosphere in the compartment, or posslbly the use of portable water-fog
generators pressurized by N2. Crew members remaining in the compartment to !_
fight the fire will have to use _ portable 02 supply or pressurized spacesult ¢
as required. Detailed procedures recommending emergency action to be taken in
case of various types of fires, and cleanup instructions and equipment replace-
ment required after a fire will be required. In extreme emergencies, part or ._
all of the crew can abandon the laboratory and board the reentry vehicle for
return to Earth.
A crew bunk is provided in each private area of the living quarters for _
sleeping, relaxlng, or sitting. The bunk is an aluminum frame with webbing
stretched across it to form a flexible diaphragm. A foam mattress with a bed-
roll and bedliner is installed on the bunk.
Fluorescent lights are used where a long duty-cycle is required such as in
the galley, sanitation area, crew rest area, recreation area, and operational
duty areas. Incandescent lights are used for short duty-cycle requirements !.
such as storage, eqtctpment, airlock, and sleep areas. Incandescent lights are !
also used for emergency lighting of all passageways and minimum lighting in lii
certain areas of the laboratory. TWo high-intensity sealed-beam lights are
located at the observation station area to aid in the docking of resupply
vehicles.
_5
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Food and waste management, and other subsystems that sometimes are consid-
ered a part of a crew system, have been included under the llfe support system. _-
B-I.I.3 Data Management Subsystem _
This subsystem consists of the systems and equipment that handle the var- _
ions types of data involved with spacecraft operations. Elements are an on-
L
board computer, data adapter, tape recorder, typewrlter/facslmile equipment,
file system, film projection/scanner system, and photo processing apparatus, _
Equipment for receiving or transmitting the data is included under the communl- _
cations system.
The computer is a general-purpose serial machine of the trlple-modular re- _h
dundant type used for the Saturn V program. It uses a random-access magnetic- _/
core memory and mlcromlnlature packaging techniques.
The data adapter, controlled by the computer, provides the interface be- t_J
tween the computer and the other spacecraft systems. It contains dlgltal-to-
analog converters, buffer registers, delay lines, and sample-and-hold circuits. _
It also contains the power supplies for the computer, da':a acqulsltlon, and
_J
data adapter. It is mechanized with the same type circuitry and logic used in
the computer.
The tape recording system provides one analog and two digital recorders. :_
The analog recorder has two FM carrier tracks. The digital recorders use re-
cording speeds of 15/32 and 3.75 Ips for the low-rate and medlum-rate PCM sys- ?_
te_s, respectively. The low-rate unit records digital information c)ntlnuously.
The medium-rate unit records digital information intermittently on command and
is also used to read and store auxiliary programs for the computer. For ease of _
of handling, the tapes are contained in cartridges with a capacity of 2400 feet tJ
of 0.5-inch tape.
A simplified facsimile capability is provided by a typewriter that has _
special interchangeable type. The typewriter works in conjunction with the LJ
computer. The computer processes data received over the digital command sys-
tem and generates the appropriate signals to operate the typewriter. This ! _
system is used to provide schematic diagrams, logic diagrams, simple sketches, °
or written messages. The typewriter also serves as an input device for enter-
ing da_a into the computer, and as a behavioral experimental device.
The file system consists of a microcard file and viewer used for the stor- _
age and display of maintenance and repair procedures, operational procedures,
engineering data, schematics, wiring diagrams, experiment instructions, and _
The microfilm file consists of sheets of transparent 4- by 6- by 1/64-_nch _ilm
cards each of which holds the equivalent of 98 pages of data 8.5 by II inches _._
each. i
The film projection/scanner system can project an ar_a of a film negatSve '__-
onto a screen for viewing by the crew, or it can convert the filmed image into _ _i
an analog electrical signal for transmission to the ground. Three magnifications
0
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are available for on-board viewing. The system can handle negatives up to 9 by
9 inches and has a viewing screen i0 by i0 inches.
The film processing system uses a system similar to that provided for the
Lunar Orbiter. A web processing method is used to eliminate the liquid handling
_'_ problems associated with conventional processing methods. The soaked web carries
_W the exact amount of solution necessary for processing the exposed emulsion which
is laminated with the web. The web contains a film base that produces a posi-
_ rive image on the film as it processes the negative material.
The cameras and film supply used on the spacecraft are included as part of
the experiment system.%
_ B-I.I.4 Electrical Power Subsystem
_ Electrical energy is required to operate the power-consuming laboratory• systems, to provide power for the experiments, and to maintain the Ap llo re-
entry vehicle In a standby condition. The system defined for the Douglas MORL
has been scaled up here to handle an eight-man crew. The average electrical
_ load condition for normal operations, including experimentation, is about 8 kilo-
watts. The minimum power to permit continued laboratory occupancy under emer-
gency conditions is about 2.0 kilowatts. The total requirements for unregulated
d.c., referred to as "housekeeping" power, is 4.50 kilowatts. The average exper-imental load requirements are estimated to be 3 0 kilowat s of unregulated d.c.
power for an eight-man crew. Allowing 25% for growth, a margin for error in
current estimates, and a 5-year lifetime degradation, leads to a solar cell/
battery system sized for a power rating of 8.8 kilowatts at launch.
The system uses four electrically independent and mechanically separated
solar cell panels (567 sq ft/panel), each of which can be interconnected with
any of the six battery/battery-charger combinations. Any one solar panel and
two battery/battery-charger combinations can provide the minimum manned emergency-
_ power requirement. During launch, the solar panels are stowed in the Interstagearea. They are deployed automatically by an on-board programmer aft r orbit is
achieved.
_ Extensive displays and controls are provided crew operations.
for In addi-
tion, the on-board data processor routinely monitors system pezformance and warns
the crew of malfunctions.
J_ Based on present data, the nlckel-cadmlum battery replacement period is ex-
pected to be about 1 year. During this period a few cell failures may occur and
"" will require replacement before the entire battery must be replaced. Associated
with each battery is a battery-charge regulator that may receive its power from
any one of the solar panels to control energy flow into the battery.
_ the and all of the loads are connected to the bus sys-
All of power sources
tem through appropriate switching and protection devices. The inverters are
conventional statlc-type Inverters and supply 115/200 v, 400 cps power to the
% essential a.c. buses. Buck-boost voltage regulators supply the essential regu-
lated d.c. buses with 28 *0.5 v.
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The protection, control, and display system provides for manual and auto-
matic control of the system functions and monitoring of system operation by the j_\
crew. There are manual overrides for all automatic functions in the system. If U
a component fails, the protection system senses the failure and disconnects the
faulty component. If more than one component fails, the protection system
senses the failure and the control system allows the crew to restore maximum op- _J_
eratlon by interconnecting the components that are still operable. The display
system uses a series of meters in conjunction with a series of caution and warn-
ing lights to indicate system malfunction and the failed component to the crew. __
k._/
B-I.I.5 Experiment System
The experiment program proposed by Douglas for the MORE is the result of an _ )
evaluation of experiments identified by several government and industrial sources. -_
The experiment program is expected to be dynamic and flexible so that it can be
continuously modified as required. A total of 91 experiments in 13 different _ h
categories were suggested as being representative of the entire spectrum of po- _-_
tential experiments that might be performed on the MORL. To provide for the
additional experiment time available with an eight-man ere:w, the MORE experi- _>ments have been scaled up in each category and a total of 121 experiments have
been postulated for this study. Experiments are not considered as separate en-
tities here, but rather are grouped for purposes of this analysis into the cate-
gories defined by Douglas, as listed in Table B-l-l, which then were considered _
for effects of weight, volume, etc.
A typical experiment requires 214 manhours, weighs 178 pounds, requires _
8.95 cubic feet, consumes 1.39 kilowatt hours per day of operation, and has to LJ
be operational for 163 days.
The MORE vehicle was designed to meet the experiment requirements for a _
slx-man crew. The following represents a scellng up of MORE data from a six- to
an elght-man crew. An elght-man crew will provide a total of 22,290 manhours
per year for biomedical, behavioral, engineering, and scientific research, and _
is considered capable of handling 121 experiments. The same categories are re- \ /
talned. If the work time of an elght-man crew is effectively exploited 100%,
the yearly demand on the spacecraft by a typical experiment program would be
2249 cubic feet of storage, 18,543 pounds of equipment, and 65 kilowatt hours
per day.
The experiment areas with the greatest impact on basic laboratory design "_
are the biological studies because of their demands on the EC/LS systems; and
the astronomical observations because of demands on stabilization of the vehicle
and the volume required to accommodate placement and alignment of the telescope _
reflecting surfaces. These experiments can be installed in separate, self-
contained modules that can be launched separately and attached to the basic
spacecraft as required. _
A small experiment equipment alrlock that can be used for passing sensors,
specimens, and equipment from pressurized areas to extravehicular locations is
recommended so crew exposure to space could be limited to those experiments re- _i!_
quirlng actual crew manipulation or activity.
0
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Two external articulated, remotely controlled booms located at the fore and
withaftendstheof the vehicleairloekareprovided. These boomSbehave the andCapabilltYtransferred°fmating _--_experiment so experiments can picked up to _ J
the desired position on the exterior of the laboratory. The booms are remotely
controlled from the laboratory. During launch, the forward boom is stowed in
the nose cone, which is Jettisoned after orbit is achieved. The aft buom is en- g3closed in a fairing that is also jettisoned after reaching orbit. %
Four meteoroid masts are located about 90 degrees apart around the lab axis. ]_"%
Each is about 2 feet high and can be remotely rotated 360 degrees. Each mast is
stowed in cavities in the aft unpressurlzed section. The covers are jettisoned
after orbit. Installation of experiments on the mast mounting plate and main- j-
tenants of the masts must be performed extravehicularly. _
The experiments will require large amounts of initial supplies to be trans-
ported to the laboratory in addlt_on to periodic resupply of experiment consum- _%
ables. The total weight required to support a 121-experiment program is about k_2
44,000 pounds, of which about one-half is for initial supplies. This experiment
weight will be delivered to the laboratory over a considerable period of time, _°_/"
with some of the weight being brought up in each resupply vehicle as required. tJ
B-I.I.6 Extravehicular Activity Equipment
The extravehicular activity system developed in this study uses the presence _
df man to attain the required probability of mission success and crew safety, and
to perform experiments oriented to this capability. Extravehicular equipment in- _
eludes the spacesults, rescue devices, powered and manual locomotion devices, %2_
restraint devices, and tools essential to supporting man in the performance of
these duties. This equipment is selected on the basis of performance, weight, /-\
volume, cost, and availability.
The Litton RX-3 spacesuit has been selected with the assumptions that there
is no increase in astronaut work effort imposed by the suit (the only disadvan- (
tags incurred from the suit is a loss in actual feel and reach capability); the
suit provides maximum protection for man in the hostile space environment; it is
highly reliable; it requires minimum maintenance; and it is consistent with the /
weight, volume, and cost of similar suits. The three-man airlock is selected on J
the basis that it will meet all mission requirements.
The types of powered locomotion equipment expected to be available and qual- ( )
ified by 1975 include the modular maneuverable unit, the remote maneuverable unit,
and an astronaut encapsulation vehicle. Manual locomotion and restraint equip-
ment will include handholds, hand rails, extensible metal tape/mechanlcal end / h
attachments, toe holds, rigid rods/ropes, and tether cables. Sets of standard \ J
tools and special space tools are included in the extravehicular equipment as
items separate from the list of maintenance equipment. _
kJ
During EVA the spacesuited astronaut will be secured at all times to the
exterior of the spacecraft by a tether llne. This line will be attached to the
spacecraft at intervals to avoid excessive uncontrolled lengths. Attach points
will be provided at all external work locations so that a short tether or other
restraint can be connected to provide additional stability for the crewman.
0
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Examples of typical equipment proposed for EVA or maintenance use are given
in Figures B-I-2 through B-I-13. These illustrations have been taken from sev-
eral papers published in Reference 18, to which the interested reader is referred
for additional details.
\
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I.Splined socket _:t_,; ......:_ ,:%...., 4_
_ _ 2, Sliding sleeve :'"' "': ...... _ "_'_'_
3. SPT retaining clamp _:, .,_,_!_;:(__. _,-.._ _.,-,:_,:-: .,,:
4. O_p-off trigger switch
5. Forward-revers _ '" ...... '
_ sliding switch
6. Twin lights
7. Handle release
8. Base on battery pack
9. SPT attachment Restraint
10. Velcro pads AssemblyII. Hand tool receptacle
IZ. Lid release
13. Hand tool attachment
S 14. Restraint assembly release
15. Velcro pad
I_. Operating mode indicator
17. Splined socket
18, Clamp slide
19. Finger holds
Z0. Velcro knee attachment
21. Splined bolt head
S 22. Work panel attachment
23. Work panel
4, Input/output connector
25. Strainsert bolt
26. Bolt end
S Z7. Spline_ bolt head28. Velcro pad on SPT
Z9. Velcro pads
30. Roller bearings|
t Force/TorqueTransducer
l
|
l
S Rachet Handtoo]
EVA Handrail
Attachment
t Device
FigureB-l-13: SPACEPOWERTOOLANDACCESSORIES
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B-I.I.7 Inflight Maintenance Equipment
Analysis of potential maintenance activities during long-duration manned
space flights is required to determine requirements and equipment essential to
this study. The equipment and material identified in this process becomes the p°
hardware and software of the maintenance system. The maintenance system does not
include that equipment identified as required to perform extravehicular mainte-
nance. However, some of the extravehicular equipment may be used in the vehicle _.
interior.
The laboratory layout is designed to provide good access to all equipment.
Most of the electronic equipment is mounted in three radial bays that provide _
good access to two sides. Access to the pressure shell for inspection and main-
tenance is also enhanced by this approach. The pressure shell in the living
area is easily accessible throughlocatedtheinprivatetheareas. Primary LSS and battery .-power ystem equipment are area formerly occupied by the centrifuge.
Good access also is provided through floor panels in the living quarters and the
ceiling panels in the operations area. Equipment such as control-moment gyros
between the hangar/test area and the operations area is readily accessible _
through large hatches in the floor of the operations area. Some LSS components
located in the hangar/test area are accessible for inspection and maintenance.
Monitoring and control of the basic on-board subsystems is designed for a one- J-
man operation; therefore, all operational controls and displays are at one con- !
sole.
A maintenance test station contains a maintenance console, a work bench, and
%
storage space for nonpermanent test equipment, maintenance kits, and some spares. --
Most of the spares will be stored in the area available because of deletion of
the centrifuge formerly included in the Douglas MORL study. The maintenance /-
console houses equipment that is permanently or semipermanently mounted into \
the control console and used for maintenance, inspection, and test of vehicle
electronics and other equipment. Equipment installed at the console includes f
that identified as part of the inflight test system. \
Maintenance equipment specified is sufficient for doing permissible inter-
nal maintenance safely and is compatible witl_ the known and predicted capabil- (
ities of man in the hostile space environment. Off-the-shelf tools must be re- _
designed to the extent that they will not cause injury to the crew or damage to
other equipment in the event that the tools become floating objects witbin the /
space vehicle. This is effected by using retaining devices, protective covers, %
and/or lightweight materials.
/
Standard tools are common (wrenches, screwdrivers, pliers, etc.) and neces-
sary to accomplish electrical, mechanical, and hydraullc/pneumatlc maintenance.
\
A vacuum system is required to remove maintenance residue from the spacecraft
interior. Kits are required to accomplish fabric and structure repair. Special _
space tools identified as having possible use for maintenance are also included. l
A typical maintenance tool kit is illustrated in Figure B-I-14.
(
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Technical data required to perform maintenance tasks is included as part S_
of the data management system. Special electronic equipment, such as scopes, _J
meters, etc., included in the inflight test system will also be used for mainte-
nance. One data display concept is shown in developmental form in Figure B-I-15.
<)Some items of the spacecraft systems (such as structure, radiator, etc.) _
for whi_ it is impractical to provide a replaceable spare are assumed to be
repairable using a special maintenm_ce kit. In addition, some major elements _
of the spacecraft mission equipment (such as reentry system, experiments, etc.) !
were not identified in sufficient detail to determine the specific spares re-
quirements. In these instances, a maintenance kit was provided that had a
weight and volume estimated to be that required for a typical maintenance action
on the item. A list of the equipment identified during the maintenance analysis
as required to support the maintenance actions is given in T_le B-I-16.
()
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Table B-I-16: MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
Analysis No. Equipment Nomenclature Subsystem No.
i Standard Tool Kit (wrenches, pliers, ME i
screwdrivers, personnel and tool
restraints, multimeter, flashlight,
tape, fluid containing bags, etc.)
2 Vacuum System ME 2
3 Space Power Tool Kit ME 3
4 Electron-Beam Welder ME 4
5 Stemfab Tool ME 5
6 Leak Detection Equipment ME 6
7 Temperature Measuring Device ME 7
8 Pressure Measuring Device ME 8
9 Water Test Kit ME 9 i
i0 Battery Test Kit ME i0
ii Electrical Repair Kit ME ii I
12 Lubrication Kit ME 12 i
13 Fabric Repair Kit ME 13 I
14 Airflow Meter ME 14 I
15 EVA Restraint Aids EV i0
16 EVA Tether Cable EV ii
Special Maintenance Kits
30 External Structure ST 17
31 Internal Structure ST 16
32 Space Radiator LS 167
33 Plumbing and Ducts LS 166
34 Battery Case EP 18
35 Experiments EX 37
36 Reentry System RE 18
37 Spacesuit and Backpack EV 13
38 Airlock EV 14
39 Modular Maneuverable Unit (MMU) EV 15
40 Remote Maneuverable Unit and Astronaut EV 16
Encapsulation/Vehicle (RMU and AE/V)
41 Restraint Aids EV 12
42 Pumpdown System Storage Tank LS 174 _
Technical data is provided as part of the data management
subsystem (Section B-I.I.3) and test equipment such as meters,
scopes, etc., is part of the inflight test subsystem
(Section B-I.I.8).
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B-I.].8 Inflight Test Subsystem
The requirements for providing a flexible on-board test system capable
of handling the spacecraft equipment and using the skills and capabilities of
the crew to advantage are outlined as follows: /-
i) Detect the immediate and potential problems of equipment failure that \._
might compromise crew safety or mission success. The test system must
be capable of operating _n at least two modes of operation---continuous, _ -_.
and on-demand monitorin_ for the appropriate test parameters. _ /
2) Show the operating stgcus of all electrical equipment so that the crew
will be made aware of any malfunction and the action required to restore _ _
a safe condition. _ I
3) Relieve the crew of as many frequent and repetitive test and maintenance
functions as possible. The test system must be automated to a certain / "-
extent to accomplish this requirement. \....
4) Provide test results information that is compatible with the logical
reasoning and deductive abilities of the crew. Thus, the test system _ \
should display certain vehicle parameters in engineering units and also \/
reference these parameters to documentation that will correlate test
results to the corrective action required by the crew. /-h
5) Indicate performance evaluation of the functional characteristics of \ i
subsystems without interrupting or degrading the normal mode of operation.
/ \
6) Include the flexibility of design required to maintain a complex and I
expandable experiment program. This requires the auxiliary equipment \ /
and calibration standards necessary to repair and certify experimental
equipment. {
7) Provide the self-testing needed to ensure that malfunction indications _ _/
result from a tru_ out-of-tolerance test condition and not from a fail-
ure in the test system or its related procedures. _\
The test system used employs a combination of operational, manual, and
automatic test techniques. It consists of all the elements necessary to per- _
form the four basic functions of remote checkout, continuous monitoring,
periodic testing, and fault isolation.
Continuous monitoring of critical functions is carried out using a safety _
item monitor, which compares the function to known limits, and outputs a signal '_..J
to a vlsual/audlo alarm system for out-of-tolerance conditions. These func-
tions are redundantly monitored by the computer through normal data acquisi- _'_
tion channels. _ ....
Periodic testing is performed by: (i) using test tapes in conjunction
with the automatic system composed of the test-operator station and portions ($_
of the data management and communications subsystems; (2) using test proce- \/
dures along with manual test equipment; or (3) running the unit under test in
its normal mode of operation and Judging the functional capability by visually
observing the results.
C
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Fault isolation is performed manually by using equipment and procedures
similar to those used in conducting manual periodic tests.
Control of the test system is accomplished by the test operator through
the test operator station. The station contains a logic unit and a display
and control panel. The logic unit accepts serial outputs from the data adapt-
er and converts this digital information to light indications or numeric
readouts as applicable. It also converts switch operations into digital in-
formation and transmits this to the data adapter for transfer to the computer.
The safety item monitor can continuously monitor up to i00 analog and 50
discrete signals that are critical to crew survival. Any output generated
will activate an audio-alarm system and output a signal to the alazm panel
indicator light that reflects the condition.
The manual equipment required to support zheckout or fault isolation
operations consists of a portable auxiliary manual test unit, and general-
purpose test equipment such as oscilloscopes, multimeters, signal generators,
and calibration standards. The auxiliary manual test unit contains meter
movements for voltage and current measurements, test-point switches, and pro-
visions for connecting the general-purpose test equipment.
B-I.I.9 Life Support Subsystem (LSS)
For this study, the life support system being developed under Contract
NASI-2934 to General Dynamics/Astronautlcs (GD/A) is being used. References
48 axld 81 provide the information on which this description is based. The
schematics included here have been taken from Reference 81. This system
includes both llfe sustenance and environmental control provisions, and basi-
cally encompasses the following functions: oxygen recovery, water reclamation,
thermal (environmental) control, nutrition and hygiene, and atmospheric supply.
Figure B-I-17 depicts the combined oxygen recovery, atmospheric supply, and
thermal control functions. The GD/A system is designed for a maximum crew
of six. Therefore, by using two complete systems, a capability for supporting
an elght-man crew is provided, and up to 12 men can be accommodated.
The oxygen recovery system includes three basic units: CO2 concentration,
CO2 reduction, and B20 electrolysis. The CO2 concentration unit shown in
Figure B-I-18 is a thermally regenerative CO 2 concentrator using a synthetic
zeolite as a "molecular sieve" for CO2 absorption. The unit operates cycli-
cally, with the zeolite canisters first exposed to cabin air to adsorb C02,
and then exposed to heat and/or vacuum to desorb concentrated CO2. The dessl-
cant beds also operate cyclically; one dessicant bed adsorbing while the other
is being desorbed by heated cabin air coming from the zeolite beds.
The CO2 reduction unit, Figure B-I-19, is based on the Bosch reaction
and contlnuously produces water and carbon from CO2 and H2. The CO2 and H2
are fed to the unit from the concentrator and electrolysis unit, respectlvely.
The carbon is collected within the unit and is manually removed and transferred
to storage periodlcally, probably about once every 3 to 5 days. The water
produced is fed to the electrolysis unit feed tank and the 02 content is again
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released to the cabin. A Sabatier reactor provides a backup mode of operation,
producing wateT and methane, the latter in turn vented to vacuum. The water
appears as steam in both reactions, and a condenser and porous plate water
separator are provided to remove liquid water from the unit. The condenser is
cooled by aqueous propylene glycol from the cooling and pumping unit. Gases
are recycled through the Bosch reactor by a positive displacement compressor
and most of the heat in the reactor discharge gases is recovered in a regener-
ative heat exchanger and returned to the reactoz. Feed gas makes only one
pass through the Sabatler reactor. Purge gas can be vented to the catalytic
burners if the burners are up to temperature. A high purge rate is used to
flush the Bosch reactor with CO2 before servicing the carbon collection bag.
The water electrolysis unit, diagrammed in Figure B-1-20, converts water
into 02 and H2 as one step in the process of reclalmlng 02 from respired CO2.
The 02 will be passed to the cabin as it is generated. The H2 is fed to the
Bosch reduction unit and/or Jettisoned overboard in the even_ that excess H2
is being produced. The water that is electrolyzed comes dlrectly from an
accumulator bed by the CO2 reduction unit and the water management system.
The electrolysis unit includes three identlcal modules that have convenient
disconnect provisions to permit replacement of a faulty module. The unit uses
FC-75 as a coolant. Manual On/Off controls and disconnects fo_"electrical
power, water feed, and coolant flow are provided. Automatic controls also
are included to preclude damage to the unit in case there is an interruption
in the coolant or water inflow.
The water reclamation system includes the equipment required to store
and reclaim waste waters as well as to store and analyze fresh or reclaimed
water. Urine, soiled wash water, and humidity condensate (originating as per-
spiration, expired water, and evaporative losses fxom washing) are the three
major waste waters that are purified for reuse. Reclamatlon of fecal water,
although found to be feasible, is not undertaken because metabolic water
produced is sufficient to make up for water lost in feces as well as water
lost in the water reclaiming processes.
Two identical evaporation units, one of which is shown in Figure B-1-21,
are used to produce potable water from waste waters. One unit processes only
urine; the other handles the waste wash water, condensate, and CO2 reduction
(Bosch) process water. The recovery is performed by moving a heated air°
stream through an evaporator in which chemically treated waste water is being
held in a rayon-felt wick by absorption. The .,aturated air is then driven
through a charcoal bed to minimize objectionable odors. A condenser then
produces air-entrainment droplets that are subsequently removed from the air-
stream by an air impingement-driven centrifugal air/water separator. The
separator in turn directs the air-free pr.duct water across _ conductivity
sensor and on through a charcoal filter to the selected holding tank or into
a reprocess circuit if conductivity exceeds the meter set-point. Figure
B-1-22 illustrates the entire water management system.
A standby filtration water recovery unit is providea that will convert
8.75 kilograms (19.3 pounds) per day of condensate water into potable water
for an emergency period not to exceed 17 consecutive days. The condensate
Sg
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water is introduced through the water inlet valve and a kinetic-clamp pump
that meters water into the system. The water is positively displaced through
P five stages of filtration: three carbon beds, an ion exchange resin bed, and
a bacterial filter. The processed water is forced by the operating pressure
through the water exit valve into the selected water management system holding
_ tank.
The thermal control system has three interrelated heat transport fluid
_ circuits: the air circuit, the coolant fluid circuit, and the process heatcircuit. The thermal control air circuit maintains a thermal cabin air en-
vironment that is conducive to crew comfort while acting as an intermediate
fluid in adsorbing the net corrected heat gain from the components and trans-
ferring it to the coolant fluid. The air circuit, illustrated in Figure
B-I-23, consists of two air conditioning systems. The primary air condition-
ing system performs the necessary filtration, odor removal, and humidity
control functions of the system. Air from the laboratory and living compart-
ments is drawn through a series of particulate and charcoal filters, and
through the electronic equipment, to the main cabin blower. It then passes
• through an absolute filter, a condensing heat exchanger that provides de-
humidification, and a water separator that removes the condensate formed on
the heat exchanger. The air is then returned to the laboratory and living
modules through centrally located ceiling mounted diffusers. The secondary
air conditioning system provides sensible cooling to the lab module. Air is
drawn through an acoustically treated inlet to the system blower and on through
a dry heat exchanger to the lab module.
/ The coolant fluid circuit shown in Figure B-I-24 circulates fluid
(aqueous propylene glycol), which is cooled to a temperature of 0° ± I°C
(32 ° ± 2°F) in the fluid cooling and pumping unit, Figure B-I-25, to the
/ various components that require cooling. The distribution system is a
parallel-series arrangement with those components requiring the lowest temper-
ature fluid located near the head of each branch circuit. The heat collected
'_ by the fluid is radiated to space from a radiator which is integral with the
laboratory exterior structure.
, The process heat circuit, shown schematically in Figure B-I-26, circulates
the heat transport fluid (DC-331) that is heated to a temperature of 205 ° ±
5.5°C (400° ± 10°F) in the fluid heating and pumping unitj Figure B-I-27, to
the various components that require high-temperature thermal energy. The
distribution system is a parallel-series arrangement with those components
requiring the highest temperature fluid located near the head of each branch
circuit.
Charcoal filters are used to remove trace contaminants and odors from
the cabin atmosphere. The activated charcoal adsorbs many of the expected
organic contaminants from the cabin atmosphere, but it will not adsorb signif-
icant amounts of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, or methane. These three
contaminants are removed by the catalytic burners.
The catalytic burners are provided to remove hydrocarbon contaminants
that pass through the charcoal filter. The burner oxidizes hydrogen to _ater
108
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vapor, carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide, and methane and other hydrocarbons
/- to water vapor and carbon dioxide. The water vapor and carbon dioxide pzod-
ucts are later removed by other subsystems.
Particulate filters are provided to remove all particulate matter that
C1 could impair the operation of the catalytic burner or the cabin air-water
separator. These filters remove particulate matter greater than 5 microns in
diameter.
0 • The nutrition and hygiene function includes food management, waste man-
agement, and persoz,al hygiene. The food management system provides food
> storage facilities for the required number of days, a food preparation area,food holding trays, and water conditioning equipment for food preparation and
drinking. The processed food is stored in canisters, each with 4 crew-days
food capacity. The canisters are placed in two "pigeon hole" structures io-
(_ cated in the food preparation area. The food is preserved by the freeze-dehy-dration process, packaged in plastic feeding pouches, and rehydrated before
each meal. The food preparation area provides food tray storage, hot and
C cold water dispensers for inserting water into food pouches, and a mechanism__ f r me su ing the amount of water dispensed. Tw heat exchangers condition
water to a delivery temperature of about 71°C (160°F) and 5°C (40°F), respec-
O tively, for hot and cold food preparation. The food trays have five insulatedpockets for retaining the food pouches. The tray is portable to facilitate
eating away from the preparation area.
O The waste management system diagrammed in Figure B-I-28 collects urineand feces, transfers urine to a pressurized storage tank, dehydrates fecal
matter and refuse, and stores dehydrated wastes. A blower draws air through
#_ the urinal and fecal collector for the collection of urine, feces, and odors.
_p The urinal is a standard alrcraft-type relief tube. Air and urine drawn
through this device are filtered before entering a separator where urine is
separated from air by centrifugal action, and pumped to the collection tank.
O Feces are collected in an alr-permeable bag and then manually transferred to
one of the dryers, while the other dryer is being used to dehydrate feces
and other wastes. The dryers are heated by a circulating fluid and evacuated
O to the space environment. When removed from the d_jers, these bags and con-ents are placed in a impermeable bag fo storage in waste containers. The
fecal, dryer, and storage bags_ and toilet tissues are stored in the supply
O cabinet. Four emergency urinals are provided, as are plastic gloves to supple-ment the collection bags when "manually" employed.
The personal hygiene system provides for the functions associated with
O body and dental cleansing and shaving. Shaving, hair cutting, body cleansing,dental, and hygiene equipment are part of the crew system (Section B-1.1.2).
The LSS includes a water heater, air/water separator, and sponge squeezer.
> The water heating system, shown in Figure B-I-29, consists of a water tankwith a heating core through which DC-331 heating fluid from the waste manage-
ment system is directed. A temperature control valve maintains the water
temperature at approximately 52°C (120°F). A temperature-limiting thermostat
_ turns on high-temperature indicating lamp and controls actuation of a valve
a
to bypass the heating fluid if a water temperature of 81°C (180°F) has already
(2>
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been reached, _te sponge squeezer unit both controls the amount of water used
to fill a cleaning sponge, and squeezes the sponge to remove water. The water _-,'_
separator is used to recover water removed from the sponge and return it to 'i_.j
the water recovery system.
atmospheric supply system stores a supply of 02 and N2 consumables f_The
sufficient for 50% excess over that required between scheduled resupplies.
The 02 and N2 supplies are stored subcritically as cryogenic fluids. One
complete laboratory recompression supply is stored gase_usly and is also used _,
as a backup emergency breathing supply. The laboratory atmosphere is composed _
of 50% 02 and 50% N2 at a total pressure of 7 psia. This combination Js con-
sidered to be the best compromise between problems of fire hazard (high 02 --_
partial pressure) and aeroembolism (high N2 partial pressure) and also results
in lowest system weight. Total vehicle atmospheric leakage is monitored by
sensing, recording, and integrating the N2 use rate because leakage is a dlreat
function of N2 flow. The on-board computer records and displays N2 usage, r
A gas chromatograph and a mass spectrometer monitor the partial pressures
of trace contaminants present in the laboratory. Th_ gas chromatograph involves _
preferential adsorption of trace contaminants of a sample. The mass spectrom-
eter involves the ionization of a sample into charged particles that are detected
according to their characteristic mass-to-charg_ ratio. Because of the nature of
the detection methods, both types are necessary for laboratory contaminant _
detection.
A pumpdown system is provided to minimize atmospheric losses during de-- _
compression of the airlock and the hangar/test area. Air!ock atmosphere is _- /
ducted directly into the lab. The hangar/test area atmosphere is stored in a
toroidal tank located in the area. The storage tank is required because addi- , _
tion of this air to the laboratory would cause the laboratory pressure to { /
increase above the 7.3 psia maximum, and because direct mixing of the two
atmospheres is undesirable due to possible contaminants in the hangar/test ._
area atmosphere. ( )
To size storage facilities for atmospheric makeup during the 1975 near-
Earth orbital mission the following usage rate calculations were made, based ( )on information derived from Reference i, Volume XIV, P_ge 22.
H20. 02. N2_ Usage Rate Calctlations-T-1975 NearrEarth Orbital Mission--- \
The water and oxygen recovery systems result in a daily balance of the metabol- _ .)
iC usage requirements and the recovery system outputs. Therefore, the only
makeup requirements are due to leakage, decompressions, and backpack usage. /-\
O2---N2---Reference 1 shows the following use rates for a slx-man MORL %/'--
spacecraft.
©
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L_@eaka_ Airlock Losses Han_r_Losse_ Total Losses (ib/day)
O_ 1.07" 0.185 0.16 1.415
N2 0.934* 0.161 0.14 1.235
i "!'h_ a_ove data is based on the fo!]owing airlcck and hangar/test area
decompre;sions for a 1-year p_riod.
/
1 Experiments
Manned Airlock 317 30
_ Experiment Airlock 511 --
k._._ /
Hangar/Test Area 20 --
_
_ _ For the 1975 near-Earth orbital mission of this study the spacecraft is
assumed to be about twice the size ¢f the MORL. Therefore, the leakage losses
are assumed to be twice as greet. The eight-man crew for this mission is 33%
/-_ gleater than the basic MORL crew. Therefore, it is assumed the eight-man crew
L_' will _equire 33% more use of the airlocks and hangar/test area for experiments
and operations. The O2-N 2 usage rates for the 1975 near-Earth orbital mission
f', will then be as follows:
___ Total Losses
Airlock Losses Hangar Losses (ib/day) (kg/day)
....2 02 2.14 0.247 0.213 2.6 1.17
N2 1.87 0.215 0.187 2.27 1.06
r'_-- Backpack Usage Rates---O 2 and H20
_ O2---maximum of about 0.5 ib/hour of backpack operation
_.. H20 ....maximum of about 1.5 ib/hour of backpack operation
..... , From Reference i, Volume III, Page 29, the average spacesuit (and back-
/ pack) usage rate is about 1 manhour per manned alrlock use. Therefore_ a
"- 33% increase in manned aizlock uses, as men ioned above, will result in 423
_ b:_kpack hours/year or 1.2 hours/day for experiments. Similarly, a 33%
increase in operational uses of the airlock_ with two men required for each
extravehicular activity, and an average of 2 hours backpack use for each man,
results in _0 airlock uses/year and 160 backpack hours/year (0.44 hour/day)
for operational requirements, and usage rates of expendables as follows:
* Although the foregoing leakage rates _ere used for this study, it should
,__.. be noted that other Boeing studies Indicste these values are overly optl-
mistic and that a more realistic figure for atmosphere leakage from a MORL
_, sized spacecraft wo:ald be about 5 pounds per day instead of the 2 pounds
} per day used in the MORL study.
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Experiments _erational Tota_____l
i
Backpack Hours/Day i.20 O.44 i. 64
02 Usage (ibs/day) 0.60 0.22 0.82
H20 Usage (ibs/day) 1.80 0.66 2.46
B-I.I.10 Navigation and Guidance Subsystem
No navigation and guidance subsystem per se is required for the 1975
near-Earth orbital mission.
B-I.I.II Propulsion Subsystem
The combination of long-duration flight a,_d atmospheric drag at 200
nautical miles results in a significant rate ol _Ititude decay that will re- i
quire the application of propulsive forces for orbit keeping. The propulsion
system must also satisfy specific requirements of the stabilizaticn and con-
trol system by providing moments for desaturating the momentum storage system
control-moment gyros and controlling orientation f_- special experiments in
which the momentum storage system has been found inadequate. During the
launch phase, the final impulse requirements to circularize the orbit will be _
supplied by the propulsion system. This will require use of 700 pounds of
propellant and about 6% of the life of the initial engine installation. --_
The propulsion system uses Earth-storable hypergolic bipropellants, f
which are fed into radiation-cooled engines by an ambient-nitrogen gas pres- _
surization system. The propellants are fed by externally pressurized metal
bellows contained within stainless steel tanks to provide proven positive
expulsion in a zero-g environment. Engine thrust levels are 150 pounds for
orbit injection and orbit keeping. A thrust level of 50 pounds is used for
attitude control. The engines will have a probable nonreplacement life of
i year and a performance reliability of 0.995. The engines are fixed-mount
thrust-chamber assemblies (TCA's) with pitch, roll, and yaw torques obtained
by firing pairs of TCA's.
The propellants used are inhibited red fuming nitric acid (IRFNA) as the \
oxidizer and monomethylhydrazine (MMH) as the fuel. Protection against com-
plete loss of propellant is provided by dividing the supply into two sets of /
interconnected tanks with appropriate isolation provisions. The tank outlets
are intermanifolded so that all engines can be fed from any tank. Each -"
th_,,_t-chamber assembly is equipped with a solenold-actuated prevalve coupled _
wiLL a hydraulic leak detection device. _
Nitrogen is used as the pressurant for the propellant tanks. Leak
detection and flight instrumentation hardware monitor and measure the follow- _
ing system variables: nitrogen pressure and temperature; fuel and oxidizer
pressure, temperature, and bellows displa-ement; control-valve position; leak
cavity pressure; and engine chamber pres,_ure, {_
114
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Transfer of pressurant and propellants from the resupply module to the
refillable propellant tanks will be accomplished through a distribution systemthat includes a control-statlon electrical module, a distribution module, and
lines to each propulsion unit.
_ B-I.I.12 Reentry Subsystem
An eight-man stretched version of the Apollo spacecraft and service
pack is designated in this study as the reentry vehicle to return men to Earthunder normal or emergency condition . Th spacecraft is stored at o e f the
stowage positions around the laboratory. The MORL configuration uses a 3-man
, Apollo command module (CM) weighing 4182 kilograms (9220 pounds) and a service
_ pack weighing 1198 kilograms (2640 pounds) These were scaled up to 6145
kilograms (13,550 pounds) and 1759 kilograms (3879 pounds), respectively, for
the 8-man Apollo spacecraft reentry system.
e Standby umbilical connections available at the docking port and each
stowage position provide standby power and connections into the laboratory
(_ intercommunications system for support, control, and monitoring of the Apolloj space raft during storag . Heaters are used to co trol the temperatur of
critical components such as gyros, retro-rockets, and propellant tanks. A
pressure line is connected to the Apollo cabin and to the drogue and parachute
(_ compartments pressurization psia during stowage.
to provide to 0.i
Periodic checks of the stowed Apollo spacecraft are performed from the
(_ laboratory checkout and test station. These checks will be done at 30-dayintervals and will be scheduled just before each scheduled logi_tics vehicle
flight so additional spares can be requested if needed.
d\) The reentry vehicle is rotated to the docking position at the hangar for
a more extensive checkout about every 90 days. It is also docked at the
hangar and pressurized for maintenance and repair. The readiness level of
the reentry spacecraft must be maintained so that an emergency reentry can
be performed at any time without a last-minute _heckout.
d For normal deorbit_ the reentry vehicle is rotated into the dockingposition about 5 h urs before injection time, locked to the docking co e, and
pressurized. The hatch is then opened and the crew enters the spacecraft.
i Verification of subsystem_ operation requires 4 hours after which the hatches
) are closed. Ten minutes before deorbit, the reentry spacecraft and its umbil-
icals are released and the spacecraft is moved away from the laboratory by
small, solid-propellant rockets. After the proper spacecraft attitude for
C"j deceleration is assumed, the retro-rockets are fired. The guidance systemcomputes the reentry conditions and monitors retro-rocket performance. After
retrofire, the service pack is Jettisoned and the vehicle is oriented to the
O reentry attitude. Based on the retro information, the desired and computer-indicated landing locations are compared and the miss distance computed. Yhe
vehicle is then maneuvered to correct the miss distance.
t For an emergency deorblt when there is not enough time to rotate the
' _ Apollo spacecraft into the docking position, access to the spacecraft is by
.I15
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extravehicular transfer. Navigation data may be transferred to the on-board
computer through the umbilicals or from the ground communication link. The
spacecraft and its umbilicals may be released from the stowage arm; checkout,
targeting, and platform alignment performed; and reentry initiated.
Some modifications in the Apollo command module are required to satisfy
the mission requirements of: a rendezvous at 200 nautical miles orbit within
24 hours after llftoff of the logistics vehicle; a stay-time of up to 6
months while stowed outside the laboratory; and the return from the 200 nau-
tical miles orbit. A minimum number of revisions have been made, and equip-
ment designed for the lunar mission was deleted if it served no function for
the laboratory logistics mission.
The command module ECS is basically the same as the present Apollo system,
with air purification accomplished in the unit loop, lithium hydroxide used
for CO2 removal, and a charcoal filter provided for odor control.
The entire amount of 02 required for the ascent mission is stored super-
critically; the surge tank ms then filled with gaseous 02 at a pressure of f
i000 psia from the supercritical tank for use on the return flight. The
atmospheric purification system in the laboratory is used to provide a 100%
02, 5-psi environment in the reentry vehicle during the checkout and count- r_
down period. The portable life support system presently designed for the _ j
Apollo CM is required as a backup for reentry.
While in orbital storage, the spacecraft has no major equipment operating.
/ The only heat loads acting on the module are those of the space environment %_
and those generated during periodic system checkout. During checkout periods
heat is rejected to the laboratory vehicle system. _'_
Silver-zinc batteries replace the Apollo fuel cells as the source of _
electrical power. The laboratory provides all the electrical power required
during standby. The Apollo power conditioning and distribution system is i
used with only minor modifications.
The existing Apollo communication sy_am i_ used except for the unified
S-band equipment, which is necessary only at altitudes greater than i0,000 i .
nautical miles and therefore is not required for this system.
The existing Apollo instrumentation system equipment is reduced by about
50% because of reduced requirements of Apollo functions.
The staDlii_aLlon _nd ¢nntrol system is modified by deleting the portions _-\
of the system used to control the Apollo service modui_ p_opul_i_z and r_ction \_
control systems. The CM sensors and displays are used with the logistics
module control electronics and reaction control system during the logistics _-_
vehicle ascent. The complete CM system is used for descent to control the __2
CM attitude control engines.
The logistics spacecraft ascent propulsion system will be contained in
.. the logistics module. The present CM reaction control system is retained in
(;
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its entirety, except that the.Iosltlve expulsion devices require redesign to
accommodate longer llfe. A solld-propellant retrograde system is used in the
• service pack to perform the deboost function. Five rockets will be ripple- •
fired and a sixth rocket will be used as standby.
B-I.I.13 Rendezvous and Dockir:g Subsystem
The rendezvous and docking subsystem includes the rendezvous radar, the
docking system, stowage system for seven spacecraft, and docking umbilical
connections.7
The rendezvous radar system consists of a radar transponder to operate
in conjunction with the radar interrogator aboard the logistics vehicle. A
backup mode is implemented by a radar interrogator in the laboratory and a
transponder in the logistics vehicle.
The laboratory is provided with facilitles for docking an Apollo logis-
tics spacecraft and stowing, either together or separately, the Apollo space-
craft and the logistic module. Figures* B-I-30 and B-I-31 illustrate this "
:_ arrangement. Seven stowage arms are mounted around the circumference of the
forward end of the laboratory vehicle external structure. A combination of
seven Apollo spacecraft and logistics modules can be stowed on the labora-
tory at one time. The Apollo docking operation uses a probe-and-drogue
(cone) system for docking. When the proper alignment to the laboratory is
achieved, the Apollo probe is flown into the docking cone and latched. Rig-
idizlng the probe pulls the Apollo to the laboratory, sealing the logistics
spacecraft to the docking structure. After docking, the crew connects the
umbilicals, after which latches at the front of the laboratory vehicle dock-
ing structure are activated to lock the spacecraft to the laboratory. The
Apollo connecting tunnel is pressurized; then the tunnel door, probe head,
probe mechanism, and docking cone are removed in sequence and stowed inside
the Apollo. After the small door in the center of the laboratory docking
_ structure is removed, the crew may leave the Apollo and enter the laboratory
in a shirtsleeve environment.
When appropriate, the Apollo command module may be stowed on the side of
i the laboratory vehicle. To accomplish this, the door in the Apollo tunnel is
replaced and the door in the docking structure is closed. After the labora-
tory vehicle latches are moved to the required position, sprlng-loaded plung-
ers around the edge of the docking structure separate the two vehicles until
the Apollo latch ring contacts the latches. This provides clearance between
the Apollo seals and the laboratory. The logistics spacecraft (Apollo plus
logistics module) is rotated on its centerline to align the logistics module
to the selected stowing arm. The stowing arm is attached, the interface tie
between the Apollo and the logistics module is removed, and the module is
swung away. The Apollo CM is then rotated about its centerline to align its
attachment point to another selected stowage arm, and the arm is connected.
The laboratory docking latches are then opened, releasing the CM from the
docking structure. The CM is then swung to the stowed position on the side i
of the orbiting vehicle.
*Tak'en from Reference 1 i
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After stowing the Apollo CM, the logistics module may be swung back into _
position on the centerllne of the laboratory. After docking, the expandable
lock ring is engaged and the seal is inflated. Entrance to the logistics _....
module is now sealed to the laboratory vehicle hangar/test area, permitting all
cargo transfer operations to be performed in a shirtsleeve environment. After
transferring cargo into the laboratory, waste materials will be placed in the _
logistics moduie and the module prepared for separation and deorbit or stowage.
For stowage, the logistics module is swung to the side of the laboratory vehicle. •....
For deorbitlng, the stowage arm is released, and at the proper time the module _....
propulsion system is activated and separation for deorbit is completed.
B-I.I.14 Stability and Control Subsystem I
The stability and control subsystem provides the attitude orientations
necessary for safe and economical performance of the mission. A variety of
forces are present that act to influence laboratory velocity and attitude orien- %__
ration, such as aerodynamic forces, gravity gradient, solar pressure, rendezvous
and docking with resupply vehicles, experJment orientation requirements, solar
panel
orientation, and internal disturbances. The torque-producing forces acting _
on the laboratory tend to change directions periodically. Therefore, a momentum
storage system is used to store the impulse generated by thes_ torques during _
one-half of their cycle, and release it during the second, resulting in a major
saving in control propellant. ,_.
The momentum storage system consists of two single-gimbal control-moment _-_
gyros (CMG's) controlling the X-axis, and two double-gimbal gyros controlling _
the Y and Z axes. To simplify gyro bearing replacement, a replaceable car-
tridge with a preadJusted, prelubricated, matched-bearing assembly is used. i
Complete manual control ar_ maneuvering freedom by the crew can be imple- "....
mented as an alternate mode through the use of an all-attitude inertial reference
package coupled with an all-attltude ball-indicator display. The reference is /
mechanized using three slngle-axis platforms and a digital computer to determine % _.
orientation in inertial space. The single-axis platform system permits replace-
ment of a single gyro platform or any electronic element, thus providing J
improved maintainability over a multiple gimbal platform concept.
The control system mechanism uses rate-integratlng gyros for the basic
attitude hold modes, and Earth-horlzon and sun sensors for aligning the inertial _
reference. In the normal long-term mode, attitude hold is performed autonmti- %.,_._;
cally. Maneuvering to a new orientation may be accomplished automatically by
inserting commands into the attitude reference computer. C '_
°%+
B-I.I.15 Structure Subsystem
The structural concept for the laboratory vehicle incorporates a separate
external shell, a separate pressure vessel, and a separate equipment and inter-
nal structure. The external structure serves as the sole load-carrYlng member,
as well as the thermal radiator, micrometeoroid shield, and radiation shield _'
_. against the space environment. A separate, fully welded pressure vessel is _i_-
suspended within this structure by a single fiberglass peripheral thermal
C
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isolation bond. The basic MORL structure for a six-man crew has been scaled up
to accommodate a 12-man crew; consequently, the structure used for this study
is assumed to have about twice the weight and volume given for the MORL space-
craft. The baseline structure provides adequate radiation protection for orbit
inclinations up to about 30 degrees. For a 200-nautlcal-mile orbit at a 50-
degree inclination, an additional 165 pounds of shielding is required. For a
polar mission, 1820 pounds of shielding would be required.
The pressure vessel interior is separated into two independently pressur-
- izable compartments by a common bulkhead, the fo_ard compartment being the
hangar/test area, and the aft compartment containing the living area and the
L) work area. The pressure vessel is aft of the interstage section containing theengines, solar pan l , and EC/LS ystem radiatorsr *.
-- To accommodate docking and stowing of the logistics spacecraft, seven'%
stowage arms are mounted at the forward end of the external structure and con-
talned within a nose cone during boost. A combination of seven Apollo space-
craft and multimisslon modules can be stowed at one time.
__ The hangar/test area, located at the forward end of the vehicle, provides
for transfer of crew and cargo between the laboratory and the logistics space-
-_ craft in a shirtsleeve environment. The docking port is mounted from the outer
structure; thus, docking loads are not transmitted directly to the pressure
shell. A small experimental airlock is provided that, in conjunction with two
externally mounted articulated booms, allows vacuum experiments to be positioned
outside the laboratory while the crew remains in a shirts]eeve environment.
Aft of the hangar/test area, and separated by a conunon pressure bulkhead,
is the laboratory area, the work station of the vehicle. A one-man portable
_/ airlock between the hangar/test area and the laboratory area provides access
between the two areas when they are differentially pressurized. A normally
closed hatch provides ingress/egress between the two areas when they are at the
same pressure.
The baseline MORL has an on-board centrifuge separating the laboratory area
from the upper living area. It consists of enclosed cabs mounted on tubular
_' supports that circle a lO0-inch-dlameter stationary huby For this study the
centrifuge is deleted, allowing 400 pounds and i000 cubic feet to be used for
other purposes.
The living area is separated into personal quarters that attenuate sound !
. and light; a galley; a toilet area; personal hygien_ area; and space for exercise
and recreation. A three-man airlock connects the living area with the interstage
section that supports the engines, propellant system tanks, the EC/LS radiator,
and the solar cell power system. See Figure A-5-1 for an Inboard profile of the
baseline MORL configuration.
B-I.I.16 Flight Personnel
,_ For purposes of the current study, a normal complement of eight crew mem-
bers is postulated to man the subject spacecraft. Initially, all eight arrive
i
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on orbi_ togeth,.c. After 90 days, at the first resupply mission, four replace-
ment personnel arriv_ and four of the original crew return to Earth. Thereafter, _
an intercha_ge of the alternate four crew members every 90 days takes place, kJ
resulting iv a nominJl 6-month tour of duty for each crewman. It is recognized
that the foregoing manning plan does not coincide with the recommendations given /-\
in Reference 1 for a MORL mission, which promotes a more gradual buildup in
experience and exposure to the space environment, and varies the stay-time
according to the crew position. However, from the standpoint of a malntalna-
it is felt that the simpllf_ed approach described above is a ( x)bility analysis
reasonable hypothesis. Based on the crew composition derived in Reference i, ....
/
the composition for this mission could be as follows:
Position Ma orSkill ( )
i Flight commander As_ronaut/Engineer
2 Deputy Flight Commander Astronaut/Engineer _ )
3 Operations Engineer A Electronic Engineer
_ *Operations Engineer B Electromechanlcal Engineer _)
5 Experiment Medical Specialist Medicine
6 Experiment Specialist A Life Sciences _
7 Experiment Specialist B Physical Sciences
08 *Experiment Specialist C Astronomy _*Additional for this study concept.
B-I.2 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE 1985 L1 LIBRATION CENTER MISSION _2_-_
Subsystems constituting the spacecraft postulated by the study group for
the orbital 1985 LI Libration Center mission are discussed in moderate detail on
the following pages. Where subsystem characteristics and components are essen- [
tlally the same, reference is made to the appropriate portion of Section B-I.I
k }
in the interest of minimizing repetition. As explained in Section A-3.1.1,
baseline designs for these subsystems are based principally on the information / h
given in Reference i, although some data from other sources was used in certain
instances. With a structure already scaled for a 12-man crew, the subsystems
for this mission were sized to accommodate a full crew complement. Thus, the __
llfe support subsystem (Ref. 48) was scaled up by { _)General Dynamics/Astronautlcs
doubling the design requirements for six men, as used in the basic GD/A system. _
/
Increasing the resupply time from 90 days to the baseline of 180 days for this
mission also affected some subsystem characteristics, as well as on-board _
support requirements, particularly _n estimating expendables. A navigation and
guidance system has been included to assist the station-keepinK function, and
significant revisions were made in the electrical power, propulsion and rendez- _c-_%
vous and docking subsystems. Radiation shielding was a major consideration in _)
the postulated spacecraft de_,ign.
0
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B-I.2.1 Co_unicatlons Subsystem
! The communications subsystem defined for this mission is generally the same
as that used for L,le 1975 near-Earth orbital mission (Section B-I.I.I), except
for a unified S-band system used to provide voice, telemetry, tracking, and
/ television transmission to Earth. A ten-foot deployable and steerable parabolic
antenna _s included to increase the data transmission capab_llty. Component
failure rates, weights, and volumes were adjusted where Imp_uvements could be
) expected by the 1985 time period.
B-1.2.2 Crew System
i This system is the same as for the 1975 orbital mission (Section B-I.I.2)
except for increases in the qt_antity of some items to accommodate t _e 12-man
crew. Some improvement in the wearout llfe of lights was projected.)
B-1.2.3 Data Management Subsystem
i In general, this system is the same as for the 1975 orbital mission (Section
B-I.I.3). However, as an outgrowth of analysis on that mission, it was assumed
for the libratlon center mission that the computer and the data adapter were
modularized. It was also assumed that state-of-the-art developments permitted
) a substantial reduction in weight and volume, and that an increase in capability
would be acquired. Improvements in other electronic equipment of the subsystem
also were assumed.
B-1.2.4 Electrical Po_er Subsystem
Electrical energy is required to operate the power-consuming laboratory
systems, provide power for the experiments, supply emergency power, and keep
the Apollo reentry vehicles in a standby condition. The average electrical _
load for normal operations, including experimentation, was assumed to be about
12 kilowatts for a 12-man crew. The minimum power to permit continued spacecraft
occupancy under emergency conditions would be about 4.0 kilowatts. Allowing 20%
degradation over 5 years, an additional margin of error in current estimating,
and 10% for line losses, leads to a solar cell/batterv system sized for a power
rating of 18.0 kilowatts at launch. Assuming a 1985 technology of 160 watts per
square meter (15 watts per square foot) and 66 watts per kilogram (30 watts per
pound), approximately 93 square meters (1200 square feet) of solar panels
weighing about 272 kilograms (600 pounds) are required.
The system uses four electrically independent and mechanically separated
solar cell panels (23 square meters per panel). During launch the solar panels
are stowed in the interstage area. They are deployed automatically by an on-
board programmer after orbit is achieved.
Because there is essentially zero occultation of the solar panels at
Llbra£1on Center LI, the only bat:tery power required is for power surges and
emergency conditions. Assuming a silver-zinc battery technology of 130 watts
per kilogram (60 watts per pound) resulted in a 90-kilogram (200-pound) battery
1|$
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requirement. Postulating state of the art for the 1985 time period, the silver-
zinc battery replacement period is expected to be about 2 years. - "_
Extensive displays and controls are provided for crew operations. In addi-
tion, the on-board data processor routinely monitors system performance and
warns the crew of malfunctions. /
All of the power sources and all of the loads are connected to the bus x
system through appropriate switching and protection devices. The inverters are )
conventional static-type inverters and supply 115/200 volts, 400 cps power to
the essential a.c. buses. The voltage regulators are of the buck-boost type and
supply the essential regulated d.c. buses with 28 ± 0.5 volts. )
The protection, control, and display system provides for manual and auto-
matic control of the system functions and monitoring of system operation by
the crew. There are manual overrides for all automatic functions in the system. J
If a component fails, the protection system senses the failure and disconnects
the fault> component. If more than one component fails, the protection system
senses _he failure and the control system allows the crew to restore maximum (
operation by interconnecting the components that are still operable. The dis- "-
play system uses a series of meters in conjunction wi'.h a series of caution and
warning lights to indicate system malfunction and the failed component to the /
crew. _ /
B-1.2.5 Experiment System _.'-_
This system was assumed to be the same as for the 1973 near-Earth orbital
mission (Section B-I.I.5), except that an increase in the number of experiments
of each type was allocated to reflect the added capability available with an _
increase in crew size to 12 men, This was done arbltrarily on a direct propor- _Lj
tional basis: for the basic MORL crew of six men, 91 experimcnt_ were to _e
performed; for the LI mi_ion with twice as large a crew, 182 ezperlments were _
allocated. Weights, volumes, power requirements, etc., were increased propor-
tionately. The values given in Table B-I-I accordingly have been doubled for
this mission.
B-1.2.6 Extravehicular Activity Equipment
The descrlption given in oection B-I.I.6 applies _ well to thi_ mission.
In the analysis, quantities differed according to crew sizes; but unit weights, /
etc., remained applicable,
B-1.2.7 Inflight Maintenance Equipment _ )
Characteristics of this category for the 1985 L1 mission are the same as
those described in Section B-l.l.7, except that some improvements were assumed _
in component failure rates, welghts, and volumes. The same equipment list ws- \/
used (_able B-1-16).
CJ
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B-1.2.8 Inflight Test Subsystem
_ 7 This system is the same as that described in Section B-I.I.8. Some
improvement was assumed in expected failure rates, weight, and volumes.
..../ B-1.2.9 Life Support Subsystem
The General Dynamics/Astronautics system described in Section B-I.I.9 and
i the references noted therein again were used for the 1985 LI Libration Center
.... mission. To provide a 12-man capability, two complete systems were included.
It was assumed that each system normally would operate independently to servicet-
separate compartments, but that they would be interconnected 5o that either or
_ both systems could be used on any given comp_rtment. Some improvements in
failure rates, component weights, and volumes were presumed. Also, the inter-
_ vals at which scheduled maintenance would be necessary were increased and the
_ times to accomplish these functions were decreased to reflect expected state-
of-the-art advances by 1985.
_ To size storage facilities for atmospheric makeup during this mission the
_ following usage rate calculations were made, based on information derived from
Reference i.
> H20 , 02, N2, Usage Rate Calculations---1985 LI Libration Center Mission---The
water and oxygen recovery systems result in a daily balance of the metabolic
_ usage requirements and the recovery system outputs. Therefore the only makeup
Y
requirements are due to leakage, decompressions, and backpack usage.
_ 02 - N2---Reference 1 shows the following use rates for a six-man MORL spacecraft.
Leakage Airlock Losses Hangar Losses Total Losses (ib_day)
_-_ 02 1.07" 0.185 0.16 1.415
- N2 0.934* 0.161 0.14 1.235
_\ The above data is based on the following airlock and hangar/test area decom-
.__ pressions for a 1-year period:
Experiments Operational
X
Manned Airlock 317 30
Experiment Airlock 511 --
Hangar/Test Area 20 --
\
J
* Although the foregoing leakage rates were used for this study, it should
be noted that other Boeing studies indicate that these values are overly
_',_ optimistic and that a more realistic figure for atmosphere leakage from
a MORL-sized spacecraft would be about 5 pounds per day instead of the 2
pounds per day used in the MORL study.
1968006934-129
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FOrbetheabout1985LI Libration Centerofmission of this study the spacecraft is assumed j_--_to twice the size the MORL. Therefore, the leakage losses are 7
assumed to be twice as great. The 12-man crew for this mission is 100% greater _-
than the basic MORL crew. Therefore, it is assumed the 12-man crew will require
twice as many experiment and operational uses of the airlocks and hangar/test {
area. The 02 - N2 usage rates for the 1985 L1 Libration Center mission will
then be as follows:
Total Losses <-)Leakage Airlock Losses Hangar Losses (ib/day) (kg/day) _
02 2.14 0.370 0.32 2.83 1.24
N2 1.87 0.322 0.28 2.47 1.12 i
Backpack Usage Rates---O 2 and H20
02 - maximum of about 0.5 ib/hr of backpack operation
H20 - maximum of about 1.5 ib/hr of backpack operation
From Reference i, Volume 111, Page 29, the average spacesuit (and backpack) _J
usage rate is about 1 manhour per manned airlock use. Assuming this to be a
100% increase in manned airlock uses, as mentioned above, 634 backpack hours/ _
year or 1.74 hours/day are needed for experiments. Assuming a 100% increase in
operational uses of the airlock, with two men required for each extravehicular
activity, and an average of 2 hours backpack use for each man, 60 airlock uses/
and 240 backpack hours/year (0.66 hour/day) are needed for operational <_ _year
requirements, and usage rates of expendables as follows:
Experiments Operational Tot_____a! _ .
Backpack Hours/Day 1.74 0.66 2.40
02 Usage (ibs/day) 0.87 0.33 1.20 ,_
H20 Usage (ibs/day) 2.61 0.99 3.60 _ _
B-I.2.10 Navigation and Guidance Subsystem ('_\ }
This equipment was necessary for the 1985 L1 Libration Center mission be-
cause of the requirement to maintain the spacecraft in the mechanically unstable _
position inherent tothls location in the Sun-Earth-Moon dynamic system. The (
primary navigation system consists of an inertial measurement unit (IMU), an
\ /
optical measurement unit (OMU), and a time standard. The computational func-
tions required by the system are performed by the data management system com- (_i)puter. As a backup, an el ctronic calculator and a set of navigation tables
are provided for manually determining position fixes and velocity correction
requirements. (ii_The IMU is a three-axis gimbaled platform that includes inertial rate
integrating gyros, platform electronics for each degree of freedom, fine align-
ment electronics for each degree of freedom, and accelerometer electronlcs for _,%
the accelerometers built into the inertial platform. The OMU includes a space kJ
sextant and a scanning telescope. The former is a two-line-of-slght, narrow
©
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field, high power instrument used for navigation angle sightings. Angle measure-
"_
ments can be made between specified navigational stars and a variety of identi-fiable locations in the cislunar system. The scanning telescope is a single-
llne-of-sight, unity power, wide-field instrument used for general viewing,
Earth and lunar landmark sightings, and acquisition of reference points. Itcan look directly along its own main optical axis, or follow the same two-degree-
of-freedom lines-of-sight of the sectant. The time standard consists of a pri-
mary atomic reference, electronics to convert and condition the signals derived
_ from the atomic and interconnection to connect the timereference, circuitry
standard with the computer and other spacecraft subsystems requiring a precision
time reference.
B-I.2.11 Propulsion Subsystem
_ Basically, the same subsystem configuration was postulated for this mission
as for the 1975 near-Earth orbital mission (see Section B-I.I.II). However, a
number of changes within the system were made as operational and state-of-the-art
advancement factors. As recommended in the Douglas MORL Phase liB study (Ref.
_ 47), the propellant oxidizer was changed to nitrogen tetroxide (N202) instead of
IRFNA*, which would result in a slightly higher specific impulse. For the Libra-
tion Center mission it was assumed that the nitrogen high- and low-pressure
modules and the propellant transfer module would be replaced as a complete unit.Components of the modules could then be replaced as a maintenance assignment
within the spacecraft. For the 1975 near-Earth orbital mission it was assumed
that components of these modules wou!d be replaced directly from outside the
The 1975 mission analysis also assumed that individual attitude
spacecraft.
control engines would be replaced while extravehicular. For 1985 it has been
assumed that the attitude control engines would be packaged as four module
assemblies, each containing three engines. Individual engines of a moduley would then be replaced within the spacecraft. Ma tenance activities
of this nature conducted in the comfort of an internal environment assume that
carefully controlled conditions would prevail, as a state-of-the-art extensionin maintenance practices,
Station-keeping operations for the 1985 L1 Libration Center mission require
a velocity increment of about 3 m/second/day (i0 fps/day), whereas the near-Earth i
I
orbital mission requires about 1 m/second/day (3.5 fps/day). Therefore, it was _
necessary _o increase the_ating time of the station-keeping engines, even
though a hizher impulse pro_.la_t was used. On the other hand, it was assumed
that the engine service llfe for _oth the attitude control and station-keeplng
engines could be fncreased to 2 year_ by the 1985 time period.
B-I. 2.12 Reet_cry System i
The eight-man stretched Apollo command module used for the 1975 near-Earth _.
_ mission was stipulated fo_ this missionises ,ell; however, an improvement in%
reliability was assumed. See Section B-l.l.12 for specific details. Because
the service pack used for the previous missiom did not have sufficient thrust
}
* Inhibited red fuming nitric acid.
,/
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to provide the necessary velocity (460-610 m/second (1500-2000 fps) per Refer-
ence 71) for deorbit, the Apollo service module was selected although only i0 _J%
to 15% of its propellant capability would be required. This indicates that four
of the six service module propellant tanks could be deleted, which would provide
about 70 cubic meters (730 cubic feet) of storage space for carrying logistics _!_supplies. If other than currently planned ha dware were considered, it appears
that a sufficient deorbit velocity increment could be attained by using a con-
figuration of three Burner II (solid propellant) type boosters. The reentry r%
system weight thereby could be reduced considerably.
Because the Libratlon Center space station is to be staffed by a 12-man
crew, two eight-man stretched Apollo reentry systems have been provided. _
B-1.2.13 Rendezvous and Docklng Subsystem
The rendezvous and docking subsystem incorporated on the Libration Center <_
mission spacecraft differed significantly from the system described in Section
B-I.I.13, to reflect the design recommended in the Douglas MORL Phase liB
(Ref. 47). The rendezvous radar interrogator, which was provided as a _report
backup for the logistics vehicle system, and the spacecraft transponder have
been deleted. Two basic changes were made to the docking and stowing system:
a two-armhandling system was installed, and a radial stowage concept was used. _
These changes resulted in a large weight saving because of a reduction in the
number of components involved, improved reliability, and shlrtsleeve access to
the stowed vehicles.
The two-armhandllng system consists of two beams with movable carriages
and attaching latches, a fixed circular track mounted on the front face of the
hangar structure, and two powered pivot post assemblies that move around the
circular track. A docked (logistics) vehicle is stowed by moving a pivot post \oj
along the circular track until the arm and carriage are in the plane of the
logistics vehicle attachment fixture. The carriage is moved along the arm and /_
mated to the logistics vehicle, which is then separated from the spacecraft. _
Finally, the logistics vehicle is moved and rotated as necessary to mate it
with one of the external stowage ports. /_
%JA 75-centimeter (30-inch) diameter port is provided at each of the six
stowage positions located radially around the space station, for access to the
stowed logistics vehicles at all times. Because the main docking port is 1.5 _
meters (60 inches) in diameter, any larger items to be transferred would be _
unloaded before stowing the logistics vehicle. An illustration of this system
is given in Figure B-I-32, taken from Reference 47.
B-1.2.14 Stability and Control Subsystem
This system is generally the same as described in Section B-I.I.14 for the _h.....
near-Earth orbital mission, except for two revisions. The inertial platform _
and associated electronics were deleted because an inertial measurement unit is
included in the navigation and guidance subsystem. The two single-glmbal
control-moment gyros were deleted and the two double-gimbal gyros were increased
in size to provide a greater momentum storage capacity in the pitch and yaw axes.
0
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An improvement in component failure rates, weights, and volumes were
reflected as seemed appropriate for 1985 state-of-the-art hardware. _)
B-1.2.15 Structure Subsystem
Structure of the Libration Center vehicle was considered to be basically the %3
same as for the near-Earth orbital mission configuration except for an increase
in the volume of the hangar/test area, resulting from the change in the logis- _ff_
tics vehicle stowage arrangement (Section B-1.2.13). Weights of some of the
structural elements were changed accordingly.
Radiation hazard at the LI Libration Center is considerably greater than
that which would be encountered in a near-Earth orbit of 200 nautical miles. o%j
The weight required for shielding varies greatly, depending on the volume to be
protected, permissible intensity, and number of solar events anticipated as a _-_
function of flight duration and calendar period. The study group was able to %J
make only a cursory analysis of this involved and currently rather indeter-
minate subject, to establish a gross weight allowance for the Libratlon Center
station configuration. However, qubsequent analysis of payload weight _}space
requirements (see Table A-3-4) indicated that sufficient boost capability would
be available for all but the most extreme shielding concept considered. A
review of the analysis follows: ,_)
Radiation Shielding Analysls-r-1985 Time Period---The 1985 L1 Libration Center
mission will take place during a period of minimum solar activity. Apollo
criteria limit radiation exposure to 27 fads/year to the eyes, 54 fads/year to
the blood forming organs (BFO), and 233 fads/year to the skin. The limiting
factor is the eyes if they are unprotected; if the eyes are protected, then the
BFO becomes critical. Based on these criteria, and assuming a 5-year mission _ _
about the solar minimum, the shielding required would be 2 gm/cm 2 (4 psf) of %J
aluminum shielding according to Boeing-developed data. The worst case would be
a 5-year mission about the solar maximum that would require about lO gm/cm 2
(20 psf) of shielding.
During the period of minimum solar activity, a maximum of one major solar /_.
event and 10 to 12 periods of smaller solar events can be expected. The hazard t)
without the major event can be controlled with 2 gm/cm 2 of shielding ass,,nlng
that eye shields such as goggles were provided the crew; thus, the limiting
radiation criterion wo_id be 54 fads/year to the BFO. The major solar eve,_t _bwould require 10 gm/cm of shielding. If he mission wer to occur during a
period of maximum solar activity, about three to four major solar events per
year could be expected, with minor solar events occurring about 30 tlmes/year. _
Radiation levels will be monitored continuously, both from the spacecraft and U
from Earth, so there will be some advance warning of solar activity. In the case _
of a major solar event it will be necessary for the crew to stay for approxl- _
mately three d_ys within those spacecraft areas that are shielded to i0 8m/cm 2. Q "i_During a minor solar event period the crew must stay for approximately 2 days _J
within the spacecraft; i.e., no EVA would be allowed, i_
,_
Paper No. 45 of Reference 76, entitled "Shielding Requlrements for Manned
Orbiting Space Stations", indicates that the basic six-manMORL structure is I:_,_
w°rth ab°ut 2 gm/cm2 °f aluminumshleldlng' and that shielding added t° the O i/ii
O.
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total peripheral structure would weigh about 3500 pounds per gm/cm 2. There-
fore, to provide i0 gm/cm 2 protection to the MORL would require an additional
8 gm/cm 2 of shielding or 12,700 kilograms (28,000 pounds) for one MORL. If it
was assumed that the basic 12-man spacecraft consisted of two six-man MORL's,
it would be conceivable for the 12-man crew to be accommodated in one fully
shielded MORL for 2 to 3 days, and adding another 12,700 kilograms of shield-
ing to the second MORL would not be necessary. An alternate 12-man spacecraft
concept would be to use a single 10-meter (33-foot) diameter MORL configura-
tion instead of the basic 6.6-meter (21.6-foot) diameter MORL. A spacecraft
i0 meters in diameter with a length of about 90% the basic MORL would provide
about twice the volume of the basic slx-man MORL. The exten_al area would be
about 33% greater than for one six-man MORL, which is a rough approximation _
based on a purely cylindrical configuration. In this case a 10-meter diameter,
12-man spacecraft would require 16,900 kilograms (37,30,9 pounds) of shielding
for full peripheral protection to 10 gm/cm 2.
However, for either concept (half of a 2-element spacecraft or a c,,mplete
enlarged MORL) the shielding requirement is high and may be prohibitlu= for an
L1 Libration Center mission. Therefore, it would appear that one portion of the
spacecraft should be a biowell protected to 10 gm/cm z, to which the crew could
retreat for 2 to 3 days each time a solar event occurs. This would happen an
average of approximately once each year during the 1985 time period of interest.
Probably the best area to have manned continuously would be the operational
work stations where the main spacecraft control functions are located.
For one six-man MORL, the operational area to be protected is about ii0
square meters (1200 square feet). If 8 gm/cm 2 (16 psf) of shielding is added
this would require 8700 kilograms (19,200 pounds). Also, some emergency pro-
visions for food preparation, hygiene, and sanitation would have to be installed.
For a 180-day resupply interval there are approximately 1800 kilograms (4000
pounds) of spares on board. By stowing these spares in an optimum manner, their
weight can be used as part of the shielding and the shielding requirement can
be reduced to 6900 kilograms (15,200 pounds).
If the crew quarters area Were used as a blowell instead, then some
limited spacecraft operational and control functions would have to be provided
in the crew quarters. The area to be shielded in this case is about 93 square
meters (i000 square feet) for one MORL, and again it is assumed the 12-man crew
could be accommodated in one slx-man MORL crew quarters area for the required
2 to 3 days. Shielding this area would require an additional 7300 kilograms
(16,000 pounds), and by using the spares, this could be reduced to 500 kilo-
grams (L2,000 pounds).
Rough estimates for the shielding required for a 33-foot diameter spacecraft,
if credit is taken for 1800 kilograms of spares, would be approximately 12,700
kilograms for the operational work area or about 9600 kilograms (21,200 pounds)
for the crew quarters area. f_
_._
In summary, preliminary estimates of the shielding weight required to pro- _
tect the entire spacecraft to 20 psf would be approximately 12,700 kilograms
for one slx-man standard MORL spacecraft or 16,900 kilograms for a lO-meter
:;
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diameter 12-man spacecraft. If a biowell concept is used the shielding weight °....
required would wlry from 5500 to 12,700 kilograms depending on the biowell con- _
cept and spacecraft configuration.
OB-1.2.16 Flight Personnel
I
Twelve crew members have been postulated for the 1985 L1 Libration Center
mlss_on. Because the stretched Apollo reentry vehicle can accommodate a maxi-
mum of eight men, two launches are required to install a full crew complement. _"J
Thereafter, half the crew nominally is rotated at each 180-day logistics re-
supply interval. Extending the crew composition given in Section B-I.I.16, the
composition for this mission could be as follows: _)
Position _Duty Major Skill
1 Flight Commander Astronaut/Engineer ()
2 Deputy Flight Commander Astronaut/Engineer
3 Chief Engineer Astronaut/Engineer __J{_
4 Operations Engineer A Electronic Engineer
5 Operations Engineer B E!ectromechanlcal Engineer /-_
6 Chief Scientist Physical Sciences
7 Experiment Specialist A Life Sciences /-\
8 Experiment Specialist B Physics _._}
9 Experiment Specialist C Optical Astronomy
i0 Experiment Specialist D Radio Astronomy _
W
ii Experiment Specialist E Geophysics
12 Medical Specialist Medicine (. )
Ot
!
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B-2.0 EARTH-O_BITAL MISSIONS - MARCEP DATA SHEETS
MARCEP data sheets for the 1975 Earth-orbltal m_sion and the 1985 LI
Libration Center mission are found in Sections B-2.1 and B-2.2, respectively.
The data point entries on the MARCEP sheets are explained below.
l i) Nomenclature---The nomenclature describing each component or assembly pro-
vides the first entry on the data sheet. In total, this provides an
equipment component list, by subsystem, for the entire spacecraft.
/ 2) Subsystem---Each subsystem was assigned a two-letter identification code:
Subsystem Cod_e_
Communications CM
Crew System CS
) Data Management DM
Electrical Power EP
Experiment System EX
EVA Equipment EV
Inflight Maintenance Equipment MEInflight Test IF
Life Support LS
Navigation and Guidance NG
Planetary Lander PL
] Propulsion PP
Reentry RE
Rendezvous and Docking RD
Stability and Control SC
Structure ST
3) Component Number---Each component within a given subsystem was assigned
an arbitrary number, according to the original sequence when the subsystem
listing was es_abllshed. Once this number was assigned it was inviolable,
and never reused if the item subsequently was deleted as a result of fur-
ther analysis and evaluation, Any item added after the original sequence
had been established was given the next un_sslgned number regardless of
its place in the sequence.
4) Quantity in Basic System---Reflects the number of units required to make
up a basic, essentially nonredundant, but completely operable subsystem. ,_
5) Operating Failure Rate (x 107)---This is the average number of times the t_i
component may be expected to fail in 10,000,000 hours of operation.
_ 6) Dormant Failure Rate (x loT)---This is the average number of times acom- ,
portent may be found to be faulty during 10,000,000 nonoperating or on-the- |
shelf hours a
155
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7) Weight in Kilograms---Welght per unit of the line item.
8) Volume in Cubic Centlmeters---Volume per unit of the line item. _
9) Mean Repair Time---Time in hours adjudged to be the average required to
restore the item to its original operating condition after a failure has _:__A
occurred. Also termed "mean-tlme-to-£epair" (MTTR) in analytical discus- _
slons. A very serious effort was made to be realistic in thls figure,
taking into account the space environment, special conditions if appro- _
prlate, kinds of tools and other resources required, and inherent dlffl- _ _
culty of the function,.
i0) Repairability Cod_ (Re)---Each item was evaluated for its susceptibility :(_%
to repair, which was introduced into the computer program for detennlning _/
relative merits of sparing or making redundant. Codes used were as fol-
lows:
Gi. Item cannot be spared or made redundant.
2. Item cannot be repaired or replaced in orbit.
3. Repair requires external work in spaces,lt. _ _
4. Repair is difficult---poor access or other factor.
5. Repair is easily accompllshed---shlrtsleeve environment.
ii) Criticality Code (CC)---Each item also was evaluated for the influence it
had on the system in the event of a fault. Codes used were:
i. Safety crltlcal---item must operate continuously. _3
2. Downtime crltical---redundancy required.
3. Downtime crltlcal---repalr in maximum downtime or less. _
4. Repair can be deferred up to 7 days.(except RC-2 or RC-3).
5. Repair can be deferred indefinitely (item is considered for mission "_ ,_
success only).
6. Spares only.
Maximum Allowable Downtime---This was the maximt_ elapsed time in hours _'_12)
that could safely be tolerated between a failure and restoratlonof the
system or equipment to an operating condition.
13) First Supplementary Component Number---The entry in this column is a sepa- _)
rate computer code number for an additional switch, valve, indicator,
sensing, or monitoring device, or other part required when the line item
iS addet in as standby-redundant. Weights, volumes, reliabilities, etc.,
of these _,aits are mitigating factors to be applied when the line item is
used in that manner.
14) Second Supplementary Component Number---An additional entry to be used as
above when a second such component is required. This may or may not be _dJ
the same as the first component.
15) Percent Operating Time (x lO)---The proportion of a mission during which
the llne Item is anticipated Co be worklns. Multiplying by ten permits
computer mechanization of iteme with low operating times.
0
I I|
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]6) Parallel Lockout---Denies consideration of the line item as a parallel
_ redundant u_it. Applies particularly to components associated with EVA,
experiments, structure, ducts, and other items for which it is not practi-
_ cable to provide parallel redundancy.
B-2.1 MARCEP DATA SHEETS FOR THE 1975 NEAR-EARTH ORBITAL MISSION
See following pages.
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B-3.0 EARTH-ORBITAL MISSIONS---MAINTENANCE TASK ANALYSIS SHEETS
k _ Maintenance task analysis sheets for the 1975 near-Earth orbital and
1985 LI Libration Center missions are filed under Sections B-3.1 and B-3.2,
f _ respectively. The preparation and use of the maintenance task analysis
__ ) sheets are discussed in Section 3.5.3 of Volume II. The sheets have been
filed in the same order as the MARCEP data sheets (alphabetically by subsys-
tem) to facilitate reference to them and the subsystem descriptions. Itemf .
numbers originally assigned to the individual components thus are not in
_ _ sequence, but this is unimportant from the reader-reference standpoint.
Some item numbers were deleted or omitted before the list was finalized.
/-
) B-3.1 MAINTENANCE TASK ANALYSIS SHEETS FOR THE 1975 NEAR-EARTH ORBITAL
MISSION
/-
\ _ See following pages.
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B-3.2 MAINTENANCZ TASK ANALYSIS SHEETS FOR THE 1985 L1 LIBRATION CENTER
MISSION
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B-4.0 EARTH-ORBITAL MISSIONS---EXPENDABLES DATA SHEETS
For each mission studied, expendable requirements were determined apart
from the other analyses conducted. Utilization rates were determined from
S the best available information contained in the primary references and fromdata provided by NASA. Expe dables requirements developed for the Earth-
orbital missions are given on the following data sheets.
B-4.1 EXPENDABLES DATA SHEETS FOR THE 1975 NEAR-EARTH ORBITAL MISSION
See following pages.
B-_.2 EXPENDABLES DATA SHEETS FOR THE 1985 LI LIBRATION CENTER MISSION
S See following pages.
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SectionC
L) WORKING INFORMATIONONINTERPLANETARYMISSIONS
This section contains subsystem descriptions and MARCEP maintenance task
analysis, and expendables data sheets for the two interplanetary-class missions
_-\ studied.
_/ C-l.0 SUBSYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS
..... The subsystems used for the 1975 and 1985 interplanetary missions are de-
ib scribed in the following sections. Section C-I.I describes the subsystems for
the 1975 Mars/Venus flyby mission. Section C-1.2 describes the subsystems for
._-_ the 1985 Mars landing mission by indicating the differences and improvements
,_ over the 1975 subsystems. Where there is similarity with subsystems used for
the Earth-orbital missions, the appropriate reference to Section n is provided.
3 C-I.I SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE 1975 MARS/VENUS FLYBY MISSION
This section describes the operational and physical features of the sub-
"_ systems defined by the study group for the subject spacecraft configuration.
7_ Where subsystem characteristics and components are essentially the same, refer-
ence is made to the appropriate portion of Section B-I.I in the interest of
7_ minimizing repetition. The baseline concepts for these subsystems are those
_o) described in Reference 1 where commonality between spacecraft configurations
exists, Reference 2 where requirements peculiar to an interplanetary mission
are involved (e.g., probes), or other sources specifically noted when design
_ considerations warranted (e.g., electrical power). Significant features of this
_J_ mission that are to be acco+_modated by these subsystems are: (i) lack of re-
supply once injection has b_en initiated; (2) 550-day duration; (3) no spin-up
_ or centrifuge operations; (4) midcourse propulsive maneuvers; and (5) flight as
.+J far as 2.5 AU from tlteSun.
C-i.I.I Communications Subsystem
This subsystem includes the high-power interplanetary transmitter, the
near-Earth communications transmitter, receivers, antennas, pointing mechanisms,
_-_ intercom and spacecraft-to-suit communications, and elements of the probe com-
....] munications system. The equipment contained in or on the mission module (MM)
and the service module (SM) includes an S-band system for deep-space communica-
---_ tions, a Mars probe and near-Earth communications system (probably S-band), and
.....) a VHF system for EVA/MM communication and docking/orbital-operations/near-Earth
communications.
+%_ The high-power transmitter is a 500-watt amplifier driving a 20-foot dish
_-_ antenna in the S-band. This arrangement is within the 1975 state of the art
and should permit a rate of i00,000 bits per second to be transmitted to a 210-
"_ foot Earth antenna. The transmitter will be capable of multi- and mixed modes
_j_ of _ransmission, including PCM and FM data, voice (PM/FM), ranging PCM, and
1968006934-245
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emergency keyed CW. The S-band receiver will receive voice, PCM and FM data _
and commands, ranging signals, and possibly TV. Transmitted PCM and FM data
will be information from on-board experiments, spacecraft status TLM, relayed
TLM from Mars probes, scanned photographs, and possibly live TV. _
The near-Earth equipment will provide short and intermediate range com- _
munications with Earth, a backup system during orbital operations, and also t_
probe data reception and probe command control. An independent antenna is
provided for this system because of pointing requirements incompatible with the _
S-band system.
Voice communications are provided by an intercom system for internal com-
munications and a VHF system for EVA communications and orbital/Earth communica- _
tions. The Apollo command module (CM) has a VHF communicator that will be _
wired to the MM control center for additional channel capability during orbital
operations.
3_
The spacecraft S-band transmitter and receiver are linked to the computer _
(data management subsystem) by the data adapter. Digital messages are auto-
matically directed to the computer by the receiver/demodulator. The computerthen stores the messages and/or interprets and prints the information. _e _
transmitter can be modulated by the computer through the data adapter.
C-I.I.2 Crew System _
The spacecraft has '_een sized for a crew of six men. Within this design ,--
criterion, the descriptions and features of crew system elements given in (
Section B-I.I.2 apply. Many items of the type included here are listed under
mission expendables when considering weight and volume requirements in the
analysis. Being placed in storage after use, they remain with the spacecraft /-
after the crew departs in the Apollo reentry vehicle.
C-II.3 Data Management Subsystem _-
\
In general, the description of the data management subsystem given in
Section B-I.I.3 also pertains to this configuration. Logistic resupply con-
siderations of course are omitted. Also included in this subsystem category
are a general-purpose set of cameras and film supply, the telemetry equipment \
and signal conditioners, and the TV unit. The telemetry equipment and the
signal conditioners are located with the data adapter. The various sensors f°
are located throughout the spacecraft and connected to the telemetry and signal __
conditioning units. The TV unit consists of three cameras and _o monitors.
This system provides closed circuit capability in and about the spacecraft.
One camera may be used with the film projection and scanner to transmit scanned
photographs via TV. Live TV capability to Earth is also provided by the TV
unit and the CM system.
C-I.I.4 Electrical Power Subsystem {L
A rudimentary trade study of solar power versus isotope power was conducted
for this mission. It was determined that the solar array system would be heavy
if designed to withstand the mission "E" forces; and complicated, operationally
C
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' unsatisfactory, and possibly unreliable if designed to be stowed for maneuver-
ing. For these reasons an isotope heat source driving Brayton cycle machinery
was selected as the primary electrical power system. In addition to Reference
\ i, References 32, 44, 46, and 60 are primary sources of information for the
system developed here. Numerous other sources, together with information ac-/
quired from Boeing authorities, also have been consulted. The system discusse_
.... here is illustrated in Reference 83, from which Figures C-I-I and C-I-2 have
been taken.
/
.. The power generation system is composed of two independent closed Brayton
cycle power loops, with each power loop consisting of: (i) an energy conver-
/ sion subsystem; (2) a heat rejection subsystem; and (3) a nuclear isotope sub-
system. The isotope heat source is common to both loops. The energy conver-
\- sion subsystem and the heat rejection subsystem, as well as the nuclear isotope
subsystem, will be located in the service module. For recovery it would be
desirable to locate the nuclear fuel within the command module (CM) envelope so
i / that it can be easily retrieved at the end of the mission, or during launch or
orbital phases of the mission in the case of an accident. However, locating the
_ isotope fuel in the Apollo CM and providing hermetically sealed plumbing that
) would interconnect through the CM heat shield with the rather large Brayton\
cycle equipment in the service module is a difficult problem. Therefore, the
fuel will be located in the service module. The service module containing the/
nuclear power system will be launched with the crew aboard and connected to a
\ minimal control board within the Apollo CM. The power system may be activated
by the astronauts, before launch or activated after injection into Earth orbit,
the choice being dictated by thez_al aspects of running the system during
. / launch. With the nuclear isotope subsystem located within the service module
envelope, an adequate recovery means has not been identified as yet.
_j Prelaunch and launch phase thermal control of the isotopic fuel block
_ will use a water evaporator system. During prelaunch, water will be pro-
vided through an umbilical to either an evaporator that can exchange confined
" _ heat to the fluid loop, or to the plumbed heat shield that will enable disposal
/ of waste heat. During the launch phase, and from 4 to i0 minutes into the
flight, evaporative cooling will be performed through a water system that will
_ provide water in an open loop to either the evaporator or the heat shield during
") the period when the heat rejection and space radiator are ineffective. Once
in orbit, heat will be controlled conventionally. In an emergency where both
F power conversion system (PCS) units are inoperative, waste heat can be re-
Jected to space through a heat dump door that will open up the face of the fuel
_-" block to space. Heat dump door operation will be automatic and linked to a
sensor that monitors either fuel block surface temperature or shield temperature.
f ) Operation of the heat dump door can also be performed on command from the Apollocommand module or from the control center of the mission module.
•_-_\ The power conversion system includes a combined rotating unit (CRU), a gas-
) to-fluid heat exchanger (also called the radiator heat exchanger), a recuperator,
_- and a heat source heat exchanger. The PCS is packaged as a replaceable unit.
_ The CRU is the heart of each replaceable PCS package. It consists of ahigh-frequency permanent magnet alternator, a single-stage centrifugal compressor,
249
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and a single-stage radial inward flow turbine. These components are mounted
on a common shaft. The turbine and compressor are located outboard from two _
bearings, hydrodynamic gas or foil, with the alternator straddle-mounted _,
between the bearings. The CRU operates at a controlled rotational speed of
64,000 rpm. The alternator generates high-frequency a.c. power at 1067 cps. c--
Cycle operation is started by motoring the alternator with a variable-fre-
x
quency inverter until a self-sustaining speed is reached. Cycle shutdown is
accomplished by closing a valve in the argon line at the outlet of the CRU
/compressor.
The heat source heat exchanger is a thin plate, probably of TD nickel,
into which argon flows. The plate is in close conjunction to one face of the
isotopic heat source block. Argon gas passes through the heat exchanger, !
absorbing heat from the fuel block and passing directly to the CRU.
The high efficiency of the Brayton cycle is possible through the use of a i
recuperator. Waste thermal energy is transferred from the turbine exhaust to -
the compressor discharge gas, thereby retaining this energy in the cycle.
J
The nuclear isotope subsystem interfaces with the PCS through the argon
heat source heat exchanger. The fuel block is a single complex block contain-
ing approximately 40.7 thermal kilowatts of Pu 238. One side of the block _-
services the "A" PCS and the opposite side of the block services the "B" PCS. [
The block is shielded by lithiumhydride thermal insulation and reflective
thermal coatings. One side of the block is exposable to space through one of
the argon heat source heat exchangers and a heat dump door. In the emergency
state where both PCS's are inoperative, heat can be dumped from the isotope fuel %._
source by opening the heat dump door, as previously explained.
J
Power is supplied from each PCS alternator to a mag amp that is linked to (
a CRU speed sensor. Speed of the CRU is maintained through control of the
electrical load. The mag amp shunts power on demand to the spacecraft systems _
and dumps excess electrical energy into a parasitic load resistor that radiates (
this heat to space. The parasitic load resistor is sized so that the entire
electrical output of both power systems can be dumped into space.
(
Each power system supplies alternator power to its own alternator bus,
and thence to three main loads: the battery charger, the main d.c. rectifier
regulator, and the high-voltage rectifier and regulator. The high voltage ;
rectifier regulator powers a 260-volt d.c. bus, which in turn provides power to i
the square wave _nverter, the sine wave inverter, and the spacecraft systems
requiring high-voltage d.c. _,e main d.c. rectifier regulator provides low
voltage 28-volt electrical power to a bus. The battery charger charges the _-"
Apollo and mission module batteries, which in turn provide emergency power to the %_._
emergency d.c. bus. The independent power systems are paralleled at the d.c.
low voltage bus, the battery, and the high-voltage bus.
The PCS heat sink heat exchanger is provided with a heat exchange loop,
connected to the environmental and life support systems, which transfers re-
sidual heat from the argon gas loop to a heat transfer fluid. This radiator _
lowers the gas temperature to approximately 292°K (525°R). Heat from the argon
C
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loop is transferred to this loop containing a water glycol mixture that is used
as a heat transfer fluid into the mission module and environmental control life
support subsystems. The output of this heat exchanger is water glycol mixture
at a temperature of about 168°C (335°F). Additional heat energy must be pro-
vided to this fluid to raise its temperature to 182°C (360°F) as required by
the environmental control life support subsystem heat load. It is expectedthat with both PCS units operating, approximately 4 thermal kilowatts can be
provided to the environmental control life support subsystem in this manner.
Additional heat energy can be provided to the 168°C water by plumbing theradiation shield and picking up the differential temperature directly from the
fuel block heat.
The Brayton cycle equipment, nuclear isotope subsystem, and Brayton cycle
)
fluid loop heat rejection equipment must interface with the midcourse and retro-
propulsion systems contained in the service module enveloDe. For this reason,
_-_ it may be necessary to stretch the basic service module envelope to provideroom for these systems and working room so that maintenance can be performed
on these systems.
_) Brayton cycle generation is started ;,y using the Apollo batteries for the
ground power to motorize the alternator _rough the use of the v_riable-
L_ frequency inverter. The CRU is motoreg ) to a speed where self-sustaining
L> operation is possible. Shutdown is accu._plished by closing an argon gas shutoff
valve at the outlet of the compressor and applying :_trical load to the sys-
tem through the mag amp. The electrical power sy_Lem is connected to the
_ Apollo module for a minimal amount of control during prelaunch, launch, and
(J orbital operations. When the Apollo and service module are mated to the mission
module, electrical connection and fluid connection to the environmental control
O system are required from the aft end of the service module so that the missionmodule may be checked out before injection into the trans-Mars orbit. After
satisfactory injection, the mission module and the Apollo/servlce module are
separated and the Apollo/servlce module is rotated 180 degrees and remated to
C_ the mission module. Mating couplings are required in the docking cone so thatfluid and electrical connections can be made on docking with the mission module.
It is expected that both power systems will operate continuously to provide
C) electrical power to the mission module. During periods of peak power demand,th Apollo batterie= and the minimal batteries of the mission module will provide
additional power. On return to Earth, the Apollo and service module are again
_d_ separated from the mission module and retrofire of the service module engines
is initiated. During this time, the electrical power system provides power to
the Apollo module. After retrofire the Apollo module is separated from the
spent service module and continues into Earth reentry, using on-board batteries.
C_ Some provisions must be made at this point for either safe recovery or safedisposal of the P 238 fuel block. Cost and ava lability consid ati ns indi-
cate that recovery of the Pu 238 would be advantageous.
It is expected that the major item of maintenance in power systems
the will
be the coolant pumps and PCS units. Present design of the PCS precludes replace-
ment of the CRU in space due to the hermetic welded seals of the argon loop.
'_ Probably replacement of fluid loop pumps will pose no problem, as is _rue with
most of the other associated equipment.
1
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Crew safety is provided by a lithiumhydride shield about the fuel block and
by the location of the power conversion systems and the fuel isotope supply. It _'_
is expected that the lithiumhydride shield and the Apollo heat shield will pro- IJ
vide adequate radiation shielding. During maintenance the lithiumhydride shield
noncriticalPr°videsshieldingdosesfea ible.f°rworkers, and the nature of radiation from Pu 238 makes _
The problem of isotope fuel recovery should be investigated further. _ i
Approximately 500 pounds has been allocated to a hypothetical recovery system; _
however, no attempt has been made to identify specif_cally what such a system _
might be. It is also conceivable that the fuel block could be located within
the Apollo module allowing safe recovery, but this raises problems of plugging _
the argon loop through the Apollo heat shield. It is also recommended that the _%
possibility of CRU replacement be considered. Replacement capability for CRU's
would be a distinct advantage on long unsupported missions of the type being _,
considered here. _
One power generation loop (PCS unit) is sufficient to provide power for all
space_raft functions necessary to crew survival. The EP system is therefore (-__
described on computer program data sheets with only one PCS. The criticality \_/
code used dictates that at least one parallel redundant PCS unit be added to
improve the mission success probability. Operationally, this unit provides _
power for communications, experiments, data systems, etc. Switchover capability t_)
between the two units is provided.
Experiment System _C-I.I.5
The experiments and scientific data gathering devices of the mission can be
classified in three major categories: interplanetary or cruise phase experi- _
ments, direct planetary observation experiments, and remote planetary obser-
vation experiments (probes).
The cruise phase (midcourse) experiments are identified as experiment ( >
"packages." Each "package" may be one or many pieces of equipment required
to conduct one or more experiments. Repair kits allow equipment malfunctions
to be corrected. The equipment provided for midcourse experiments provides (
everything necessary to conduct experiments during planetary transit. \
7
A number of probes of different types are carried for deployment to and /-h
about the target planets. These probes in most cases have independent pro- t)
pulsion systems that must be serviced before deployment. The probes also
require checkout, calibration, and sterilization before launching. The probes
and kits are listed in the experiment system. Probes support equip- _)spares
ment is listed under the probe ancillary equipment section of the experiment
system.
A small experiment equipment airlock for passing sensors, specimens, and U
equipment from pressurized areas to extravehicular locations is provided so
crew exposure to space can be limited to those experiments requiring actual
crew manipulation or activity. t)
O1254 0 •
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One external articulated, remotely controlled boom is located near the
experiment alrlock. This boom has the capability of mating with the experl-
ment airlock so experiments can be picked up and transferred to the desired
position on the exterior of the spacecraft. Control of the boom is performed
remotely from the spacecraft.
C-I.I.6 Extravehicular Activity Equipment
The description of extravehicular activity equipment given in Section
_ B-I.I.6 is valid for this configuration. In the analysis, quantities differ
according to crew sizes; but unit weights, etc., remain applicable.
) C-I.I.7 Inflight Maintenance Equipment
_ Equipment listed under Section B-I.I.7 applies also to this mission.
Although configurations differ, maintenance criteria and design philosophies/
- regarding spacecraft layout remain the same.
C-I.I.8 Inflight Test Subsystem
The description of this subsystem given in Section B-I.I.8 applies
-h equally well to this configuration.
/
- C-I.I.9 Life Support Subsystem
"\ The LSS approach described in Section B-I.I.9 based on References 48
-J and 81 and augmented by supplemental investigation, is applicable to this
mission as well. System performance requirements and physical characteris-
tics have been modified as necessary to suit a slx-man crew capability and
_ effects of resupply and configuration peculiarities for the previous mission
have been eliminated. Supplies of water, oxygen, and nitrogen are stored
- aboard to compensate for loss by leakage, repressurlzatlon, alrlock usage,
fecal water loss, wash and culinary water loss, and suit use water loss.
A 600-day factor was used to provide an approximate 10% margin over the
nominal 550-day mission. Specific requirements for make-up constituents
-_ were calculated for this mission as shown in Tables C_i-3, C-I-4 and C-i-5.
C-I.I.IO Navigation and Guidance Subsystem
_> The navigation and guidance subsystem selected for this mission is com-
prised of elements determined from References 4, 5, 37, and 53. The primary
navigation system consists of the following elements: a time standard, an
optical system, an inertial measurement unit (IMU), and a ranging system.
The computational function required by the navigation and guidance
system is performed by the on-board computer. A backup system of equipmento is provided that will also be used in perfo ming experiment scheduled for
the mission. This system consists of a chronometer, a hand-held space sex-
_ rant, navigational tables, and a solld-state desk calculator. Fault isola-
°_ tion and checkout of the primary navigation system will be performed by the
-2
computer using a navigation and guidance system checkout adapter and electron-
ic section.
26S
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Table C-I-3: C%LCULATION OF MAKE-UP WATER, N2, AND 02 RATES FOR SPACECRAFT
Type of Loss Compound KK Rate Lb Rate Assumptions
Leakage O, 0.485/day 1.067/day 380mmhg pressure (_
02 - 51.44% by wt.
N2 0.424/day 0.9328/day N2 - 44.97% by wt.
H20 - 1.56% by wt. d_
H20 O.0147/day 0.0323/day CO2 - 2.03% by wt.
Leakage rate assumed
CO2 0.0192/day 0.0422/day about 2x the rate in Ref.
63 for 2936 sq ft area _.
Depressuri- 02 89.429/event 196.744/event 283 cu m (I0,000 cuft) I_zation vol., atmos, as indicated
above
N2 78.259/event 172.170 event /_
{
H20 2.617/event 5.757/event
CO2 3.423/event 7.531/event (
Airlock Use 02 0.05836/use 0.12845/use 1.42 cu m (50 cuft) vol.,
pumpdown to 52 mm hg (I
N2 0.05098/use 0.11230/use psia), initial atmos, as
indicated above @ 20@C
H20 0.00177/use 0.00390/use (65@F)
(
CO2 0.O0229/use 0.O0505/use •
Zeolite Ftm_p- Neglect
down 1
Fecal Water H20 0.1361man- 0.301man- Ref. 62
day day (
Wash Water H20 0.03178/man- 0.07/man- From Ref. 62 waste
day day rate E_
Suit Use Assume 0.681 kg (1.5 ib) loss of H20/suit-use/hr. (2
C
C
C
$66
C
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Table C-i-4: CALCULATION OF H2, N2, AND 02 MAKE-UP REQUIREMENTS
FOR A 600-DAY, 6-M_ MISSION
02 Kg Requirements:
Leakage 0.485 x 60C = 291.00
Depressurization 89.429 x i0 = 894.29
Airlock use 0.05836 x 300 = 17.51
02 in the foz_ of 602
Leakage 0.013824 x 600 = 8.29
Depressurization 2.4894 x I0 = 24.89
02 in the form of H20
Leakage 0.005344 x 600 = 3.21
Depressurization 2.32622 x I0 = 23.26
) Wash water waste 0.028256 x 3600 = 101.72
...."_ Fecal waste 0.12088 x 3600 = 435.17
._) 1,799.3_ kg
N2 Kg Requirements:k
Leakage 0.424 x 600 = 254.40
Depressurization 78.259 x I0 = 782.59
-_ Airlock use 0.05098 x 300 - 15.29
1,052.28 kg
H2 Kg Requirements:
Leakage as H?O vapor 0.001634 x 600 - .98
DepressurizaEion vapor 0.290778 x i0 = 2.91
Wash water as H20 0.003532 x 3600 - 12.72
Fecal water 0.01511 x 3600 = 54.41
71.02 kg
Allow the H9 make-up to be stored as H?O by combining the H9 with a stoichio-
metric quanEity of 09 from the 02 make=up weight. Convers_Sn to individual
elements will be by _lectrolysisl
Final Requirements: 02 make-up 1,222.18 KE
- N2 1,052.67 KE
"_> H20 make-up 639.18 Kg
}
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TABLE C-I-5: REFERENCE CALCULATIONS FOR DETERMINING
H2, 02, AND N2 MAKE-UP WEIGHTS _
1975 MARS/VENUS FLYBY MISSION
Spacecraft Area: _
Assume the spacecraft configuration is 21 feet in diameter by 34 feet
long. The surface area is then:
21_ x 34 + 2 x _ (21)2/4 '_
= 2243 + 693 sq ft = 2936 sq ft :_
Spacecraft Leakage :
The total N2-O 2 leakage rate from Reference 62 is 4.0 x 10-4 ib/ /_O_
sq ft/day. This yields a total daily leakage rate for the entire
spacecraft of: -_
2936 x 4.0 x 10-4 ,, 1.1744 Ib/day %_J
This rate is somewhat optimistic, and therefore a coral daily leakage ('-__/
rate of 2.0743 ib/day (including H20 vapor and CC2)* will be used.
The Biotechnology department of the Boeing Space Divi_,)ionfeels that
wouldeven thisbe morelatterrealistic,rate is too optimistic, and that 5 to i0 ib/day (/ /
General AssumPtions :
/
Spacecraft atmospheric mix is 50% 02 and 50% N2 _-)
The spacecraft atmospheric mix has a density at STP of 0.08332 ib/
Spacecraft atmospheric pressure is 380 mm-Hg (7.35 psia)
Airlock temperature is 20°C (65°F)
Spacecraft total volume is 283 cu m (i0,000 cu ft) /-_
Spacecraft atmospheric composition is: 02 51._4% % J
N2 44.97%
H20 1.56% by weight
CO2 2.03% <,_
Airlock volume is 1.42 cu m (50 cu ft)
Alrlock will be pumped down to 52 mm-Hg before exit _
V
The life process water/C 2 balance is exact with the exception of fecal
water. Make-up 02 will be required only for losses from the ,Jpace-
craft container in the form of 0 2 or compounds of 0 2 . _
v
* Determined in Douglas MORL studies (Ref. I). O
O
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TABLE C-I-5 (Cont.) :
Airlock Calcu] ations_:
. _ 760/460 = 52 x V2/525 , V2 -- 525 x 760/52 x 460 --1.680596 cuft
New density = 0.08332,/1.680596 = 0.004995, ib/cu ft at 52 mm-Hg and
20°C. (65°F).
From this the constituent densities can be calculated:
02 0.002569 ibs/cu ft
N2 0.002246 ibs/cu ft
H20 0.000078 Ibs/cu ft
CO2 0.000101 ibs/cu ft
The constituent losses can then be determined as:
02 0.12845 ibs/use
N2 0.11230 Ibs/use
H20 0.00390 ibs/'se
CO2 0.00505 !bs/u_e
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The optical system consists of wide- and narrow-band optics, accompanied
by gimbals and drive trains that are operated by four drive motors. The _.
pointing of the optical system is controlled by an electronic controller. _ _
Angular measurements are sensed by s signal pickoff system possibly consisting
of resolvers, and processed through a signal conditioning unit.
0The INU consists of a stable platform that includes gyros, pickoffs,
gimbals and mounting hardware, platform electronics for each degree of free-
dom, and accelerometer electronics for accelerometers b_ilt into the inertial _._
platform.
The time standard consists of a primary atomic reference, electronics
to convert and condition the signals derived from the atomic _andard, _nd !
interconnection hardware that will interconnect the time standard with the /
computer and other subsystems of the spacecraft that require a precision time
The ranging system is used with the S-band transmitter and consists of
electronic signal conditioning, processing and time-delay measurement cir-
cuitry, and interconnection to connect this system to the S-band transmitter _ )
and to the time standard. This system is essentia]' a radar ranging system. X
The pulse from the S-band transmitter is transmitted_toward Earth, received
by the deep-space network, and retransmitted to the spacecraft by the deep- [_space network after a precise, predetermined delay. The mean range to the
spacecraft is therefore the total elapsed time between transmission and
reception of the signal, less the precision time delay, all divided by 2: f-_
(t2 - tI) - td. tJ
2
Additional navigation backup may be provided by the experiments to be /_'_
carried. In particular, photographic navigational techniques may be evalu-
ated. Such a technique might involve photographing a planet against the star
field, and using a precision measuring microscope (and the lens constants of
the camera) to determine the planet-spacecraft-known star angle, which would _)
establish a line of position (LOP). In a similar manner, the angle between ....
two planets would provide a better LOP.
C-I.I. Ii Planetary Lander ("_-_
This item is not involved in the subject mission. ( ,_\ /
C-I. i.12 Propulsion Subsystem
he mission propulsion requirements include the escape stage (injection <i)stage), midcourse propulsion, reaction control system (or attitude control
system), and the Mars vector maneuver stage (kick stage). The injection stage
is Jettisoned immediately after use, and is not directly considered in the _c_
study of the mission. The Mars kick stsge is assumed to be so constructed as %J
to require no maintenance during the mission. J_ic stage will be Jettisoned
soon after use. These two propulsion stales are considered unique and are
not listed as part of the spacecraf_ propulsion system. The weights of these _ __
_
O
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stages are determined after the spacecraft has been completely sized, and are
) added in to determine the total orbital weight of the spacecraft at Earth.
The midcourse propulsion requirements are to be met with an LEM descent
_ engine (probably redundant engines in the final configuration). A total mid-
) course AV requirement of 2500 fps is assumed The propellants required will
..... ' be stored in the SM, which will be an enlarged version of the Apollo service
module (SM). Some propellant storage is provided about the command station in
i the mission module (MM). The propellant here acts as a radiation shield.
_-" This propellant will be used during the last midcourse burn approximately 75
days before arrival at Earth.
_ The reaction control system (RCS) is comprised of several Apollo service
module RCS's. These are modified to use nitrogen as a pressurant instead of
_ helium. In all propulsion systems, leak detection and flight instrumentation
J measure and monitor the following variables: nitrogen pressure and tempera-
_" ture; fuel and oxidizer pressure, temperature, and bellows position; control-
valve position; leak-cavity pressure; and engine chamber pressure.
_.r C-I.I.13 Reentry System
_'-_ The Earth reentry system is primarily the Apollo command module (CM).
_ be used lift the to orbit; this is theThe spacecraft
CM may to crew assuming
case, certain parts of the CM must be refurbished before departing on the
_-- interplanetary mission. The CM batteries must be replaced with unactivated
batteries for the mission, and life support system filtration and purifica-
tion cartridges must be replaced.
"-_ Once the spacecraft is assembled in its Earth-orbital configuration,
J the CM will be run on the mission vehicle power system. There is also the
possibility that the MM atmosphere can be piped to the CM. After transplane-
.... tary injection, when the cruise configuration is establishe_, the CM will be
/ linked to the MM systems. During the cruise phase, the CM will be deactivated
" except for necessary keep-alive power, temperature control, and activation for
.- periodic,_heckouts.
._ The following major deviations characterizing the mission CM from the
baseline Apollo should be noted:
• Six-man crew
• 47,500 fps reentry velocity capability
_ • Silver-zinc dry stored batteries providing 8.5 kwh during reentry
L_ • Minimum sanitation and culinary facilities
_._ • Earth (ground) landing provisions.j
" On the computer program data sheets the CM is defined by gross systems.
The CM systems weights are low by the weight of a repair kit that is provided
_ for each. The repair kits provided for each CM sybtem are given the failure"_ rate of the system, and are assumed to be an average size for a single typical
repair action.
?
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C-I.I.14 Rendezvous and Docking Subsystem
Although such a system will be a requirement duri_ig assembly of the
interplanetary spacecraft before transplanetary injection, it is not' an in-
herent functional requirement of the mission being analyzed, and consequently _
has been omitted in the analysis of this vehicle. _')
C-I.I.15 Stability and Control Subsystem
The stability and control system includes the electronics and control _
circuitry necessary to activate the RCS part of the propulsion system to
control the attitude of the spacecraft. Included in this system is a two- _\
axis horizon scanner that is used in Earth orbit and during Mars transit to
aid in properly positioning the spacecraft for propulsive maneuvers. An
inertial unit is provided in the system. The reference function could be
provided bv the navigation and guidance IMU, or the S&C inertial unit could _ )be used as a low accuracy backup to the IMU. _
C-I.I.16 Structure Subsystem ! /
As basically described in Reference 2, the structure of the interplane-
tary spacecraft includes the lunar excursion module (LEM) adapter pressure {_)shell, which is the MM, the probe compartment, the SM structure, the CM
docking provisions, MM internal structure, probe compartment internal struc-
ture, MMports and windows, and interconnection provisions. To simplify the
analysis of the spacecraft structure, repair kits were provided in a manner _
previously described under the reentry system. The volumes of the structural _/
elements were eliminated from the computer program because the enclosed vol-
umes were too large to handle (in co) and were not considered really neces-
sary to the analysis. Volumetric requirements and stowage locations were
determined separately after final equipment and provision lists for the
mission vehicle had been prepared.
C-I.I.17 Flight Personnel _ )
To conform with study groundrules, requiring a minimum of six men on any _
candidate mission s the crew size of four men given in the baseline of Reference J
2 has beeD upgrade3 to six in this mission analysis. Arrival of the crew on
orbit can be in either two groups of three each_ using logistics supply and \
reentry Apollo vehicles, or in a single group using the modified six-man Apollo )
vehicle that will be the command module of the interplanetary mission vehicle.
Because this action occurs before transplanet injection, it was not considered
as a factor bearing on this analysis. For simplicity, and compatibility _ith _
other phases of the study, the crew composition is assumed to be the same as \ 7
recommended for the six-man MORL mission of Reference i:
()
©
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Position Du_ Major Skill
i Flight Commander Astronaut/Engineer
_ 2 Deputy Flight Commander Astronaut/Engineer
3 Operations Engineer Electronic Engineer
/ 4 Experiment Medical
_.j Specialist Medicine
5 Experiment Specialist A Life Sciences
r 6 Experiment Specialist B Physical Sciences
C-1.2 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE 1985 MARS LANDING MISSION
_ Although largely based on information previously described in this docu-'I
_oj merit, a number of the subsystems comprising this configuration differ signifi-
cantly for the reasons of application or anticipated extrapolations in the
_-- state of the art. Where subsystem characteristics and components are essen-
tially the same, reference is made to the appropriate section in the interest
_°'J of minimizing repetition. Baseline concepts for these subsystems are derived
from the same sources mentioned in Section C-I.I. Significant features of
_'_ the 1985 mission are the,use of nuclear boosters for primary propulsion, lack
_._ of resupply once injection has been initiated, 460-day total duration, no
artificial gravity, midcourse correction maneuvers, and a manned landing on
_ the surface of Mars with return and rendezvous in Mars orbit. Although the
__f Mars excursion module (MEM) is recognized as a fully equipped and integrated
space exploration vehicle in its own right, it is treated here as a sub-
...._ system of the basic mission configuration.
<z_ C-1.2.1 Communications Subsystem
_ The primary element of the communications subsystem is a laser system
_7 used for all spacecraft-to-Earth transmissions. It includes a transmitter/
receiver unit on the space vehicle that acquires Earth through appropriate
r_\ Sun, star, and planet trackers, and tracks an optical beacon located at the
_) Earth-based station. The laser system establishes a high data rate communica-
tions channel capable of real-time TV bandwidths from the spacecraft to Earth.
A primary optical assembly of the laser system projects a laser beam to the
Earth station for communications, and senses energy from the Earth station
_- laser beam for tracking accuracy. For trajectories similar to the Mariner
flight, the required lead angle will be less than 50 to 60 arc-seconds.
The diameter of the primary optical system is estimated to be about 1
to 1.5 meters. Main body of the telescope must be pointed with an accuracy
such that the area of interest is within the telescope's aberration-free
field of view. Because the spacecraft attitude control limit cycle exceeds
the aberration-free field of view for telescopes without collector plates,
a coarse pointing syst@m is required. This assembly includes the telescope
' torquer servo as well as an acquisition subsystem consisting of planet, star,
....} and Sun trackers. The fine tracking and pointing assemblies will track the
Earth station laser beacon and provide continuous fine angle corrections
_ required by the laser system.
J
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Because of the transverse component of the space vehicle's motion, relative
to the Earth station and perpendicular to the line of sight between the two _
points, the spacecraft-to-Earth signal generally will not coincide with the _
incoming Earth beacon signal. The offset is determined by the ground station
through analysis of vehicle and Earth trajectories, and the position of the _
Earth-based station. A dichotic beam spinner is used to facilitate simultane- _il_
ous transmission and reception at the different incoming and outgoing wave
lengths.
OCandidates for the laser transmitter include the helium-neon laser and
the carbon dioxide laser. The C02 laser has demonstrated far greater effi-
ciencies than have been achieved with the helium-neon system. Both flowing ;_'\
and closed-cycle C02 lasers have been developed. A closed-cycle CO2 laser )
is lifetime limited, but lifetimes of several thousand hours have been demon-
strated, and only the plasma tube need be changed; an operation that can be
easily performed by trained personnel. The flowing CO2 laser system does not !
incur life limitations because the gas in the plasma tube continually is /
replenished.
The laser transmitter need only be eperated during transmission. For a ,,
coherent system the laser plasma tube and cavity structure should be maintained
in a temperature-controlled oven to minimize thermal tuning effects. The \
modulator is an electro-optic unit with a bandwidth greater than 100 mc. A )
cooling assembly is required to cool the plasma tube of high-power CO2 lasers.
This is double-walled to facilitate cooling by liquid circulation. Heat can
be transferred to a space radiator via either conduction or liquid circula- _
tion. Cooling of the laser modulator power supply electronics can be accom- __ /
plished through normal techniques.
Update from Earth to the mission module (MM) is received through an S-band _-__
receiver. This includes, as major assemblies, the antenna and pointing mecha-
nism, the receiver, and the demodulator. The S-band receiver system is used to
receive all incoming Earth-to-spacecraft communications and data. _
UHF and HF communications systems are provided for communications between
the MEM and the MM. These systems may also be used to facilitate assembly of S_
the space vehicle in Earth orbit before transplanetary injection. A separate .%3
UHF system also is provided for communications wi_h extravehicular astronauts
during the mission and during orbital assembly. _
C-1.2.2 Crew System
Descriptions and features of crew system elements given in Section B-I.I.2 _'_,
apply .to this mission as well. Although the crew siz is the same (eight men), _
quant{ties have been adjusted to sustain an unsupported mission for 460 days.
Some improvements in the wear-out life of lights was projected for the 1985 ,4_
time period. Many items of the type normally included under this heading have
been listed under mission expendables when considering weig_t and volume re-
quirements in the analysis. Being placed in storage after use, they remain
with the spacecraft when the crew departs in the Apollo reentry vehicle. _)I
O
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C-1.2.3 Data Management Subsystem
' 1_ This subsystem i_ the s_me as described in Section B-1.2.3 for the 1985
Libration Center mission, including state-of-the-art extrapolations.
6" _ C-1.2.4 Electrical Power Subsystem
A radioisotope Brayton cycle conversion system with a 15-kilowatt capac-
_ ity was selected for this mission, using the same rationale and source data asdescribed in Section C-I.I.4. The i otope unit, shielding, the mal insul-
ation are essentially the same as specified for the 1975 Mars/Venus flyby
{_ mission. However, the Brayton power conversion system (PCS) for the 1985planetary mission has been broken down into replaceable units that include the
combined rotating unit (C_J), gas loops, recuperator, sink and source heat
exchangers, and duct system. Separability of these items enhances subsystem
(_ maintenance and reduces the weight of on-board spares. The rest of the elec-trical power subsystem generally has remained unchanged except for updating in
weights and failure rates to the state of the art expected for the 1985 time
CI period.
C-I. 2.5 Experiment System
</) for this mission be categorized as:Experiments
can
i) Midcourse experiments that include an astronomical experiment package,
physics and space science, and space technology packages;
') 2) A Mars-orbital observation package; and
3) Planetary surface experiments that include geological, environmental,
_ biological, and planetary chemistry packages.
The contents of these experiment packages as yet have been undefined.
(_ Representative weights have been assumed and assigned, and repair kits foreach of the package_ have been hypothesized. The remainder of the experiment
system includes th_ experiment airlock subsystem, mounting mast, and mounting
boom, all of which are similar to those described in Sections B-I.I.5 and
C-I.I.5.
C-1.2.6 Extravehicular Activity Equipment
_i The description given in Section B-I.I.6 applies also to this mission.
(_ C-1.2.7 InflightMaintenanceEquipment
Equipment listed in Section B-I.I.7 also applies to this mission, except
that some improvement was assumed in component failure rates, weights, and
(_ volumes. The same equipment list was used (Table B-I-16). Although configu-rations differ, maintenance criteria and design philosophies regarding space-
craft layout remain the same.
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c-1.2.8 Inflight Test Subsystem
.F%
The description of this system given in Section B-I.I.8 also applies to _._
t_is configuration. Some improvement was assumed in expected failure rates,
weight, and volumes.
C-1.2.9 Life Support Subsystem IJ
The General Dynamics/Astronautics system described in Section B-l.l.9 ,_'-_
and the references given therein, together with the design rationale described _j
in Section C-I.I.9, was likewise used for the 1985 Mars landing mission. Two
separate six-man-capacity systems were employed, each running at an 80% duty _
cycle, to accommodate the eight-man crew. It was assumed that these systems _
normally would operate independently to service the spacecraft, but that mani-
folding would provide flexibility in meeting maintenance or emergency require-
ments. Net mission time of 460 days was used because sufficient margin was
provided by the lowered duty cycle. Weight requirements for make-up oxygen, )
nitrogen and water were determined in a manner similar to that used for the
1975 planetary mission. Improvements in the basic leakage rate of the space- \
craft were expected for the later time period, but these were assumed to be )
balanced out by somewhat greater surface area, resulting in a net spacecraft
leakage rate equal to the one used for the earlier mission. Spacecraft
volume was scaled up to 33% greater than for the 1975 planetary mission, and i )
make-up requirements dependent on crew size and/or volume were increased
accordingly. Airlock parameters were not changed except for frequency of use,
which was reduced from 300 to 250. Also, spacecraft depressurizations were /
reduced from ten to five in view of the shorter mission duration, flight <.....)
trajectory, and anticipated improvement in manufacturing and operational
understanding. Specific requirements for make-up constituents were calculated
for the 1985 Mars landing mission as shown in Tables C-I-6 and C-I-7. Ref- _ _
erence calculations and rationale for determining H2, 02, and N2 make-up • y
weights are the same as those given in Table C-I-5, except that the total
mission vehicle volume (general assumptions) for the 1985 Mars landing mission /- _
is 377.6 cubic meters (13,333 cubic feet). Airlock volume remains the same
(1.42 cubic meters).
C-1.2.10 Navigation and Guidance Subsystem (-)-
This subsystem is similar to that described in Section C-I.I.IO fo_ the
1975 Mars/Venus flyby mission. It includes a strap-down inertial unit, a star _
tracker, a sun sensor, horizon sensors, and a time standard. Manual observa-
tion equipment is used as backdp for the automatic equipment. The system
is used in essentially the same manner as previously described. The strap- / h
down inertial _,it interfaces with the stability and control_4Jbsystem to k /
provide appropriate reference signals for control of the spacecraft attitude.
C-1.2.11 Planetary Lander ()
The planetary lander, or Mars excursion module (MEM), involved a high
degree of uncertainty in the exact types of subsystems it might contain, _
_heir configurations, and general overall configuration of the MEM itself.
r ©
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..... TABLE C-I-6: CALCULATION OF MAKE-UP WATER, N2, AND 02 RATES
1985 MARS LANDING MISSION
,f
/
Type of Loss Compound K_ Rate Lb Rate Assumptions
1 Leakage 02 0.485/day 1.067/day 380mm hg pressure
02 - 51.44% by weight
,,- N2 0.424/day 0.9328/day N2 - 44.97% by weight
H20 - 1.56% by weight
H20 0.0147/day 0.0323/day CO2 - 2.03% by weight
_ } CO2 0.0192/day O.0422/day
_ Depressuri- 02 ll9.209/event 262.260/event 377.6 cu m (13,333
) zation vol., tmos.as
_ indicated above
N2 104.319/event 229.502/event
_,--' H20 3.488/event 7.674/event
ii> CO2 4.563/event 10.039/event
Airlock Use 02 O.05836/use O.12845/use 1.42 cu m (50 cuft)
vol., pumpdown to 52 mm
__ ) N2 0.05098/use O.ll230/use hg (I psi_), initial atmos e
as indicated above @ 20°C.
_5) H20 O.O0177/use 0.O0390/use (65°F)
" CO2 O.00229/use O.O0505/use
/-
Zeolite Pump- Neglect
down
Fecal Water H20 O.181/man-day 0.40/man-day Ref. 62
_ Wash Water H20 0.042/man-day O.09/man-day From Ref. 62 waste
rate
Suit Use Assume 0.681 kg (1.5 Ib) loss of H20/suit use hr.
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Table C-I-7: CALCULATION OF H2, N2, AND 02 MAKE-UP REQUIREMENTS
1985 MARS LANDING MISSION _-_
L2
02 Kg Requi%'ements:
Leakage 0.485 x 460 ffi 223.10 "_
Depressurlzation 119.209 x 5 - 596.05 %2
Airlock use 0.05836 x 250 ffi 14.59
02 in the form of CO2 <_
Leakage 0.013824 x 460 = 6.35
Depressurization 3.3187 x 5 = 16.59 _)
02 in the form of H20
Leakage 0.005344 x 460 = 2.46
Depressurization 3.101 x 5 = 15.51
Was_ water waste 0.0377 x 3680 = 138.74 \
Fecal waste 0.1611 x 3680 = 592.85 _ )
N2 Kg Requlrements:
Leakage 0.424 x 460 = 195.04 / _
Depressurization 104.319 x 5 ffi 521.60 _--/
Airlock use 0.05098 x 250 = ].2.75
729.39 kg
/
H2 Kg Requirements: ' _
Leakage as H20 vapor 0.001634 x 460 = .75
Depressurization, vapor 0.3876 x 5 = 1.94 f_
Wash water as H20 0.0047 x 3680 - 17.28 t)
Fecal water 0.0201 x 3680 = 73.97
93.94kg <-)
Allow the H2 make-up to be stored as H20 by combining the H2 with a stoichlo-
metric quantity of 02 from the 02 _mke-up weight. Conversion to individual
elements will be by electrolysis. !i )
Final Re_uirements: 02 make-up 854.72 kg
N2 729.37 kg /_
_0 make-up 845.46 kg \_o
|
f
(i) t.
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Although a detailed definition and analysis of this unit therefore was beyond
the scope of this study, gross weight breakouts of postulated MEM subsystems
\_/ were made. Spares and redundancy allocations were made based on the weights of
those 3ubsystems that were deemed subject to repair or replacement. These
weights were estimated from information generated during the studies of the 1975
I time period missions. The allocations were assumed to include those spares anc_
_ J redundancies required to render the MEM completely operational Just before
launching from the mission c.odule.
i In general, it is expected that the MEM will take advantage of some
atmospheric braking, both through its aerodynamic shape and throuRh the use of
f large parachutes, to slow and stabilize the excursion module durinR the final
stages of its descent. The terminal and landing phase will be accomplished
\ /
with the aid of a retropropulsion system to decrease the module velocity to the
final values for landing on the planet surface. Checkout of =he MEM before
/-, launch will be accomplished through on-board systems and will be assisted by
__ / the mlssJon module computer, data management subsystem, and inflight test sub-
system. After launch and during operations on the planetary surface, it is
/- _ expected that maintenance will be virtually eliminated through the maximum use
k _ of redundancy.
C-1.2.12 Propulsion Subsystem/-
k_j The propulsion subsystem includes a midcourse propulsion correction system
and a reaction control system. These subsystems are similar to those described
% for the 19_5 Mars/Venus flyby mission in Section C-I.I.12. Components and
\ / failure rates of these subsystems have been uprated to the 1985 time period.
Nuclear propulsion modules used for primary thrust requirements were considered
/_ only as portions of the fixed weight increments comprising the space vehicle,
and were not analyzed during this study.
C-1.2.13 Reentry System
/
\ This system consists of an Apollo slashed-cone type of vehicle capable of
16.7 kilometers per second (55,000 feet per second) Earth reentry velocity,
/- sufficient for direct entry from transplanetary trajectory, and sized to
\ accommodate eight men. Vehicle subsystems are very similar to those specified
for the 1975 Mars/Venus flyby mission, but have been uprated to the 1985 time
f period. Appropriate weight and structural allowances have been made to conform
with variations between the Apollo command module type of vehicle and a lifting
\ body or slashed-cone configuration.
/ C-1.2.14 Rendezvous and Docking Subsystem
k
in analyzing the Mazs landing mlzsion, rendezvous and docking provisions
_o, for acco_modating the MEMwere inclu@ed as part of the mission module structure
subsystem, because definitions of specific procedures and mechanism design for
"_ that purpose were beyond the scope of th_s study. For exsmplej in the interest
of simplifying module interfaces an4 because the MEM eventually will be aban-
f _ doned, it is conceivable that EVA would be resorted to during crew and material
_..-/ transfer, and only rudimentary attachment devices would be requlred. I Because
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no probes are included in this mission, the space they wc _id otherwise have
occupied, together with associated transport and ejection functions, were _
assigned to accommodate the MEM. A weight allowance for a repair kit was made %J
as a gross entry to account for this function in the analysis.
C-1.2.15 Stability and Control Subsystem _
This subsystem consists of an electronics element and a control-moment
gyro (CMG) element. The electronic system comprises those electronic units _(_
necessary to control the spacecraft reaction control thrusters and to direct \J
the fine attitude alignment of the spacecraft through _)rquing signals to the
control-moment gyro element. The CMG system consists of two packages, each _-\
containing two gyros that are mutually perpendicular, and associated electro- _ )
mechanical units. Because all cryogenic propellants will have been :_pended
from the space vehicle with its departure from Mars orbit, the function per-
formed by the CMG system (orientation to the Sun, principally to minimize ex- ( )
posure of propellant tanks) may be considered noncritical to the return of the
mission. [._ever, continuous operation of the CMG system would be advantageous
to the communications subsystem. Repair of the control-moment gyros is accom-
plished with a repair kit. Maintenance actions were estimated to be replace- J
ment of the gyro spin motor, gyro torquer motor, and gvro bearings,
C-1.2.16 Structure Subsystem )
The basic elements of the structural subsystem for the 1985 Mars landing
mission configuration include the mission module, the Mars excursion module _hangar, and the midcourse propulsion module. Certain structural elements, such }
as main stage propulsion module structures and supports, were not included in
the structure subsystem because they were classed as parts of the main propul- f"_
sion system, _ich was not considered repairable and consequently was omitted
from the study. The mission module pressure shell was conceived as a cylindri--
cal domed shell, to which the Earth reentry vehicle (ERV) would be docked at oI_e
end and the MEM hangar would be attached at the other. Main structural elements { )
are based on those considered for the 1975 Mars/Venus flyby configuration, which
have been scaled up in weight to reflect increases in crew size and other mission
requirements. _
C-1.2.17 Flight Personnel
For this mission the crew complement of six men used for the 1971 plane- ¢ )
tvry mission (see Section (:-1.1.17) was increased to eight men. The two addi-
tional astronauts can be considered as augmentation for the planetary land-
ing, as well as providing better distribution of workload, skill redundancy _¢_'_
and specializations throughout the entire mission. After assembly and check-
out of the interplanetary vehicle in Earth orbit by a logistlcs crew, the
mission crew is launched in the Earth reentry vehicle to rendezvous with the
mission module and undertake the planetary fllght. Crew comvosltion could be
a variation on the grouping given in Section C-I.I.17, as shown in the tabu-
latlon below. Accordingly, the Ma-s landlng crew could be comprised of the
deputy commander and _he geophysicist. _
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Position Duty Ma_or Skill
.....1 i Flight Commander Astronaut/Engineer
2 Deputy Flight Commander Astronaut/Engineer
3 Operations Engineer A Electronic Engineer
4 Operations Engineer B Electromechanical Engineer
5 Chief Scientist Physical SciencesJ
6 Experiment Medical Specialist Medicine
"'_ 7 Experiment Specialist A Geophysics
-/_ 8 Experiment Specialist B Astronomy
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C-2.0 INTERPLANETARY MISSIONS---MARCEP DATA SHEETS
" MARCEP data sheets for the 1975 Mars/Venus flyby mission and the 1985
Mars landing mission are filed under Sections C-2.1 and C-2.2, respectively.
_ The data point entries on the sheets are explained under Section B-2.0, ahead
of the NARCEP entries for the Earth-orbital missions.
C-2.1 MARCEP DATA SHEETS FOR THE 1975 MARS/VENUS FLYBY MISSION
See following pages.
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C-2.2 NARCEP DATA SHEETS FOR THE 1985 MARS LANDING MISSION
See following pages.
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C-3.0 INTERPLANETARY MISSIONS---MAINTENANCE TASK ANALYSIS SHEETS
_ Maintenance task analysis sheets for the 1975 Mars/Venus flyby and 1985
Mars landing missions are filed under Sections C-3.1 and C-3.2, respectively.
: The preparation and use of the maintenance task analysis sheets are discussed
_ in Section 3.5.3 of Volume 7T The sheets have been filed in the same order
as the MARCEP data sheets (a_phabetically by subsystem) to facilitate refer-
.... ence to them and to the subsystem descriptions. Item numbers originally
assigned to the individual components thus are not in sequence, but this is
.... unimportant frcm the reader-reference standpoint. Some item numbers were
_ deleted or omitted before the list was finalized.
_ C-3.1 MAINTENANCE TASK ANALYSIS SHEETS FOR THE 1975 MARS/VENUS FLYBY MISSION
See following pages.
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C-3.2 MAINTENANCE TASK ANALYSIS SHEETS FOR THE 1985 MARS LANDING MISSION
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J C-4.0 INTERPLANETARY MISSIONS---EXPENDABLES DATA SHEETS
For each mission studied, expendable requirements were ,determined apart
from the other analyses conducted. Utilization rates were determined from
the best available information contained in the primary references and from
data provided by NASA. Expendables requirements developed for the interplan-etary missions are given in the following data sheets.
'I C-4.1 EXPENDABLES DATA SHEETS FOR THE 1975 MARS/VENUS FLYBY MISSION
/
See following pages.
._ C-4.2 EXPENDABLES DATA SHEETS FOR THE 1985 MARS LANDING MISSION
See following pages.
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SectionD
SOURCEMATERIAL
Sources referred to throughout the text and in the data sheets are listed
in Section D-I.0. Certain of these have been described in more detail under
Section D-2.0.
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i. 64-26212, Personal Hygiene System Evaluation and Subsystem Spec.
m. 64-26213, Atmospheric Stores System Evaluation :_
n. 64-26215, Atmospheric Control Subsystem Spec. _
o. 64-26220, Integration of Pressure Suits with LSS
p. 64-26230, Handbook of Operating Instructions. _
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Duration, NASA-Ames Contract NAS2-3011, General Dynamics Final Report 64-
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D-2.0 SUMMARIES OF SELECTED REFERENCES
Reference 9: Human En_ineerln_ Data and Concepts for Handlln_ Advance d
Nuclear Systems in Space, NAS8-I1425_ Martin CR-65-88 and -89.
Vol. I - Summary Technical Report
ea e
ii Study covered four types of space vehicles:
i) MORL - Isotope fueled Brayton cycle, 6-man
2) LORL - 3-spoke station, SNAP-8 mercury-Ranklne powerplant !
design llfe of i0,000 hours, 24-36 men, 18-40 kwe. !
3) Lunar Ferry - NERVA II nuclear rocket engine 150,000 pounds thrust !
at 3106 mw power level, SNAP-8 for electrical power.
4) Interplanetary Vehicle - 4 stage, all nuclear propulsion
using LH2 propellant 2 SNAP-8 for electrical power.
23 Task equipment analysis (TEA) logic models using and-or-not gate
terminology for different possible failures.
46 Operations and activities for each concept are discussed.
61 General maintenance and repair concept presented.
63 Design criteria for remote maneuvering units, remote ha_,dllng units.
67 Problems associated with maintenance, repair, and operation of SNAP-8
reactlon-type power supply given.
75 An advanced program plan chart depicts the pertinent data relative to
the development time, cost, and manpower required to perform further
study on the problems uncovered in this study.
Vol. II - Detailed Technical Report
Book 1 - Introduction - Study Plan - System Description
i-I Introduction - gives purpose, history, and objectives of study.
2-1 Study Plan - assumptions, guidelines, definitions, and study tasks In-
dlcatlng the objectives and expected results of each task area.
3-1 System De_crlptlon - a general description including configuration
drawings for each of the four types of space vehicles that were in-
cluded in the study.
3-29 Schematic of SNAP-8 cycle with redundant components in parallel loops.
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Book 2 - Manned-Task IdcnL_fication - Task-Equipment Analyses _
4-1 Deacribes for the four systems studied, the system functional char-
acteristics; the operations and activities required to satisfy system _<
functional requirements; and the operational and activity tasks that
have been allotted to man.
6_
4-12 System operations, activities, and manned tasks for LORL, includes
qNAP-8 deployment; SNAP-8 startup, operation, and maintenance; and
SNAP-8 replacement. _.
4-17 System operations, activities, and manned tasks for MORL, actlvities
discussed are nuclear (Brayton cycle) powerplant deployment, failure
of one operating power loop, failure of coolant pumping unit, sequen-
tial failure in radiator and coolant subsystem of one system, and _
failure in gas-loop package of other system, and activity required at
end of 5-year mission. 4m
5-1 Task experiment analyses--detailed analysis sheets for checkout, re-
pair, and maintenance of each system studied. Good maintenance task
data. -_
Book 3 - Nuclear Evaluation Analysis
r_
Describes the method used in determining radiation dosages received by _
crewmen performing malntenanco and repair tasks involving orbiting
nuclear-radiatlon sources• _
A computer program devised to perform the dosage calculations is de-
scribed in detail in Section 6.1, the results are shown in graphs and
tables /_[
Book___._4- Conclusion, + problem areas - advanced program plan -
references - bibliography ._
7-2 Applicability of the human-engineering data to nuclear system designers
and nuclear system managers. +-++_'_
7-13 General Conclusions - conclusions that pertain to all the space systems "_
and nuclear subsystems.
7-15 Lunar Ferry - specific conclusions pertaining to this system. _
Twenty activities were identified that involved three basic work areas.
The ten activities that must be accomplished in the propellant tank
core work area involve considerable radiation hazard to man, and %
therefore should be performed by remote manipulation.
f
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7-19 Interplanetary Vehicle - most activities and tasks developed for the
lunar ferry will apply to the IV during orbital operations before
nuclear-source activation. However, after nuclear-source activation_
) certain problems (unsolved at present) arise.
7-20 LORL - operation of SNAP-8 replacement requires much EVA and most of
, it performed where radiation is high and tasks are unfeasible as manned
! tasks.
7-28 MORL - radiation will not be a limiting factor in man's activities
outside the MORL vehicle if precautions are taken to ensure that he
will not approach within 3 feet of the deployed powerplant.
i 8-1 Identification of Problem Areas - discussion is given for each of the
nine problem areas identified:
i) Requirement for more definitive engineering design data of
nuclear space systems;
2) Development of realistic radiation tolerance criteria for extended
space operations;
I 3) Development of maintenance and repair concepts;
4) Development of remote maneuvering units and space logistics
vehicles;
5) Development of direct and indirect remote handling operations;
6) Abort of nuclear propulsion vehicle;
7) Development of criteria for removal and packaging of used reactors;
8) Development of spacesuit;
9) Man-rating of SNAP-8.
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Reference i01 Human EnKineerin_ Data for Advanced Ground Support Operations
with Nuclear S__ag_eeS_st_e=ms,Douglas SM-48721, SM-48723, _
SM-48724, and SM-48725, June 1965 _
Vol. I - SM-48721 - Summary Technical Report i__
ea e
3 Assumed that OLF will be available with capability of receiving and _
handling hot nuclear systems from Earth launch and fromreturning space
missions. Study time from 1975-85.
4 NERVA II & SNAP-8 are representative of nuclear propulsion and auxil- _
iary power systems likely to be operational 1975-85.
9 NERVA II & SNAP-8 - summary descriptions, recovery and launch config- J_
urations, and shipping configurations°
12 Ground facilities and GSE discussed_ including functional analysis and
flow diagrams. _-_
33 Hazardous tasks determined and feasibility for doing. _
39 Operational doctrine and hardware solutions that promote effective
crew use in grou_d handling operations. _,--,_
Human engineering data and criteria given (personnel, tasks, hardware). _
Vol. III - Technology Implications _{
Discussed in four categories: biotechnology and human research, mate-
rials and structures_ nuclear systems, and ground support facilities _;_
and equipment. :_ ,
Overall program plan gives estimated costs and manpower required per
year for a 10-year period to accomplish the studies identified. _+i_
Vol. II - Detailed Technical Report, Book I_ SM-48722 is not available.
Vol. II - Book 2, SM-48723 _
2 Section 2 - Radiation. The radiation environment data computed for
the NERVA II & SNAP-8 include dose rate distance decay-time relation- [i_
ships from both fission-product activity and neutron-lnduced activity,
and dose/dlstance relationships for 105 mw-sec NERVA II and 100 mw-
see SNAP-8 excursions° |, _ .
25 Section 3 - Radiation Safety Criteria. Presents the relevant results
of an extensive review of available literature on radiation tolerances,
recovery times, and radiation protection guides to provide background _
data for the development of safety criteria for nuclear ground-
handling workers°
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Vol. II - Book 3, SM-48724 - A compilation of human engineering data and
concepts applicable to ground handling of recoverable nuclear space
systems.
7 2 Section 2 - Personnel Criteria. Selection, training, and use criteria.
7 Section 3 - Task Criteria. Human engineering solutions for increasing
crew effectiveness in ground handling - increased waiting time afterJ
shutdown, increasing distance to source, reducing exposure time, in-
creasing allowable dose rates. Trade-off data for above solutions is
presented.
7
29 Section 4 - Prime Hardware Criteria. Contains criteria applicable to
the selection, design, and use of system hardware.
33 Section 5 - Support Hardware Criteria. Contains descriptions and
illustrations of equipment and procedural concepts for handling re-
) coverable nuclear systems a_ the various work locations during launch
and recovery operations.
73 Section 6 - Shielding. 1.5 pages of general criteria.
J
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Reference ii: Study of the Retrieval of an Astronaut from an Extra-
Vehicular Assignment, NASI-2577, NASA CR-185, Marquardt
Abstract
An investigation of the properties of two tethered objects in an orbit and
an analysis of the problems associ :.d with effecting a union of the two
are considered It was found that successful retrieval can only be made _.
over a narrow range of conditions when angular momentum is considered•
Retrieval Methods - 2 classes _
Conservative - final angular momentum remains constant
Nonconservative - final angular momentum altered from initial value.
6 Conservative
Direct retrieval - example; S/C and man restrained by tether in a
90-minute orbit, mass ratio of 20:1, separation distance 5280 feet,
and mean angular velocity of 0.001 radian/second. If final configura-
tion separation is 25 feet, angular velocity is 40 radians/second
and centripetal acceleration >1200 g's. (Unfavorable situation).
Also discusses internal momentum transfer through line tension, wind ......
up and modified windup philosophy, momentum storage at spacecraft
angular momentum storage, snaring techniques, t_
All conservative angular momentum retrieval methods have high values _$
of centripetal force and angular velocity near end of retrieval.
Also the energy expenditure to effect retrieval is quite high and
cannot be regained practically. _
18 Nonconservative _
Discusses multiple body deployment (sliding mass or mass release from _
astronaut), multiple line configuration, and thrusting (reel-in apply-
ing thrust at astronaut location or space vehicle location)•
32 Section II discusses the system parameters, both uncontrollable
(laws of motion, environment, human factors), controllable (system _
operational rate, force application, materials, mechanization), and _
arbitrary (initial conditions, retrieval techniques, costs, design
aids). _
84 Matrix comparing retrieval philosophies is g..ven. _
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'_ 76 Resultsj_
Successful retrieval of an astronaut using a tethering system is
_° possible.
Nonconservative techniques must be used.
_ / Shape of trajectory not significantly altered by a variation in
thrust level during incremental thrusting retrieval.
_ Damping of tether must be part of retrieval system.
E-I Appendix E discusses retrieval mechanism considerations and presents a
_ concept for a typical retrieval system.
U
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Reference 12: H.O. Ruppe, Manned Planetary Reconnaissance Mission Study:
Venus/Mars Flyby, NASA TM X-53204 i_ _
Summary
24.£"-,
These missions require extension of state of the art beyond Apollo/Saturn V _
in following areas: orbital operations/tanking; electrical power supply
systems; astrionic system; lifetime; life support system.
Venus mission - 1975, Mars 1978 _
Cost - including one attempt at each planet, about $6.4 billion :_
Orbital launch mass (including S-lIB orbital launcher) for
Venus: 618-697,000 ibs (2 S-V's and 2 LOX tankers)
Mars: 1014-1,279,000 ibs (2 S-V's and 4 LOX tankers)
Nuclear propulsion reduces initial orbital mass by 41% :_
Mission duration: Venus, 380-394 days; Mars, 699-691 days
Crew size : 3 _
Pa e
9 General Mission Descriptions & Spacecraft Descriptions, imcludes space-
craft layouts, design groundrules, subsystem description, and weights.
28 Orbital Launch Vehicles discussed.
31 Orbital Operations - sequence of launching payload masses into orbit. _.
36 Mission Integration - mission trajectory, launch windows, planet
encounter, Earth return, and landing.
"'%'
51 Scientific Payload - 10,O00-pound scientific probes and 1000-pound
scientific payload, data to be gathered is listed.
53 Mission Schedule and Cost Analysis. !_
60 Mission Worth Analysis - worth calculatlon matrix used. :_
69 Complete Aerodynamic Braking - improvements to be gained if this
capability existed for Earth return (21-26% less initial mass).
70 Nuclear Injection from Orbit - improvements to be gained if S-lIB _
stage is replaced by nuclear injection stage (37-45% less initial
mass).
76 Problems to be investigated during Phase II effort.
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Reference 15: R.W. Tillotson, Desisn for In-F!isht Maintenance for Manned
Space Missions
System weight versus redundancy for a constant R (R = 0.997 for 30 days) as a
ratio of weight of redundant systems
Wt of basic sys + test equip.
Using ratio of 1.00 for inflight maintainable system, then
1.28 is ratio for standby redundancy at functional block level---crew
performs monitoring and switching.
i 1.36 for same as above except---auto monitor and switching.
1.57 for standby redundancy at axis level---auto monitor and switching.
2.07 for standby redundancy at system level---auto monitor and switching.
In treating maintainability on a total systems basis, consideration must be
given to:
i) Inflight test equipment requirements;
2) Design of troubleshooting procedures;
I 3) Media and format for presenting data t. crew;
4) Nature of crew maintenance restraint system;
5) Design and layout of maintenance work station;
6) Method for restraining equipment at work station during repair;
! 7) Design of tools;
8) Means of securing tools, spares, equipment, etc., while not in use;
9) Method and location of spares storage;
i0) Method of spares identification and marking defective units;
ii) Method and test equipment to verify successful repair;
12) Astronaut maintenance training.
System elements should be packaged so each subassembly contains those compo-
nents associated with single system function.
Ideally, only three test points should be associated with any given subassem-
bly; input, output, power supply voltage.
Adequate physical and visual maintenance access should be provided. An in-
flated pressure suit causes almost complete loss of the sense of touch.
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Reference 16: AIAA Fourth Manned Space Flight Meeting, October 1965
ea e
13 Manned Space Science and Applications, NASA---identifies studies and
experiments being considered, and discusses preliminary results of a
study aimed at the definition of a program of scientific research to
be carried out in an orbiting laboratory.
36 Reliability Concept for Long Space Missions, NAA---explores reliability
problem o£ interplanetary missions in terms of functions, duty cycle,
and subsequent reliability.
The extent of the mission rellability/crew safety problem is estab-
lished for very long duration missions.
Sample mission reliability requirements and state-of-the-art estimates
are given.
Summary of X-15 and Mercury flight successes and failures.
Summary of results of analysis on ECS and LSS of a typical planetary
mission module gives number of types of repair actions, number, and
weight of spares.
A sample of possible downtime constraints on the ECS is presented.
46 Design and Operations of an OLF, Boeing, summary of study
64 Selection of Manned Missions to Mars and Venus through an Analysis
of Program Effectiveness, General Dynamics---Summarizes the results
of NAS8-11318 study to develop "criteria of choice" and methods for
parametrically analyzing and evaluating the concepts proposed for
manned Mars/Venus missions. Report discusses program effectiveness
criteria, probability of mission success and crew survival, mission
cost analysis, development risk, program sequence and effectiveness
analyses, and results in ranking of mission mode/vehicle concepts
and candidate programs.
80 Biological Problems of Extended Manned Missions, TRW---possible prob-
lem areas discussed are: low g levels, pure 02 atmosphere, trace
contaminants, and biorhythm interruption.
177 Thermal Control in an Advanced Life Support System, General Dynamics
Details are presented on a_ advanced integrated LSS designed as part i
of a study conducted for NASA-Langley. This design optimizes the
weight, power, and reliability of the LSS by thermally integrating the
individual components with each other and with other spacecraft systems, t
400
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The LSS was designed to have sufficient capacity to support a four-man
crew on a 1-year Earth-orbit mission assuming a resupply period of 90
) days.
T_his system should be used in maintainability study.
263 C02 Reduction Systems, TRW---discusses various methods of reducingO using chemical, electrochemical, and thermal energy.
274 Thermally Integrated Life Support Systems, General Electric---Describes
") the basic life support functions during a prolonged space flight and
discusses and evaluates the possibility and benefits of thermal integra-
tion of the processes with the waste heat source. Concludes that by
integrating the LSS with power generating equipment a total of 2965wa ts ca be saved at a weight incre se of 56 to 158 pounds ver a
nonintegrated LSS.
286 Description and Status of DOD Gemini Experiment D-12 Astronaut Maneu-
vering Unit (AMU), LTV---presents detailed description with schematic
diagrams of the AMU systems. The mission profile for the AMU experi-
ment is given with predonning checkout and flight checkout procedures.
303 Work '.n a Low Friction Environment, Lockheed---three representative
maintenance tasks were performed with a 6-degree-of-freedom simulatorwith 18 subjects in shirtsleeve, unpressuriz d suit, an pressurized
suit. Tasks were inspection of an externally mounted fuel cell,
location and repair of an electrical circuit malfunction, and repair
a damaged a gas or system.of
tube in fluid
306 Life Support Systems Data from 62 Days of Testin_ in a Manned Space
Laboratory Simulator, Douglas---presents data obtained from Phase Iof a multiphased program for the engineering design and development
of completely closed and integrated llfe support and power systems
% usable for a variety of spacecrafts. Has technical discussion of
each subsystem, including failures encountered.
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Reference 17: Tenth National Symposium on Reliability and quality Control,
January 1964
250 "Human Factors in Design of Reliable Systems," Sandia
Gives some results of investigations of human errors, e.g., probab_- _:_
ity of a connector defect due to human error is 0.004, Proposes
methods for reducing human errors and for implementing good human
engineering practices.
314 "Reliability Testing and Assessment," McDonnell
Emphasis on testing and assessment of complex units of hardware whose °_
R is characterized by exponential distribution of MTBF. Also briefly
covered is testing of one-shot items that follow binomial distribu-
tion and the test of parts with failures normally distributed and
Weibull distributed.
" BuShips600 "A Reliability-Maintainability Trade-off Procedure,
Describes a procedure for systematically generating and evaluating _--
design approaches for reliability and maintainability. Major relia-
bility approaches considered include: derating, special parts, special
design, redundancy. A detailed description of the trade-off procedure
is given.
V
v
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Reference 23: Bioastronautics EnK_neerinK Data Book-MOL, Boeing Document
D2-82007
Crew members assumed to be pilots with 9 months of flight training, 1500 hours
in hlgh-performance aircraft, ARPS test pilot training covering 482 hours
academic training and 34 hours Jet aircraft time, and ARPS space research pilot
training covering 357 hours academic work and 83 hours in high-performance air-
craft. Age 33 years or below.
Human Factors
"_ Envlronment---Pressure unit flow 0.25 ....0.75 Ibs/min (0.5 psia back pressure)
/
Evaporative body cooling---mln 25 ft/min
Ventilation---25 cfm if smoking allowed
5 to 7.5 cfm if no smoking allowed
Normal composition---MOL & Gemini 7.35 psia
Normal composition---40% 02, 60% N2 by volume
f CO2 partial pressure---<l% sea level equivalent
Temperature---75_F
Relative humidity---45f5%
J Noise level not to exceed 75 db in orbit
Radiation dosage (same as for Apollo program)
Whole body skin 233 rads/yr
Blood forming organs 54 rads/yr
Eyes 25 rads/yr
Emergency---30 min walk-around supply of 02 for each man
Suit pressurlzation---100% 02 at 5 psla
Biomedical monitoring requirements listed.
Food---4 meals/day, 23-2500 calorles/day, 1.3 Ibs/man/day, 0.5 ft3/man/week
Sleep---7 hrs/day, 2 periods of 3.5 hours, sleeping area temp 70_F
Water---6.5 ibs/day/man, 40_F drinking, 140°F mixing with food
Illumination---variable control from 0-i00 foot-candles at work station
Min volume/man---200 ft 3
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Reference 24: "In-Space Maintenance Research---MOL," Lockheed Report
LMSC-A758!68, August 1965 _i
-_
Shirtsleeve versus Pressurized Sult Performance Time Ratios
r;
Fuel cell repair---4.8 x for suited operator
Electrical system malfunction---2.2 x for suited operator zero-.g
Third system repair---1.7 x for suited operator :_
Standard g versus Simulated Zero-g in Shirtsleeves
Fuel cell---zero-g l.___4xl-g :_
Electrical system - zero-g 1.2x l-g '"
Fluid system - zero-g l.lx l-.g _
Mockups of typical space maintenance experiments include:
Electrical/Electronic Model
Hydraulic/Pneumatic Model _
Prototype Fluid Model
Structural Model
Test Thruster Unit
Work Station layout shown
Tool kit for MOL identified: 15 tool types, unmodified tool weight of' 29.8
pounds, volume 0.2 ft3. Estimate can save 7 pounds.
Tool design concept uses opposed action turning with built-in handhold. _
Weight-volume summary given for work station and maintenance equipment.
Discussion Fiven on following proposed equipment:
VAC Guard---uses space vacuum for control of fires, leaks, undesirable _
fluids, etc. "-4
Miniature Vacuum Cleaner ,_
Personnel Propulsion Unit---cold gas, hand mounted, finger controlled ij_
Translation Aids---taut rope, ball and socket, CLECO; adhesive taut rope _
best, CLECO most difficult
Restraint Tethers---varlflex restraint tether, rigidity of restraint is
variable
£
£
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Reference 25: Space Research---Directlons for the Future, National Academy
_½ of Sciences-Space Science Board
PART I---Planetary and Lunar Exploration, December 1965
_'_ 2 Priority based on scientific interest: (i) Mars, (2) Moon and Venus,
<_/ (3) major planets, (4) comets and asteroids.
_-, 3 Major recommendations:
Early use of Saturn V on Mars missions
h Early Venus probe, 1968 or 1970
Deep-Space information transfer
_ _ Develop fine pointing control for rockets
_/ OAO, with versatile spectrographic equipment
Establish program for planetary astronomy
. Scientific passenger for lunar exploration)
_" Each area of interest is discussed in detail giving present knowledge
and proposed investigations.
t_ 61 Numerous working papers are presented covering:
Solar system origin, evolution, dynamics, chemistry
7h Planet interiors, geology, magnetic fields, atmospheres
_,j Comets and planetary dust
Solar wind
;_ PART 71....Astronomy, Physics, and Geophysics, January
1966
ease
_/ 2 Optical Astronomy---Recommendations
Increased use (twice) of sounding rockets for optical space astronomy
_'_ AES should include two or more telescopes, 40 inches or larger
Development of detectors, improved gratings, optical interferometers
:_" should be pressed
R&D of telescope optics, primary mirror, should be supported by NASA
r_ Increased support of ground base astronomy
•-_'" Long-raIge program (after 1975) should be oriented to very large
orbiting telescope
='i Space telescope of very large diameter, with resolution corresponding
_ to a 120-inch aperture, is becoming technically feasible.
_ Each recommendation is discussed in detail.
/
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39 Solar Astronomy ....Recommendations
High priority to development of triaxially stabilized rocket attitude _,
controls.
Improve existing rockets and double number avaiiable/year. _ _
OSO program be augmented by at least four launches during 1970-72. /_ _improve existing OSO Spacecraft capability,
AOSO satellite be flown close to next solar maximum.
Manned _ssions in 1968-72 such as ATOM & AES, are desirable to j
supplement AOSO.
Solar space observation be included in manned AES program.
Studies begin immediately on orbiting solar telescopes of at least
1-meter aperture. _ -
Provide a continuing uninterrupted experimental program.
Continue strong program of inexpensive lockets and small unmanned
satellites.NASA bring more scientists into space flight program.
NASA provide additional support for ground-based solar studies and
physical research in laboratories. ,_o_
93 Radio and Radar Astronomy
123 X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Astronomy _
Recommendations and discussion similar to that indicated above
are given in these areas also, but are too numerous to list ...... _
169 Physics & Geophysics---Recommendations
Experiments in relativity and gravitation are most important. _....
Vigorous pursuit of development of a suitable high-precision
radar altimeter.
NASA should include installation of corner reflectors on the $i_
Moon in the lunar landing program.
Support of ground-based experiments and of balloon and rocket
programs be expanded. _:_
PART III---Rocket and Satellite Research, University Programs, Biology, Medicine
and Physiology, and the Role of Man in Space Research, February 1966
Detailed discussion and recommendations are given in each area. _
Includes Dr. C. L. Kraft and J, M. Christensen pa_er on "Some Charac-
teristics of Man Pertinent to Spacecraft Design and Operations." _
O
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Reference 26: Study of Crew Functions and Vehicle Habitability Requirements
_> for Long Duration Manned Space Fli_hts, NAS2-2419, Serendip-
_S_ ity Associates, August 1965
_'_ VOLUME I---Summary Report (15 pages)
Summarizes technical activities and final results. The mission studied was
_ Mars landing, 450 to 510 days with Venus swingby, 0 to 60 days on Mars, crew
_ of 3 to 15, a Mars excursion module (MEM) was part of system. The mission
was broken down into 13 phases. Interactions between parameters such as the
_ following were investigated: crew size and composition; human support system
weight, volume, and power; number of scientific experiments; scientific equip-/
_ ment weight, volume, and power; stay-time on Mars; open and closed LSS.
_ _ Conclusions include: ten-man crew can perform all activities with substan-. tial safety fa tor; eight plus most main-
tenance; six men can perform all operational, some scientific and some main-
-_ tenance; crew quarters and LSS equipment should be in specially shielded
capsule, crew should have 250 cubic feet each for sleep, recreation, and
.... personal effects; experimentation should be in exobiology, physical science,
and physiology; emphasis should be on on-board maintenance rather than devel-7
1 oping highly reliable components; crew must instrument maintenance program;
_ scheduled rather than corrective maintenance should be applied to LSS.
_- _ VOLUME ll---Technical Program
/
Page
1 11-6 Brief description of 13 phases of mission and the operational functions,
scientific functions, and human support functions for each.
) 111-28 Tabulation of operational function requirements for crew number, man-
minutes and duration during each mission phase.
- IV-I Details the kinds of scientific experiments that would be performed on
'I
a long-duration manned space flight, the kinds of equipment required,7
and estimates of weight, volume, and power costs.
V-I Human support functions of sleeping, eating, hygiene, exercise, recrea-
- tion and free time, housekeeping, medical monitoring, and psychological
monitoring are analyzed to obtain crew activities and manhours required.
I
, Vl-3 Development of generalized maintenance philosophy.
VI-29 General groundrules used for maintenance analyses.)
:_" VI-32 LSS maintenance---malfunctions of LSS, duty cycle, component failure
frequency, equipment failure characteristics, maintenance mode allo-
_ cations. Supporting data generated by the analyses is presented in
_o._ Appendix V of Vplume III.
t_
: c
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VI-51 Time/cost for maintenance of scientific equipment.
VI-53 Derivation of spacecraft system reliability. _i
VI-56 Maintenance time available for operational equipment.
Vlll- Description of crew composition, crew manhours for mission phases, _;
3 skill requirements, description of requiremepts for each crew member,
cross-training requirements. O_ '
VIII-
7 Volumetric requirements of systems. OVIII- °
12 Growth factors and their influence on cabin arrangement.
OVIII- Human factors engineering topics discussed are: sound, illumination " ., d,. "
25 communications, and display/control design.
Vlll- Psychological and sociological factors discussed include: motivation, _
35 leadership, LSS products, sensory deprivation, and the effects of iso-
lation and confinement.
VIII- Physical health factors discussed are: traumatic injury, stress, and _,,_
48 crew treatment quarters.
VIII- Lists human maintenance tasks that may be affected by zero-g _)_
53 environment.
VIII-
58 Human factors problems associated with an artificial-g environment. _
IX-5 LSS standards or basic requirements are identified. Includes summary ,_
of LSS developed on a number of other studies. _7
IX-12 Five LSS's are critically investigated to assess the degree to which
they meet the standards. _ _
IX-19 A representative LSS to meet all system requirements is described. A
closed system for the Mars mission vehicle and an open system for the !i_ _
excursion module. Weight_ volume, and power costs are developed for _J
each for a range of crew sizes.
X-6 Six subsystem outputs are investigated with respect to LSS equipment _._
failure and human performance degradation.
X-13 Table of possible spacecraft trace contaminants. IO
X-22 Allowable downtime of LSS functions: 02 supply---24 hours; N2 supply---
24 days; CO2 removal---36.7 hours; temperature and humidity---42 minutes.
. These values are based on thresholds affecting man's performance and not %J
his physiological limits.
,O
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XI-I Describes the relevant cost parameters and worth parameters of a manned
Mars mission. Cost parameters selected are those primarily related
to implementing the scientific parameters and those related to the sup-
port of man. Thirteen relations are described that involve interactions
of the following parameters: crew size and co_position; human support
system weight, volume_ and power; number of scientific experiments;
scientific equipment weight, volume, and power; stay-time on Mars; open
and closed LSS. Graphs and tables are given showing the relationship
of these parameters.
I
VOLUME III---Technical Appendices
I I Operational Mission Activity _nalyses---detailed analyses of functions
required in each mission phase in terms of system input and output
state, function description, activity, performance time, and tasks
1 required. (227 pages)
II Scientific Mission Activity Analyses---tables present estimated
activity performance time, frequency of repetition, number of people
required, and phase within which activity will be initiated for every
function within the three scientific missions. (20 pages)
'! III Human Support Mission Activity Analyses---detailed analysis of each
of the human support functions in terms of the activity and tasks
required, constraints, means/procedures, crew time, and if independent
._ of crew size. The above analysis is presented for both human main-
tenance and human monitoring functions. (38 pages)
IV Equipment lists (by name only) for operational equipment, scientific
equipment, and human support equipment. (28 pages)
V Maintenance Activities Analyses---presents detailed descriptive data
that support the maintenance studies discussed in Chapter VI of Volume
II. Includes failure mode analysis, times, number of people, equip-
ment, failure frequency for LSS, human maintenance equipment, and
scientific equipment.
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Reference 27: Electrical Power Generation Systems for Space Applications,
NASA SP-79, 1965 .:,
An authoritative and current review of the nation's space power program. %
Solar Power Systems -_
Solar cells---130 watts/ft 2 $250-$800/watt now expected to drop to $75-
$100/watt by 1975. v'_
Weights include batteries---3000 ibs/kw for small unoriented systems
300 ibs/kw for large oriented systems in high _
orbits
Weight expected by 1975 200 ibs/kw for low-orbital systems "_i
- 160 ibs/kw for 20,000 n mi orbits
Solar cell efficiency---now ii%, have attained 15%. _.
Also discusses thermoelectricity, thermionics, solar dynamic systems,
solar dynamic candidate beyond 1970 for powers above 5 kilowatts.
Chemical Power Systems
Chemical engines---high fuel consumption (2 to 3 x fuel cells) good for
short-duration power demands. Navaho and X-20. :t
Batteries---silver-zinc for nonrechargeable, 80-90 w-hr/ib,
nickel-cadmium for rechargeable, 2 w-hr/ib for 300 n mi _!
orbit to I0 w-hr/ib for 20,000 n mi _'
Fuel Cells---H2-O 2 fuel cell good for short-duration manned missions. ._
reactant consumption 1 ib/kw-hr with i pound of H20 produced. _.
Tankage adds another 0.5 ib/kw-hr.
Nuclear Power Systems :_
Nuclear power systems possess unique advantages at power levels greater
than a few tens of kilowatts. !_
Isotope power systems---Rankine and Brayton cycle in i- to 10-kilowatt
class. _}_
Reaction power systems---review of SNAP-10A, SI, -8 & -50/Spur.
Discusses technology programs, requirements, and missions for time periods (_
d
up to and beyond 1980.
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Discusses reli_ility and gives t_les on tests required to demonstrate
_.__ a level of reliability.
Derives conclusions for each type of system, requirement, and recommen-
dation.
_ Requirements: Most NASA/DOD missions in 1964-1970 require less than
500 watts.
_ 1970-75 time period there are 15 new mission possi-
bilities re_uirinE 1-10 kilowatts.
_} 1975-1980, extended lunar missions imply power levels
_ of hundreds of kilowatts.
,_ ) 1980 and on, deep space and planetary suggest power
levels in megawatt range.
O
O J
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_ Reference 31: ORL Experiment Program ....EVEA, Volume B, Part X, NASw-1215,
IBM, February 1966
ea e
L
: X-3 General background of past ground and orbit experience EVEA
experiments. Indicates five basic functional categories for
EVEA: assembly; allgnmen¢, test, and operation; maintenance
and repair; personnel and material transport and handling; and
personnel and material recovery from _pace.
X-8 27 Selected Know?edge Requirements (SKR's), of particular promise
for initial phase of the ORL program in EVEA are identified. A
huge foldout char_ shows the basic categories of required capability
and in successive levels defines the detail requirements for support
_rom other scientific and technical (S/T) areas.
X-14 Describes functional capabilities of prospective equlpment_
supporting research requirements_ and prospective orbital
• activities, including the required flight characteristics and
summaries of prospective experiments recommended for detail
i definition.
I X-22 Table of synthesized EVEA simulation tasks giviug tasks, model
used, item to be evaluated, method (water immersion, air bear-
ing, or zero-g aircraft), sensors, and analytical data requirements.
X-A-1 Appendix A---data provided on some illustrative SKE's for EVEA
discusses importance, potential methods and approaches, and
R&D status.
l
X-B-I Appendix B....summary descriptions of 13 representative experi-
ments, including astronaut involvement by numbers, time, periods
of time, total man-mlnutes, flight duration, major equipment,
etc.
X-C-I Appendix C---gives functional descriptions, data and sketches
of prospective equipment for EVEA grouped into six functional
categories: powered locomotion systems (p. X-C-2); manual
locomotion and restraint systems (p. X-C-18); tethering de-
vices (p. X-C-23); grappling devices (p. X-C-26); tools and
fastening devices (p. X-C-33); and rescue devices (p. X-C-49).
Appendix C, in particular, should be very useful for mainte-
nance analysis of extravehicular activities.
%
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Reference 32: _eKration of Electrical Power and Life Sunnort
Systems for Manned Space Stations, NASA CR-316, NAS3-2799, G.E.
O
Summary---Six auxiliary space power systems were designed to meet the require-
) ments of a six-man orbiting space station. An LSS, including regen-• erative processes, was also designed to meet the same space station
requirements. The endothermic processes of the LSS were identified
i and the electric power generating systems redesigned to incorporatefurnishing the LSS endothermic processes from the power systems heat
sources. The systems were evaluated to determine which integrated
system offered the best advantage as the result of thermal integra-( tion. The selected system, the isotope Brayton integrated system,was then compared to a nonintegrated photovoltaic system. The
study identified areas of significant reduction in electrical power
(_) powerplantrequirementSsize.f°rLS processes withe corresponding reduction in
The following systems were considered in the study:
t- ') i) Power Systems
a) Solar Dynamic---Stirling cycle, Mercury Rankine, Brayton
) cycleb) Radioisotope Dynamlc---Stirling cycle, Brayton cycle
c) Solar Static---photovoltaic
_i) 2_ LSS---CO 2 regeneration by Sabatier method, urine treatment by
• distillation and pyrolysis, waste water distillation, flood
preparation, solid waste management.
) Study was based on a six-man MORL, 1-year mission with 180-day re-supply, 10-psla cabin. The design of components common to more
than one system was coordinated to maintain consistency.
7 Summa_, o_ results---Tables summarlzin_ power requirements, summari-
_i_) zing characteristics (weight, volume, area, etc.), comparison of non-integrated systems using weighting factors and performance indexes,
comparison of thermally integrated systems, LSS temperature, and power
C_ _ requirements.
26 Design guidelines for all systems.
_._ 29 Method of Comparison---explained in detail with explanation of weight-
i_g factors used for performance evaluation.
_! 39 LSS Analysis---describes each LSS subsystem in detail, includingschematic and locat on diagrams, weight , power, etc,
,_, 93 Stifling System Analysis---detaIled descrlption _nd data.
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149 Brayton System AnalysiS---detailed description and data.
223 Solar Mercury Rankine Analysis---detailed description and data.
241 Photovoltaic Power System Analysis---detailed description and data.
253 Appendix A---Analysis of Peak Load Effects---requirement met by
storage of electrical energy in ni-cad batteries.
255 Appendix B---Solar Collector Design.
261 Appendix C....Radiator, Absorber, and Heat Exchanger Design.
307 Appendix D---Cabin Pressurlzation---glves LSS mode of operation
during emergency conditions and discusses systems that can be
shut down.
L
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Reference 34: MOL Extended Mission Study, Boeing Document D2-82325-I,
_ September 1965 (Confidential)
This study was conducted to establish configurations and operational character-
) istlcs for MOL vehicles capable of performing an extended duration mission con-
_ slderlng fuel ceil, solar cell, and nuclear power sources.
_ 17 Configuration drawings for each concept are given.
) 22 Description of system changes required followe4 by tables of summary
_° s of weight changes (gross).
36 Table of trades conducted and conclusions.
/
107 Environmental control system changes in weight, volume, and power.
) 137 ECS component weights, volumes and powers for each configuration
-_ with schematic diagrams.
_ 164 Air evaporation system component weights, volumes, and powers.
%C_.J
/
177 Waste management system component weights, volumes, and powers.
_) 228 Information subsystem component weights, volumes, and powers.
%
241 Commu_Icatlon subsystem component weights, volumes, and powers.
_ r
k_
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Reference 35: MOL Critical Subsystem Monitor Trade Study .Report, Boeing
Document D2-82220-I, 1965 (Confidenti_l)
This study determines the criteria for identifying and selecting critical
functions, identifies the requirements for visual and audible alarms, and
provides an approach to the design of a critical subsystem monitor. In
summary_ the study identifies as crltlcal those functions that immediately
endanger the llfe of the crew or could deteriorate to a llfe-hazardous con-
dition. Two functional alternatives, ground dependent and autonomous, were 4__
considered. The optimum design approach was selected by considering each
critical function individually. Considerations of 4eight led to the use of
multiplexing for 50 personnel module and the Ii primary propulsion module -:
functions. No advantage accrued from multiplexing of lab functions.
The display approach is to provide a master CSMS warning panel in LOM con- _
raining a red flashing light and audible alarm for functions hazardous to
life, a red steady light for functions essential to mission success, and an
amber _eady light for those indicating marginal subsystem operation. A
red legend indicator is provided for each function hazardous to life or
essential to mission success. A summary amber legend indicator is provided
for functions indicating marginal subsystem operatfon. _.
_4m
f
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Reference 36: M0L Displays ,Subsystem Data Book, Boeing Document
i:__ D2-82322-I, September 1965 (Confidential)
Pa_ m
-j 2 Crew station arrangements.
6 Display and control trade studies.
17 Indicator weights---single vertical scale meter---0.75 pound, double
vertical scale meter---l.15 pounds, circular meter---0.75 pound,
D se]ector switch---O.l pound, selector control---0.5 pound.
19 Indicator unit weight---18 pounds, volume---0.6 cubic foot; alphanu-
meric keyboard weight---3 pounds, volume---O.l cubic foot; electronics
unit weight---15 pounds, volume---0.46 cubic foot: incremental tape
unit weight---8 pounds, volume---0.13 cubic foot.
I_ 22 Display panel layouts for numerous systems.
136 MOL Console, restraint design and EV study using neutral buoyancy.
_ Outlines procedures for two tests: zero-g simulated shirtsleeve and• zero-g simulated pressure suit environment tests.
9
J
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Reference 38: Life Support S_stem Operation and Maintenance in a Manned
Space Cabin Simulator, Douglas, AIAAPaper 65-502. i_!_
Presents the results of Phase I 12-day and 30-day missions. System supported
four men with a 50% 02-50% N2 atmosphere at 7 psia in a 4000-cubic-foot cabin.
During 30-day test, a total of 10.6 pounds per day of 02 and 0.9 pound per day _
N2 was used. A molecular sieve regenerable CO2 removal system was used. MSA
toxin burner was used for trace contaminant control. The waste management _
systems, which need considerable development, and the CO2 removal system,
because of its complexity, required the majority of the maintenance. The
C02 removal system (blower failure) was shut down for 9 hours on the 13th
day without the CO2 level rising to the abort level, which illustrates the _!_
considerable amount of time available for troubleshooting and repair. In _
addition, the crew extinguished a small fire on the seventh day with CO2, the
resulting smoke and CO2 was controlled by filters, toxin burner, and molecu- _
lar sieve.
©
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Reference 39: SNAP 10A Design, Development, and Fli_ht Test, NAA, AIAA
Paper 65-467.
Designed to provide 500 watts of power in space. It employs a compact nuclear
_ reactor as the heat sources and converts the heat directly into electricity
through thermoelectric conversion. Launched April 3, 1965, operated contin-
uously for 43 days when premature shutdown occurred due to possible failure
of some on-board electronic devices. Design parameters---electrical power---
_ 500 w, reactor power---40 kw, length---137 inches, base diameter-_-52 inches_
weight---960 ib, radiator area---62.5 ft2_ titanium structure, design life---
i year. Because reactor power source and shield weight are virtually inde-
pendent of power level, the obtainable outputs per unit system weight increase
substantially at larger system power levels. Reactor thermoelectric systems
are extremely attractive in the kilowatt power range. Specific powers of
_ 25 w/ft 2 and 3 w/ib are presently obtainable.
d
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Reference 40: SNAP 8 Reactor and Shield Designs and Operating Experience,
NAA, AIAA Paper 65-473 _.
The SNAP-8 reactor is a heat source suitable for long endurance i0 to 50kw
space electric power supplies. It has demonstrated reliable long-term oper- _
ation of the reactor core and reflector. Durin_ 500 days of operation, it
operated i year in the power range of 400 to 600 kwt (thermal power) with a
1300°F coolant outlet temperature and continuously for over 5000 hours. ;_
600 kwt is equivalent to i0 to 50 kwe (electric power) depending on the power _
conversion system.
8 Operations summary for test program that included 17 shutdowns, none
of which were due to reactor malfunctions• _
13 Detailed description and drawings of an instrument-rated reactor and
a man-rated reactor. Designed to operate i0,000 hours, but a reliable
lifetime of 3 to 5 years appears practical. _*
24 Discussion of reliability. Redundancy is widely used to achieve high
reliability
26 Describes three typical space shield configurations.
32 Gives cost estimates and weight savings estimate for shielding with _
different levels of radiation hardening for components.
Charts for determining shield weight and thickness as a function of _37
manned SNAP-8 system parameters.
@
@
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Reference 42: Systems for Nuc]ear Auxili.ayy Power (SNAP), TID-20079,
_ U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, January 1964
f
Pa e
% 3 SNAP-10A, 0.5 kwe, originated 1960, uranium-zirconium hydride reactor
? coupled with a thermoelectric power converter. Can be upgraded to sev-
eral kwe.
_ SNAP-2, 3 kwe, originated 1956, same reactor as 10A but operated closer
_ to design limitations. This project has been terminated.
Potential needs of -10A and -2 for space stations, lunar bases, and
communications.
4 SNAP-8, 30 kwe, originated 1959. Potential needs for large 20-man space
station of 1970's, lunar base, reconnaissance systems and military com-
_ munications.
4 SNAP-50/SPUR, 300-1000 kwe, lifetime i0,000 hours minimum, unshielded
_ specific weight less than 20 1b/kw. Potential uses in 1970 to 1975
interplanetary probes, base, and space stations.unmanned lunar manned
6 Evaluation of SNAP system development programs includes technical review
_ and discussion of each of above programs plus a lithium cooled reactor
experiment.
16 Evaluation of alternate approaches includes the boiling potassium reactor
experiment, the Brayton gas cycle, thermionic energy conversion_ otheradvanced concepts.
21 SNAP isotope program - requirements and potential applications, tentative
._ flight schedule.
23 Isotope availability and cost data - Pm-147 and Pu-238 are most attractive.
25 Isotope SNAP safety and radiation considerations - discusses problem ofwhether isotope capsules should be designed to burn up or return intact
for Earth reentry.
26 Economics of isotopic SNAP - charts of energy cost in dollars per watt-
• year for different isotope costs and mission life.
31 Cost comparisons of radioisotope thermoelectric generator and solar cell
generators.
33 Summary charts of SNAP isotope power generators and characteristics of
isotopic heat sources.
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Reference 43: Study of Space Maintenance Techniques, ASD-TDR-62-931, Bell
Aerosystems, December 1962 •
6 System descriptions of several manned space systems that the study eval- _
uated for maintenance, assembly, and repair functions. Two permanent
multimanned space stations, a space station supply vehicle, lunar landing
vehicle, space maintenance capsule, EV spacesuit.
27 Lists ten discrete failure classes into which the majority of component _
malfunctions could be attributed.
27 Failure analysis for a chaser vehicle which has extendable booms for in- ,?_
orbit coupling of spacecraft modules. _ _
31 Techniques identified for assembly of multimanned space stations.
34 Space vehicle structure concepts including failure and maintenance _,_
analyses.
42 Space vehicle propulsion concepts including failure and maintenance i_
analyses. _
63 Life support system concepts i_cluding failure and maintenance analyses.
72 Power supply concepts including failure and maintenance analyses. .o_
78 Avionics systems concepts including failure and maintenance analyses.
87 Maintenance task analyses - determines how the maintenance is performed. _,
Preceding sections gave only requirements for maintenance, i
I00 Effects on maintenance of the following space environments is discussed:
zero gravity, electromagnetic radiation, particle radiation high vacuum,
' f/'_ •
meteoroids.
173 Man's capability to perform maintenance tasks - discusses percentage of
tasks external to vehicle for various systems, sequence of tasks and _
behaviors required for typical maintenance tasks, visual environment,
weightlessness, workplace provisions, lighting conditions.
223 Space maintenance concepts - general discussion. _
229 Automatic maintenance systems - system replacement and automatic self-
maintenance. Satellite replacement most economical up to about i0,000
pounds or $4,000,000. Intermediate systems most economically serviced
by maintenance ferry to about 70,000 pounds or $i0,000,000. On-board
maintenance most economical for large, expensive, long-duration mission
satellites. Two approaches to auto self-maintenance are equipment redun- _
dancy, and auto replacement and repair.
234 Comparison of automatic and mancentered maintenance systems - series of
charts shows manned maintenance capability provides highest reliability
system.
237 Mancentered in-space maintenance - two approaches included a special pur-
pose maintenance vehicle or trained personnel on-board to perform
maintenance.
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Conclusion is that there appears to be no substitute for manual in-space
_}_, maintenance capability.
4, 241 Tools and fasteners - summarizes some results of previous studies done
)_ on task times to install and remove different types and sizes of fasten-
ers with various tools. Concludes that man can perform many space main-
tenance tasks using conventional tools and standard fasteners.
251 Remote manipulators - discusses the requirements for remote manipulators,
tasks that they should be able to perform, control and actuation require-
ments, manipulator feedback, manipulator tools, and accessories.
271 Summary and Conclusions - general discussion.
280 Reference list - comprehensive list of 140 reference sources.
.1:
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Reference 44: J.G. Krisilas and H. J. Killion, An Evaluation and Comparison
of Power Systems for Lon$ Duration Manned Space Vehicles ,
Aerospace Corp., September 1£66. PaDer presented at First .j_Nonconventional Energy Conversion Applications Conference
DConclusions:
I) Fuel cells involve excessive reactant weight for missions over .
30 days. _}
2) Solar/photovoltaic offer low development cost and high reliability _,_
but incur severe weight and operational cost penalties for orbit- ?_:_
keeping due to aerodynamic drag.
3) Solar/dynamic---same disadvantages as 2) but higher efficiency,
higher development cost and lower _. "J
4) Radioisotope/thermoelectrlc---could be developed for moderately
low cost, has high R potential, but relatively high weight and J
low efficiency.
5) Radloisotope/dynamic---offer lowest weight, low operational ,'_
costs, high R for long periods when redundancy and maintenance
are assumed.
6) Nuclear reactor/dynamlc systems do not appear to be competitive J_
from any standpoint in the power range of interest (2 to i0 kw).
4-8 Summary of characteristics for each type power system
_
If Pu-238 radioisotope heat source is u_ed a special reentry vehicle _
integral with the heat source to allow recovery of the valuable
radioisotope is needed.
Reactor burnup during reentry for nuclear reactor/dynamlc system
was assumed although it would be difficult to guarantee.
9-15 Evaluation of power system weight itemized for each system _
Fuel celi---I.32 ib/kw-hr.
Solar photovoltalc---597 Ib/kw plus yearly battery replacement
$olar/dynamlc---1700 ib for 5 kw system.
Radioisotope/thermoelectrlc---Po-210, 1005 ib/kw; Pu-238, 1225 ib/kw
Radiolsotope/dynamlc---Po-210, 635 ib/kw for 2 kw to 378 Ib/kw for i0 _
kw. Pu-238, 712 lb/kw for 2 kw to 455 ib/kw for
i0 kw.
Nuclear reactor/dynamlc---4272 ib/kw for 2 kw to 1021 Ib/kw for i0 kw. ,_
0
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16-21 Evaluation of power system costs---detailed cost charts included
that cover, for each system_ development, mission integration, !
) hardware procurement, and launch costs.
22-25 Power system reliability---a reliability model was prepared for
each system. One year reliabilities with and without resupply _'L
are shown below:
{
W/O Resupply 90-Day Resupply _
Fuel cell --- 0.970
Solar/photovoltaic 0.919 0.936
Solar/dynamlc 0.905 0.905
Radioisotope/thermoelec- 0.993 0.993
tric
Radiolsotope/dynamic 0.944 0.981
Nuclear reactor/dynamic 0.913 0.913
28-30 Integration of power system and its impact on mission for which it
was selected is evaluated.
) 31-42 Discussion of comparison of power systems on each of the above
evaluation factors---detailed data is presented from which the
conclusions were made.
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Reference 46: Design Studies of a Pu-238 Brayton Cycle Power System for the
MORL Concept, NAS 1-4479, September 1966, First Nonconventional _+
Ener_ Conversion Applications Conference, Kirkland and McKhann,
Douglas
9_ t(III) Pu-238 Brayton cycle system descrlption---good detailed description
with drawings and schematics, some maintenance information.
(IV) System parametric analysls---efflciency and temperature graphs, i_
radiator weight and area optimization.
(V) Radiator deslgn---good description, drawings, graphs of performance. +_
(VI) Electrical consideratlons---discussion of two approaches using
different alternator speeds and frequency. The h_-frequency
(1067 cps) generation system with electronic frequenc_ conversion _
to 400 cps was selected because of definite wei_t advantage
(4910 lb versus 5620 ib). Schematic of power conditioning system
and distribution syste_ is given.
(VII) Nuclear conslderatlons---dispersal of the Pu-238 fuel is minimized
through: (I) the use of an inert fuel form, and (2) encapsulating _
the fuel so that it is contained under a wide variety of abnormal _
circumstances. Table 3 lists all of the safety mechanisms for i
each phase of the mission. _
(VIII) System mechanical design---detailed descriptions with installation
drawings of system equipment and handling provisions; replacement _
procedures included. _J
(IX) Weight and performance---tables of launch weights, system character-
istics, performance curves for design and off-deslgn configuratlons. /___+
(X) Conclusions and recommendations---no insurmountable detail problem
areas; confident it can be integrated into MORL; freedom of vehicle
orientation; improved mission operations; virtually vo wei_t penblty; i_
considerable flexibility and growth potent_l; readily maintainable.
0
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Reference 47: Finai Report - Development of MORL System Utilization Potential,
NASI-3612, Douglas Report SM-48821, January 1966
Pa e
6 MORL responsiveness---summary of baseline system limitations and margi-
nal capabilities.
8 MORL improvements---sunmlary of baseline changes (applicable pages have
been reproduced).
22 Analysis of experiments---increased experiments from 92 for Phase IIA
to 157 for Phase IIB. Impact on MORL configuration of expanded experi-
ment program is summarized.
35 Rank ordering of skill categories by percentoge of manhours required.
76 Logistics systems analysis---cost data
Minimum cost of maintaining six-man lab is about $365 million per
year after initial manning. Logistic vehicle unit cost---$43.5 mil-
lion. Saturn V launch vehicle---S60 million. Average cost per lifting
vehicle mission in low altitudes and inclinations---S40.2 million.
Cost for each crew member rotated:
Apollo system---S13.8 million. Lifting vehicle system---$B.4
million.
Every six- to nine-man module in orbit will require approximately
40,000 pounds of cargo per year.
8_ MORL baseline responsiveness analysis---changes required to accommodate
200 n mi 90-degree orbit and synch_,nous orbit are given for each
subsystem. EC/LS---_adiator area musk be reduced for synchronous orbit.
Communications---add S-band for synchronous.
Structures---add 1820 pounds of radiation shielding for 90 degrees,
excessive shielding required for synchronous. (4400 to ii0,000 pounds).
91 Recommendations for further analysis of heavy shielding problem.
97 Saturn IB/Apollo logistics system cargo delivery capability---net cargo
of i0,000 pounds and I000 cubic feet.
Total annual housekeeping---22,000 pounds.
Experiments---18,400 pounds for 3.65 year mission duration.
i01 Effect of subsystem failures on experiment plan---21 failures during
3.65 years, downtime 327.9 hours, 123 experiment interruptions during
simulated mission. Failures: EC/LS---6, SCS---7, Comm/TM/Data---8.
105 Indepth analysis of 48-hour experiment period.
118 Perturbation analyses---effect of a selected failure in each major lab-
oratory subsystem, activity flow diagrams, chart of summary of effects of
the six perturbations.
125 Electrical power---comparison of solar cell/battery and Pu-238 Brayton
cycle.
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0138 EC/LS---three operational modes: (i) basic (features an open 02 system _
and closed water system), (2) nine-man crew (designed to accommodate
nine men for long duration), (3) 02 regeneration. Changes required for
each are discussed. _
179 Comm/data---advanced data management concept using a programmable central
information control and storage unit. A general-purpose control and _
display console is located at each system control station. _:
186 Propulsion---changed from IRFNA oxidizer to NTO (N204). Design data and
duty cycles given. Also discusses a low thrust resistojet system and a
low-thrust radioisotope thruster system. _
210 Structures---added radiator in conical section of outer shell; substi- _ituted O-ring sealed integral flanges for circumferential weld joints;
elimination of spherical section bulkhead between experimental hangar and _i_
control deck; adding six-radial stowing ports in hangar/test area; adding _
an experiment bag; adding 0.02 to aft dome thickness for radiation
shielding. Impact of these changes is discussed. _,_%-
225 Mechanical systems---changed from seven-arm handling system to a two-
arm handling system and circular track concept.
232 Baseline configuration and in-board profile drawing.
236 Logistics---discusses the three vehicle configurations required by the
three MORL missions. _
240 Apollo logistics vehicle in-board profile
250 Weight statement
256 Research requirements discussed for various areas. _
263 Advance technology requirements---areas in which advancement of state of "
the art is required. _
273 Advance development---items requiring long development lead times.
282 Impact of AAP on MORL development. _
289 Implementation planning and schedules. _l_
299 Operational concept---includes launch, orbital, and recovery.
308 System costs _ _:_
• O "i
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